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Abstract 

Let Q be an inverse semigroup. A subsemigroup S of Q is a left I-order in Q or Q 
is a semigroup of left I-quotients of S, if every element in Q can be written as a—l b 
where a, b E S and a' is the inverse of a in the sense of inverse semigroup theory. If 
we insist on a and b being 7Z-related in Q, then we say that S is straight in Q and Q 
is a semigroup of straight left I-quotients of S. 

We give a theorem which determines when two semigroups of straight left I-
quotients of given semigroup are isomorphic. 

Clifford has shown that, to any right cancellative monoid with the (LC) condition, 
we can associate an inverse hull. By saying that a semigroup S has the (LC) condition 
we mean for any a, b E S there is an element c E S such that SanSb = Sc. According 
to our notion, we can regard such a monoid as a left I-order in its inverse hull. We 
extend this result to the left ample case where we show that, if a left ample semigroup 
has the (LC) condition, then it is a left I-order in its inverse hull. 

The structure of semigroups which are semilattices of bisimple inverse monoids, in 
which the set of identity elements forms a subsemigroup, has been given by Cantos. 
We prove that such semigroups are strong semilattices of bisimple inverse monoids. 
Moreover, they are semigroups of left I-quotients of semigroups with the (LC) con-
dition, which are strong semilattices of right cancellative monoids with the (LC) 
condition. We show that a strong semilattice S of left ample semigroups with (LC) 
and such that the connecting homomorphisms are (LC)-preserving, itself has the (LC) 
condition and is a left I-order in a strong semilattice of inverse semigroups. 

We investigate the properties of left I-orders in primitive inverse semigroups. We 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup to be a left I-order in a 
primitive inverse semigroup. We prove that a primitive inverse semigroup of left 
I-quotients is unique up to isomorphism. 

We study left I-orders in a special case of a bisimple inverse w-semigroup, namely, 
the bicyclic monoid. Then, we generalise this to any bisimple inverse w-semigroup. 
We characterise left I-orders in bisimple inverse w-semigroups. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Many authors are interested in the theory of semigroups of quotients. We recall that 

a subsemigroup S of a group G is a left order in G or G is a group of left quotients 

of S if any element in G can be written as a—l b where a, b E S. Ore and Dubreil 

[I] showed that a semigroup S has a group of left quotients if and only if S is right 

reversible and cancellative. By saying that a semigroup S is right reversible we mean 

for any a, b E S,San Sb 0. Murata in 1950 [35] extended the notion of a group of 

left quotients to a semigroup of quotients. He insisted on a semigroup of quotients 

being a monoid and that inverses were inverses lying in the group of units. A different 

definition proposed by Fountain and Petrich in 1985 [6] was restricted to completely 

0-simple semigroups of left quotients. Gould in 1985 [17] extended this concept to 

left orders in arbitrary semigroup. The idea is that a subsemigroup S of a semigroup 

Q is a left order in Q if every element in Q can be written as a0 b where a, b E S and 

cd is an inverse of a in a subgroup of Q and if, in addition, every square-cancellable 

element of S (an element a of a semigroup S is square-cancellable if a1-t*a2 ) lies in a 

subgroup of Q. In this case we say that Q is a semigroup of left quotients of S. Right 

orders and semigroups of right quotients are defined dually. If S is both a left and a 

right order in Q, then S is an order in Q and Q is a semigroup of quotients of S. 

McAlister introduced two concepts of quotients for an inverse semigroup Q with 

a subsemigroup S in [28]. The first one says that Q is a semigroup of quotients of S 

if every element in Q can be written as ab'c where a, c,b e S. The second one is 

that Q is a semigroup of strong quotients of S if every element in Q can be written 

1 
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as ab-1  c where a, c,b E S and b E San cs. 

Our new definition is that a subsemigroup S of an inverse semigroup Q is a left 

I-order in Q and Q is a semigroup of left I-quotients of S if every element in Q 

can be written as a-1  b where a, b E S and a-1  is the inverse of a in the sense of 

an inverse semigroup theory. Right I-orders and semigroups of right I-quotients are 

defined dually. If S is both a left I-order and a right I-order in Q, then S is an I-order 

in Q and Q is a semigroup of I-quotients of S. 

Let S be a left I-order in Q. Then S is straight in Q if every q E Q can be written 

as q = a-l b where a, b E S and aRb in Q; we also say that Q is a semigroup of 

straight left quotients of S. 

The main purpose of this thesis is to study the theory of quotients in inverse 

semigroups. We investigate the structure of quotients in some classes of inverse semi-

groups. 

In addition to this introduction, this thesis comprises seven chapters. In Chapter 2 

we begin by providing brief accounts of the basic ideas concerning inverse semigroups. 

As we are interested in inverse semigroups we devote the second section to introducing 

some well known concepts for inverse semigroups. The class of all inverse semigroups 

is properly contained in the class of all ample semigroups; in Section 2.3 we give 

some useful descriptions of such semigroups. In Section 2.4 we introduce some spe-

cial classes of inverse semigroups; we will investigate their left I-orders in the next 

chapters. In the final section we introduce some definitions from category theory and 

we explain the relationship between categories and monoids. 

In Chapter 3 we give the formal definitions of a left (right) I-order and a straight 

left (right) I-order. Also, we give a number of examples of left I-orders. In the final 

section of this chapter we concentrate on the uniqueness of straight left I-quotients, 

in the following sense. We ask a question: if a semigroup S is a straight left I-order 

in an inverse semigroup Q and embedded in another inverse semigroup P under a 

homomorphism c,o, when can cp be extended to a homomorphisrn from Q to P? In 

order to answer this question we introduce a ternary relation on S and then the answer 
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is given in Theorem 3.2.9, which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for straight 

left I-quotients of a given semigroup to be isomorphic. Consequently, we have solved 

the problem of the uniqueness of Q. The result of this section can be found in [12]. 

In Chapter 4 we show that starting with a left ample semigroup S with the (LC) 

condition, the inverse hull of S is a semigroup of left I-quotients of S. By saying 

that a semigroup S has the (LC) condition we mean for any a, b E S there is an 

element c E S such that Sa n Sb = Sc. The main theorem of this chapter gives 

a necessary and sufficient condition for a left ample semigroup to be a left I-order 

in its inverse hull. Right cancellative monoids are precisely left ample semigroups 

possessing a single idempotent. Our result generalises and extends Clifford's result 

for a right cancellative monoid. It is worth pointing out that the inverse hull of the 

left ample semigroup need not be bisimple. In Section 4.3 of this chapter we give 

a necessary and sufficient condition to make it bisimple, in the case that S satisfies 

(LC). The results of this chapter have already appeared in [12]. 

In Chapter 5 we investigate left I-orders in certain semilattices of bisimple inverse 

semigroups. Since a Clifford semigroup is certainly a semilattice of bisimple inverse 

semigroups, our result will significantly extend that for left orders in Clifford semi-

groups. Cantos has shown that, if S is a semilattice of right cancellative monoids 

with the (LC) condition and certain further conditions, then we can associate it with 

a semilattice of bisimple inverse semigroups. In the main theorem of Chapter 5, we 

show that one of Cantos's conditions is equivalent to S itself having the (LC) con-

dition. We use this equivalence to define a simple form for the multiplication which 

is easier to deal with than the form which Cantos used. We link this with Clifford's 

result and our definition of left I-order to introduce a new aspect for such semigroups 

which we can read as follows: If S is a semilattice of right cancellative monoids with 

(LC) and S has (LC), then S is a left I-order in a semilattice of inverse hull semi-

groups. Moreover, we prove that such S is a left I-order in a strong semilattice of 

inverse hull semigroups. We end this chapter by extending these ideas to the following: 

Let S be a strong semilattice Y of left ample semigroups Sc„ a E Y, such that 
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each S has (LC). Using the general results of the previous chapter, each So, is a 

left I-order in its inverse hull E(S„). We show that S is a left I-order in Q where Q 

is a strong semilattice Y of the inverse hulls E(S) of the semigroups Sc„ a E Y, if 

and only if the connecting morphisms are (LC)-preserving, and this is equivalent to 

S having (LC). In this case, Q is isomorphic to the inverse hull of S. The result of 

this section can be found in [12]. In Section 5.3, we define a category SR of semilat-

tices of right cancellative monoids with the (LC) condition, which themselves have 

the (LC) condition, and a category SB of semilattices of bisimple inverse monoids, 

in which the set of identity elements forms a subsemigroup, and show that SR and 

SB are equivalent. This result may be specialised in section 2.5' to show that the 

corresponding category of right cancellative monoids with (LC) is equivalent to the 

category of bisimple inverse monoids. 

In Chapter 6 we consider left I-orders in primitive inverse semigroups. We show 

that any left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup is straight, a result which will 

play a significant role in Section 6.3. The main theorem in this chapter, Theorem 6.2.1 

gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup to have a primitive inverse 

semigroup of left I-quotients. Brandt semigroups, that is, inverse completely 0-simple 

semigroups, are precisely 0-simple primitive inverse semigroups. We specialise our 

result to left I-orders in Brandt semigroups2  a result which may be regarded as gener-

alisation of the main theorem in [11]. As a consequence of our work, any left I-order S 

in a primitive inverse semigroup Q is straight, and showing that S satisfies conditions 

in Theorem 3.2.9, we prove that primitive inverse semigroups of left I-quotients of 

S are isomorphic. We recall that a semigroup S is an abundant semigroup if each 

R.-class and each r*-class of S contains an idempotent. In the last section of this 

chapter we consider abundant left I-orders in primitive inverse semigroups. 

In Chapter 7 we concentrate on a left I-order in one of the most fundamental 

semigroups; the bicyclic monoid. In order to study left I-orders in the bicyclic monoid, 

we need to know more about its subsemigroups. A description of the subsemigroups 

of the bicyclic monoid was obtained in [3]. By using this description we study left 

II wish to thank Professor D. B. McAlister for pointing out the idea of this section to me. 
2We understand that Cegarra has an equivalent result. 
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I-orders in the bicyclic monoid. It is well-known that the bicyclic monoid plays a very 

important role in the study of inverse w-semigroups. 

In Chapter 8 we characterise left I-orders in bisimple inverse w-semigroups. A 

bisimple inverse w-semigroup Q is isomorphic to a Bruck-Reilly semigroup BR(G,6), 

where G is the group of units of Q and 0 is a group homomorphism of G. We show 

that any left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup is straight. The main theorem 

of this chapter gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup to be a left 

I-order in a bisimple inverse 6.)-semigroup. We study the special case when a semi-

group is a left I-order in a proper bisimple inverse w-semigroup BR(G,0), that is, 0 is 

one-to-one. In the final section of this chapter we are concerned with the uniqueness 

of bisimple inverse w-semigroup left I-quotients of a given semigroup. 

Some of the work from Chapters 6, 7 and 8 form the subject matter of several papers 

[131, [14] and [15], recently submitted for publication. 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

In this chapter we will present all of the basic elementary concepts of semigroup 

theory used throughout this thesis. All of the definitions and results are standard 

and can be found in [1, 23] and [38]. 

2.1 Notation and Relations 

A semigroup S 	(S,.) is a set S together with an associative binary operation on 

S. Some semigroups contain an identity element, that is, an element 1 e S such that 

al = la = a, for all a E S. Such semigroups are called rnonoids. If a semigroup 

contains an clement 0 that satisfies x0 = Ox = 0 for all x E S, then 0 is called a zero 

element of the semigroup. Note that identity and zero elements, if they exist, are 

unique. 

We use SI  and S° to denote the semigroup S with an identity or a zero adjoined 

if necessary, respectively. That is, 

-= 
{S 	

i

f S has an identity element, 
Si  

S U {1} otherwise, 

with the multiplication extended by defining al = la = a for all a E S'. And 

S°  = {s 	
if S has a zero element, 

S U {0} otherwise, 

with the multiplication extended by defining a0 = Oa = 0 for all a E 50. 

6 
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An element e E S is an idempotent if e2  = e. The set of all idernpotents of S 

is denoted by E = E(S). A band is a semigroup such that every element is an 

idempotent and a commutative band is a semilattice. 

Let (X,<) be a partially ordered set. If x,y,z E X and z < x, y, then z is a lower 

bound of x and y. If z lies above all other lower bounds of x and y it is the greatest 

lower bound and z is denoted by x A y. If every pair of elements in X has a greatest 

lower bound, then X is a meet semilattice. 

On any semigroup S, we define a partial order relation < on E(S) by 

c < f if and only if ef = fe = e. 

If S is a commutative semigroup, then (E(S), <) forms a meet semilattice. If S 

contains 0, then 0 < e for every e in E(S). An idempotent element e of S is called 

primitive if e 0 and f < e implies that f = 0 or e = f. 

A non-empty subset T of a semigroup S is a subsemigroup of S if it is closed 

under the operation of S. A subsemigroup of S which is a group with respect to the 

multiplication inherited from S will be called a subgroup of S. If A is a non-empty 

subset of S, then the intersection of all subsemigroups of S containing A, is the 

subsemigroup of S generated by the set A; and is denoted by (A). The subsemigroup 

(A) consists of all elements in S that can be written as a finite product of elements 

of A. 

A non-empty subset A of a semigroup S is called a right ideal if AS C A, a left 

ideal if SA C A and an ideal if it is both a left and a right ideal. If a is an element 

in a semigroup S the smallest left ideal containing a is denoted by Sa U { a} which we 

may conveniently write as S1  a, and which we call the principal left ideal generated 

by a. The principal right ideal generated by a is defined dually and two-sided ideal 

generated by a is SiaS1  

Let S and T be semigroups. A function p: S 	T is called a hornomorphism of 

S into T if for all a, b E S we have (w,o)(bso) = (ab):,o. If S and T are monoids then, to 

be called a monoid homomorphism, („o must also satisfy lscp = 1T. If (i) is one-to-one, 

then cc; is a monomorphism or embedding of S into T. If it is surjective it will be called 
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an epimorphisnt. Also, a homomorphism is called an isomorphism if it is bijective. 

If there is an epimorphism from S onto T, we say that T is a homomorphic image of 

S. We say that S and T are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism between S and T 

and we write S T. A homomorphism from S to itself is called an endomorphism 

and an isomorphism from S to itself is called an automorphism. 

The equivalence relation R, on a semigroup S is defined by the rule that a R. b if and 

only if aS1  = bSi. The relation a r b is defined dually. Also, we say that a J b if they 

generate the same principal two-sided ideal. The intersection of .0 and R. is denoted 

by ?-1. It is easy to see that R. and G are, respectively, a left congruence and a right 

congruence. It is a significant fact that G and R. are commute, so that, consequently 

D=R.o.G is an equivalence and is the join of r and R. in the lattice of equivalence 

relations on S. We recall that these equivalence relations are called Green's relations. 

The 1Z-class containing the element a will be written as Ra. Similarly for La, Ha, Da  

and J. 

We say that a semigroup S is simple if it consists of a single J-class (0-simple if 

0 and {0} and S\ {0} are the only J-classes). A completely 0-simple semigroup 

is a 0-simple semigroup with a primitive idempotent. A semigroup S is said to be 

bisimple if it consists of a single D-class (a 0-bisimple semigroup is a semigroup with 

two D-classes, {0} and S\ {O}). 

The next lemma gives an elementary characterization of 7Z and L. 

Lemma 2.1.1. Let S be a semigroup and let a,b E S. Then: 

(1) (a, b) E R if and only if there exist x,y E 5' such that ax = b, by = a. 

(2) (a, b) E G if and only if there exist x,y E S1  such that xa = b, yb = a. 

There is a generalization of Green's relation R. which is defined by the rule that 

a R.* b if and only if the elements a, b of S are related by Greens relation 1? in some 

oversemigroup of S. The relation r* is defined dually. The join of the relations R.* 

and r* is denoted by D* and their intersection by 71*. An alternative definition for 

R.* is given by the next lemma. 
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Lemma 2.1.2. [31] Let S be a semigroup and let a,b E S. Then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(1) (a, b) E R,*; 

(2) for all x,y E Sl , xa = ya if and only if xb = yb. 

It is easy to see from this lemma that R.* is a left congruence and G* is a right 

congruence. This lemma can be simplified when one of the elements involved is an 

idempotent as follows: 

Corollary 2.1.3. [8] Let a be an element of a semigroup S, and e E E(S). Then the 

following are equivalent: 

(1) a 'R,* e; 

(2) ea = a and for all x, y E , xa = ya implies xe = ye. 

A semigroup S in which each L*-class and each TZ*-class contains an idempotent 

will be called an abundant semigroup. If the idempotents commute in an abundant 

semigroup we call it an adequate semigroup and in this case the R*-class (r*-class) 

of a E S contains a unique idempotent, denoted by a+ (e). If the idempotents of 

S commute and we insist only that each 'R,*-class (C-class) contains an idempotent, 

we call S a left adequate (right adequate) semigroup. 

2.2 Inverse semigroups 

An element a of a semigroup S is called a regular element if there exists an element 

x in S such that axa = a. The semigroup S is regular if its elements are regular. 

An inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup in which all the idempotents commute. 

Equivalently, an inverse semigroup is a semigroup S such that for all a E S there is 

a unique b E S such that aba = a and bab = b. The element b is the inverse of a and 

is denoted by a-1. It is worth noting that (a-1)-1  = a and (ab)- 	b-1a--1  for all 

a, b E S. 

If X is a non-empty subset of an inverse semigroup S, then the intersection X* 

of all inverse subsemigroups of S containing X, is the inverse subsemigroup of S 
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generated by X. It is easy to see that X* = (X U X-1) where X-1  is the set of all 

inverses of elements of X. 

For an inverse semigroup, each 7Z-class and each r-class contains exactly one 

idempotent, that is, aa-1  E Ra  and a-la E La. Consequently, for every a, b E S, 

a R. b if and only if aa-1  = 

a Gb if and only if a-la = b-lb 

where a-  b-1  is the inverse of a, b in S, respectively. 

An inverse semigroup S, possesses a natural partial order relation < which is 

defined as follows. If a, b E S, then 

a < b if and only if a = eb for some idempotent e. 

With respect to the natural partial order E(S) is a meet semilattice witheAf=ef. 

A transformation on a set X is a function from X into itself. The set of all 

transformations on X is a semigroup under composition (from left to right) and 

denoted by Tx  and we call it the full transformation seinigroup on X. For any 

semigroup S and non-empty set X, a homomorphism 0 from S into Tx is called a 

representation of S and cb is called a faithful representation if it is one to one. For any 

element a in a semigroup S the transformation pa  [kJ defined by x pa  = xa [X )\a  = axj 

for all x E S' is the (inner) right [left] translation of S corresponding to the element 

a of S, and the mapping a 	> pa  of S into Ts'  is a faithful representation. 

A partial transformation on a set X is a function a mapping a subset A of X 

into a subset B of X. The partial transformation semigroup PTx  consists of all 

partial maps of X and the operation is composition of partial mappings, where for 

a/3 E PTx, 

dom af3 = 	a n dom /3)a-1  and Vx E dom af3, x(a0) = (xce)/3. 

The symmetric inverse semigroup on a set X, denoted by lx, is the set of all one-

to-one partial transformations of a set X with multiplication as above. Note that 

= 0 if im a n dom = 0 where 0 is the empty transformation. 
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The natural partial order on Ix  is easily seen to be the domain restriction of a 

partial map, that is: 

a < ,3 if and only if dom (a) C dom (/3) and a 	Idorna• 

We can look at any inverse semigroup as a subsemigroup of a symmetric inverse 

semigroup as we will note in the next theorem. 

Theorem 2.2.1. ( Vagner-Preston) /25.1 Every inverse semigroup embeds in a suit-

able symmetric inverse semigroup. 

Lemma 2.2.2. (23] In the symmetric inverse semigroup; 

(1) a .G 15' if and only if im a = im 13, 

(2) a 'R. ,8 if and only if dom a ,---dom 

2.3 Ample semigroups 

Let IX be the symmetric inverse monoid on a set X. We can define three unary 

operations —1,+ and * as follows: for each a E 

a-1  is the inverse of a; a+  = aa-1  and a* = 

Let S be a subsemigroup of lx. If S closed under ±, then S is a left ample semigroup 

which may be regarded as a (2,1)-subalgebra of lx , with unary operation +. Right 

ample semigroups may be defined in a similar way by considering closure under *. An 

ample semigroup is one which is both left and right ample. It is worth pointing out 

that an ample semigroup S may not be embeddable in an inverse semigroup in way 

that respects both ± and * (see [161). 

Alternatively, we can define a semigroup S to be left (right) ample if and only if 

every 7?,*-c1ass (s-class) contains an idempotent, E(S) is subsemilattice of S and S 

satisfies the left (right) ample condition which is: 

(ae)+ a = ae (a(ea)* = ea) for all a E S and e E E(S) 

where, for x E S, x+  (resp. x*) is the unique idempotent in the R.*-class (resp. 

L*-class) of x. 
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A semigroup is ample if it is both left and right ample. We can note easily that, 

any inverse semigroup is ample and right cancellative monoids are left ample. By a 

right (left) cancellative semigroup we mean, a semigroup S such that for all x, y, z E S 

xz = yz implies x = y (zx = zy implies x = y). 

It is clear that every right cancellative monoid contains exactly one idempotent. 

Following [18], for any left ample semigroup S we can construct an embedding of 

S into the symmetric inverse semigroup Ts as follows. For each a E S we let pa  E 

be given by 

dom pa = Sa+  and im pa  Sa 

and for any x E dom pa , 

xpa = xa. 

Then the map Os : S Ts is a (2, 1) embedding. 

Following [16], let S and T be two semigroups. We say that a homomorphism 

: S 	T preserves R*, if for any a, b E S, 

a 1* b implies that a¢'TZ* kb. 

From Proposition 1.2 of [5] we have that Os preserves R.s. 

The inverse hull of a left ample semigroup S is the inverse subsetnigroup of Is 

generated by 50s. If S is a right cancellative monoid, then for any a E S we have 

a+ = 1. Then pa  : S 	Sa is defined by 

= xa for each x in S. 

Hence dom pa  = S = dom Is, giving that im Os C R1  where R1  is the R.-class of /s  in 

We should mention that, these representations are taken from [1] and [18] respectively. 
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The next lemma gives some elementary properties of left ample semigroups. Proofs 

can be found in [8] or [18]. 

Lemma 2.3.1. Let S be a left ample semigroup. If a, b E S, then 

(1) (a+ 1))± = 

(2) a a = a, 

(3) for any idempotent e in S and every element a in 5, Sa n Se = Sae. 

2.4 Some special classes of inverse semigroups 

The purpose of this section is to introduce some classes of inverse semigroups, for 

which we consider their left I-orders in the next chapters. We refer the reader into 

[23] and [1] for more information about such semigroups. 

2.4.1 Bisimple inverse semigroups 

We recall that a semigroup S (without zero) having a single D-class is said to be 

bisimple. A semigroup S with a zero element 0 is called 0-bisimple if it contains two 

D-classes, namely S \ {0} and {0}. 

Let S be a semigroup with an identity 1. If a and b are elements of S such that 

ab = 1, then we call a a right unit and b a left unit of S. An element which is both a 

left and a right unit is called a unit. 

Let S be an inverse semigroup. The idempotent e = act-1  (f = a-la) will be called 

the left (right) unit of a. 

Lemma 2.4.1. [1] Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then S is bisimple if and only if 

for any two idempotents e, f in S there exists an element of S with left unit e and 

right unit f. 

Clifford [1] in 1953, showed that every bisimple inverse monoid may be constructed 

from a right cancellative monoid satisfying the condition that the intersection of any 

two principal left ideals is again a principal left ideal. We shall call such a condition 

the (LC) condition. He proved the following theorem [1]: 
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Theorem 2.4.2. (Clifford, 1953) Let Q be a bisimple inverse monoid with identity 

1 and let R = R1, the 7Z-class of 1. Then R is a right cancellative monoid and 

the intersection of any two principal left ideals is a principal left ideal, i.e. for each 

a,b E R, there exists c E R such that Ra n Rb = Re. Conversely, let S be a right 

cancellative monoid in which the intersection of any two principal left ideals is a 

principal left ideal and let E(S) be the inverse hull of S. Then E(S) is bisimple 

inverse monoid such that the 'R,-class of 1 is isomorphic to S. 

We should point out that Reilly [41] has shown that the structure of any bisimple 

inverse semigroup with or without identity is determined by any of its 7Z-c1asses 

regarded as RP-system, that is, an ordered pair (R, P) where R is a partial semigroup 

and P is a subsemigroup of R satisfying certain conditions. 

The inverse hull of a right cancellative monoid is an important tool in describing 

the structure of bisimple inverse monoids. Let S be a right cancellative monoid with 

the (LC) condition. The mapping p: S 	E(S) given by 

ap = Pa 

is an embedding of S into E(S) and Sp = R1  (see [1]), that is, Sp is the R-class of 

the identity of E(S) = (SP U (S p)'). In order to show that E(S) = (S p)-1(S p) we 

show that every element in E(S) can be written in the form i pb for some a, b E S. 

In other words, for any pa, pd  E Sp the element PcPd1  = P;Ti  Ph for some pa , Pb E S. 

Now let pp' be in E(S). Then Sc n Sd = Sw for some w E S as S has (LC). Then 

w = tc = rd for some t, r E S and p„ = 	 P 1  Pc, 	Pd and Pt7, 1 Pw PtPc = Pr Pd in Sp. As 

are the identity mappings on Sc,Sd and Sw respectively. We have 

1  PcPd 1 

	

	 1  Pd = IScnSd = Sw Pw Pa 	Ptv• 

Since pt  = pu,p-e-1  and pr  = p„p-c-1 1, we get 

—1 	—1 	—1 —1 —1 —1 
Pt Pr = PcPw PwPd = PcPc PePd PdPd = Paid • 

Thus pcpd-1 	—1 
= Pt Pr  as we desired. 

The idea for the above argument came from the next Proposition due to Fountain 

and Kambites [10]. They have done some modification on Theorem 2.4.2 as follows: 
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Proposition 2.4.3. The following are equivalent for a right cancellative monoid S: 

(1) E(S)°  is 0-bisimple; 

(2) The domain of each non-zero element of E(S)° is a principal left ideal; 

(3) Every non-zero element of E(S)° can be written in the form pa-1  pt, for some 

a,b E S; 

(4) for any a,b E S, either Sa n Sb = 0 or Sa n Sb = Sc for some c E S. 

A bisimple inverse w-semigroup is a bisimple inverse semigroup whose idempotents 

form an w-chain, that is, E(S) = fen, : m E N°1 where e0  > ei  > e2 > . . .. Thus if S 

is a bisimple inverse w-semigroup, on E(S) we have 

<e if and only if m > n. 

Reilly [40] determined the structure of all bisimple inverse w-semigroups as follows: 

Let G be a group and let 0 be an endornorphism of G. Let BR(G, 0) be the semigroup 

on N° x G x N° with multiplication 

(m , g n)(p, h, q) = (m — n + t, (gO'n)(hOt-P), q — p t) 

where t=max{n, p} and 00  is interpreted as the identity map of G. As was shown in 

[40] (cf [23]), BR(G, 0) is a bisimple inverse o.-semigroup and every bisimple inverse 

w-semigroup is isomorphic to sonic BR(G, 0). In the case where G is trivial, then 

BR(G, 0) = 5 where B the bicyclic semigroup, which we identify with N°  x N°. 

The set of idempotents of BR(G, 0) is {(m, 1, m); m E N°} and for any (m, g, n) in 

BR(G, 0), 
g my]. 

For any ( 
	

n), (p,b,q) E BR(G, 0), 

(m, a, n)R. (p, b, q) if and only if m 

(in, a, n) L (p, b, q) if and only if n 

and, consequently, 

(m, a, n)7-1 (p, b, q) if and only if in = p and n = q. 

It follows that 7-1 is the identity relation on B. 
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2.4.2 Clifford semigroups 

A Clifford semigroup is an inverse semigroup with central idempotents. Before intro-

ducing an alternative definition for such semigroup, we need the following definitions 

from [1]. 

Definition 2.4.4. Let Y be a semilattice. A semigroup S is called a semilattice Y of 

semigroups Sc,  E Y, if S vaE S where SaSo  C Sao  and Sa 	= if a /3 Y 

and we write S = S(Y; Sa). 

If each Se  is a right cancellative monoid, we say that S is a semilattice of right 

cancellative monoids. 

The above structure is a gross structure of S but not fine. For, if x E Sa,y E Si3, 

then we know that xy E So, but we do not know what it looks like. We can cope 

with this by the following fine structure: 

Definition 2.4.5. Let Y be a semilattice. To each a E Y associate a semigroup Se, 

and assume that 5', n 	= 0 if a 13. For each pair a, /3 E Y, > /3, let 

Sc, 	So be a homomorphism such that the following conditions hold: 

(1) (pck,a = tsa, 

(2) C°ce,/340/5,7 = (Pa,-y if a > 	> y. 

On the set S 	S define a multiplication by 

a * b = (wpa,ad )(bco fl,o) 

if a E Sa,b E 

With respect to this multiplication S is a semigroup, called a strong semilattice of 

semigroups Sa  and denote S = S(Y ; Sa; 

The next theorem from [23] gives an alternative description of Clifford semigroups. 
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Theorem 2.4.6. Let S be a semigroup with set E of idempotents. Then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(1) S is a Clifford semigroup; 

(2) S is a semilattice of groups; 

(3) S is a strong semilattice of groups; 

(4) S is regular, and the idempotents of S are central; 

(5) S is regular, and Ds  n (E x E) = 1E. 

We should point out that not every semilattice of semigroups is a strong semilattice 

of semigroups (see for example [43]). 

2.4.3 E-unitary inverse semigroups 

We say that an inverse semigroup S is E-unitary (or proper) if E(S) is a unitary 

subsemigroup, that is, for all a in S and e in E(S), 

ae E E(S) implies that a E E(S). 

Equivalently, 

ea E E(S) implies that a E E(S). 

Thus S is proper if an element above an idempotent in the natural partial order, is 

also an idempotent. 

We now describe the well known McAlister's P-Theorem. Let X be a partially 

ordered set and let 3) be a subset of X with the following properties. 

(1) Y is a lower semilattice, that is, every pair of elements A, B in 3) has a greatest 

lower bound A A B in 3); 

(2) 3) is an order ideal of X, that is, for A, B in X, if A is in Y and B < A, then B 

is in 3). 

Now let G be a group which acts on X (on the left), by order automorphisms. This 

means that there exists a function G x X 	X, in notation (g, a) 	ga, such that 

(i) for all A,B in X, A < B if and only if gA < gB; 

(ii) for all A in X, lA = A; 
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(iii) for all g, h in G and all A in X, g(hA) = (gh)A. 

The triple (G, X, y) is also assumed to have the following properties: 

(3) for every X in X, there exists g in G and an A in 3) such that gA =- X; 
(4) for all g E G, gY n y 0. 

The triple (G, X, 3)) have the above properties is a McAlister triple. Moreover, 

M(G, x , y) {(A,g) EYxG: g- 1  A E y} 

is an inverse semigroup with the multiplication (A, g)(B , h) = (A A g B , gh), such that 
0-1 = 0-1A, g').Semigroups of the form M(G, X, 3)) are called P-semigroups. 

One of the main results in the study of E-unitary inverse semigroups is McAlister's 

P-Theorem: 

Theorem 2.4.7. 1,23, 32, 331 Let (G, X, Y) be a McAlister triple. Then M(G, X, 3)) 

is an E-unitary inverse semigroup. Conversely, every E-unitary inverse semigroup is 

isomorphic to one of this kind. 

Munn [34] showed that the relation 

= {(a, b) ESxS: ea=eb for some e2  = e E 

is the minimum group congruence on any inverse semigroup S, that is, a is the 

smallest congruence on S such that S/o-  is a group. 

We now give sonic an alternative condition for an inverse semigroup to be proper. 

Proposition 2.4.8. /331 The following are equivalent for an inverse semigroup S: 

(1) S is proper; 

(2) o-  n 7 = Is, where Is is the identity relation on S. 

2.4.4 Primitive inverse semigroups 

An inverse semigroup S with zero such that S {0} is a primitive inverse semigroup 

if all its nonzero idempotents are primitive. 
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Lemma 2.4.9. 1,211 Let S be a primitive inverse semigroup. Then for e E E(S) and 

s e 5, if es 0, then es = s. Similarly, se 0 implies se = s. 

Let I, A be non-empty sets and let G be a group. Suppose that P = (p i ) is a 

Ax I matrix over the 0-group G°(= GU {0}). We call P a sandwich matrix. We say 

that P is regular if no row or column of P consists entirely of zeros, that is, 

for all i E / there exists A E A such that pAi  0 

for all A E A there exists i E I such that pAi  0. 

We assume that P is regular. 

Now let S = (I x G x A) U {0}, and define a multiplication on S by 

(i, apAib, ,a) if p Ai 	0 (i, a, A)(j,b,) 

Theorem 2.4.10. 11] Let G° be a A x I matrix with entries in G.°  be a 0-group, 

let I,A be non-empty sets and let P = (pi) be a A xI matrix with entries in G°. 

Suppose that P is regular. Let S = (I x G x A) U {0}, and define a multiplication on 

S by (*). Then S is a completely 0-simple semigroup. Conversely, every completely 

0-simple semigroup is isomorphic to one constructed in this way. 

Let S = M°(G; I, A; P) be a Rees matrix semigroup. If I = A and every row and 

every column of P contains exactly one non-zero entry, then S is inverse. In this case 

S =-^=2  M°(G; I, I; A) where A is the I x I identity matrix (see [1]). We define a Brandt 

semigroup to be a completely 0-simple inverse semigroup. In [1], it is pointed out 

that a semigroup will be a Brandt semigroup if and only if it is isomorphic to some 

A4°(G; I, I; A). 

0 	if pAi  =0, 

(i, a, A)0 = 0(i, a, A) = 00 = 0 	(*) 

The semigroup S is defined by A4°(G; I, A; P). This structure is due to Rees (1940) 

and we call such a semigroup a Rees matrix semigroup. 

The next lemma [1] links many concepts together. 
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Lemma 2,4.11. A semigroup S with zero is completely 0-simple if and only if it 

satisfies the following three conditions: 

(i) S is regular; 

(ii) every non-zero idempo tent of S is primitive; 

(iii) if e and f are non-zero idempotents of S, then eS f 0. 

Note that every Brandt semigroup is a primitive inverse semigroup. 

Let {Si  : i E /} be a family of disjoint semigroups with zero, and put Si7 = S\ {0}. 

Let S =UiEl  S  U {0 } with the multiplication 

ab if a, b E Si  for some i and ab 0 in Si ; 
0, 	otherwise. 

With this multiplication S is a semigroup called a 0-direct union of the Si. In [25], it is 

shown that every primitive inverse semigroup is a 0-direct union of Brandt semigroups. 

2.5 Categories 

This section is divided into two parts. The first part contains definitions in category 

theory and the relationship between monoids and categories. In the second part we use 

category theory to find the relationship between the class of right cancellative monoids 

with the (LC) condition and the class of bisimple inverse monoids by supplying both 

classes with suitable homomorphisms. The main source for the definitions and results 

of this section is [38]. 

A set is a class which is a member of another class, a proper class is a class which 

is not a set. An example is the class of all sets that are not members of themselves: 

S : S is a set and S Sl. 

If U is a set, then U is either a member of itself or not. 

If U E U, then by the defining condition of U we have U U, a contradiction. 

Therefore, U U, but now by the defining condition we have UEU, a contradiction. 

Thus U is not a set. 

a * b = 
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Definition 2.5.1. A category C is given by 

(1) a class Ob C of objects; 

(2) a class Horn C of homomorphisms; for each pair (u, v) of objects, a set Horn (u, 

of homomorphisms (arrows) such that Horn C = Uu,vEob c Horn (1-1 ; v); 
(3) for each triple (u, v, w) of objects, a mapping from Horn (u, v) x Horn (v, w) 

into Hom (u, w) which associates to each p E Hom (u, v) and q E Hom (v, w) the 

composition pq E Horn (u, w). Composition is assumed to be associative. 

(4) for each object u, there exists a homornorphism lu  E Horn (u, u), called the 

identity homomorphism at u, such that for each pair (u, v) of objects, for each p E 

Hom (u, v) and q E Hom (v, u), l up = p and qlu  = q. 

We write q u 	v as an alternative to q E Hom (v, u). 

A subcategory S of a category C is a category S whose objects are objects in C 

and whose homomorphisms are homomorphisms in C with the same identities and 

composition of homomorphisms, satisfying the following conditions; 

(1) if a E Ob S, then la  E Horn S; 

(2) if a, 0 E Horn S and ai3 is defined in C, then ai3 E Horn S; 

(3) if a E Hom S and a: a 	b, then a, b E Ob S. 

Let S be a monoid and A any object, for each r E S we associate an arrow A 4.  A. 

The arrows of the category correspond to the elements of S. The composition of 

arrows is just the binary operation of S. The identity arrow lA  = 1 is just the unit of 

S. This construction does produce a category. Thus A monoid (5,., 1) can be viewed 

as a category with just one object. 

We can look at the category as algebraic structure in it is own right as we will see 

in the following definition from [38]. 

Definition 2.5.2. Let C be a set equipped with a partial binary operation. If 

x, y E C and the product xy is defined we write 3xy. An element e E C is called an 

identity if 3ex implies ex = x and 3xe implies xe = x. The set of identities of C is 

denoted by Co. The set C is said to be a category if the following three axioms hold: 

(1) x(yz) exists if and only if (sy)z exists in which case they are equal. 
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(2) x(yz) exists if and only if xy and yz exist. 

(3) For each x E C there exist identities e, f E C such that 3xe and 3f x. 

Before we give the definition of an equivalence of categories, we first need to 

introduce the following definitions. 

Definition 2.5.3. A functor F from a category C to a category D is a pair of 

mappings, one from Ob C to ObD and the another from Hom C to Hom D and 

satisfying the following conditions ; 

(i) Fla  = 'Fa for all a E Ob C, 

(ii) if a : a —+ b, then Fa : Fa 	Fb and if : b 	c, then 

F(a/3) = (Fa)(F13). 

Definition 2.5.4. Let F and G be functors from a category C to a category D. A 

natural transformation 7 F 	G of functors F and G is a function mapping Ob C 

into Horn D such that 

1. 7(a) : Fa —> Ca where a E Ob C, T(a) E Hom D 

2. if a: a —> b is a homomorphism, then the diagram 

Fa --f-c1-4 Fb 

r(a)
, 
	I r(b) 

Ga 	Gb 

commutes. 

If also T(a) is an isomorphism for each a E Ob C, then T is a natural equivalence 

of the functors F and G. 

Definition 2.5.5. A quadruple (F,G, a, r) is an equivalence of the categories C and 

D if 

(i) F is a functor from C to D, 

(ii) G is a functor from D to C, 

(iii) a : 	GF is a natural equivalence, 

(iv) T : 	FG is a natural equivalence. 
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Theorem 2.4.2, due to Clifford, in Section 2.4.2, shows that every bisimple inverse 

monoid gives rise to a right cancellative monoid with the (LC) condition (its R.-class 

containing the identity element). Conversely from such a monoid we can construct 

a bisimple inverse monoid. We will supply these classes of semigroups with suitable 

homomorphisms to allow us to build categories and we will show these categories are 

equivalent. 

Notation 2.5.6. Let a category B be given by 

Ob B are bisimple inverse monoids, 

Horn B are monoid homomorphisms of Ob B. 

Notation 2.5.7. Let a category R be given by 

Ob R are right cancellative monoids with the (LC) condition, 

Hom R are monoid homomorphisms of Ob R say (,o : R 	R', such that 

if Ra n Rb = Re for some a,b,c E R, then R'(a(p) n R'(b(p) = R/(c(p). 

It is worth pointing out that in Chapter 4, homomorphisms in Hom R, will be 

called (LC)-preserving and we define this notation in a more general context. 

From Theorem 2.4.2, if S E Ob B, then its 1-class of the identity is in Ob R and 

in fact this is the first part of a proof of the following lemma from [38]. 

Lemma 2.5.8. For every S E Ob B, let U(S) be the 7Z-class of identity of 5, and 

for every (p E Horn B say (p : S 	S' let U((p) = solu(s). Then U is a functor from 

B to R. 

Now our aim is to define a functor from R to B and we know in advance from 

Theorem 2.4.2, that if S e Ob R, then its inverse hull is a bisimple inverse monoid 

E(S). Let Re Ob R. Then on R x R define a relation T by 

(a, b)T(c, d) <=> a = uc, b = ud for some unit u of R. 

Then T is an equivalent relation. We denote the 7—class containing (a, b) by [a, b] 

and let 

R-1 	R = {[a,b]; a, b 
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Since R E Ob R, for any a,b E R we have that Ra n Rb =- Rc for some c E R, then 

let a V b denote the representative of the f-class of c and we define a * b by 

(a * b)b.aVb=bVa=(b*a)a. 

Now we can define a multiplication on R-1  o R by 

[a , b][c, d = [(c * b)a , (b * c)(1[. 

In [38] it is shown that R-1  a R is isomorphic to E(R). Hence we get the first part of 

the next lemma. 

Lemma 2.5.9. Let R E Ob R and put V(R) = R-1  o R. For any yo E Horn R, say 

: R —> R', let V(): [a,bj 	[aco,b(pj ([a,b] E R-1  o R). Then V is a functor 

from R to B. 

Let S E Ob B, with R.-class of the identity U(S). Then in view of left order as in 

the argument precedes Proposition 2.4.3, we have that S = U(S)-1U(S) and we can 

say that the mapping in the next lemma is defined on all of S. 

Lemma 2.5.10. For any S E Ob B, define e(S) : S 	VU(S) such that 

e(S) : a-lb 	> [a,b] where a,b E U(S). Then e is a natural equivalence of the functor 

IB  and VU. 

VS) 	 I(S') 

VU(S) 	
(v)V 

 U (SI) 

Lemma 2.5.11. For any R E Ob R, define ii(R): R 	UV (R) such that 

ii(R) : r 	[1,r[ (r E R). Then 77 is a natural equivalence of the functor 

UV. 

and 

(p  
R' 

TAR) 	 17)(w) 

UV(R) )17-1-,°)  

Theorem 2.5.12. 198.1 The quadruple (U,V,e,n) is an equivalence of categories B 

and R. 



Chapter 3 

Left I-orders 

In this chapter we will introduce the basic definitions and give some examples of 

left I-orders. We concentrate on straight left I-orders. We give some properties of 

such left I-orders which are used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.9. One consequence 

of this theorem is that we can determine necessary and sufficient conditions for two 

semigroups of straight left I-quotients of a given semigroup to be isomorphic. The 

point of working with straight left I-quotients is that many cases of left I-quotients 

are straight, as we will see in the following chapters. 

3.1 Definitions and examples 

Ore and Dubreil [1] showed that, if S is a subsemigroup of a group G, then G is 

a group of left quotients of S in the following sense: every element of G may be 

expressed as a-lb for a, b E S, if and only if S is a right reversible, that is, for all 

a, b E S, we have that Sa fl Sb 	0, and S is cancellative. Fountain and Petrich 

[6] have extended this to a special class of semigroup and they provided the first 

formal definition of a semigroup of left quotients, but they restricted their attention 

to orders in completely 0-simple semigroups. The idea is that for a semigroup S to 

be a left order in a completely 0-simple semigroup Q, every element in Q can be 

written as atb  where a, b E S and ci, 1  is the inverse of a in a subgroup of Q. This 

definition has been extended to the class of all semigroups [17]. The idea is that a 

subsemigroup S of a semigroup Q is a left order in Q or Q is a semigroup of left 

quotients of S if every element of Q can be written as a0 b where a, b E S and 

25 
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is the inverse of a in a subgroup of Q and if, in addition, every square-cancellable 

element of S (an element a of a semigroup S is square-cancellable if a 7-i* a2 ) lies in a 

subgroup of Q. Semigroups of right quotients and right orders are defined dually. If 

S is both a left order and a right order in a semigroup Q, then S is an order in Q and 

Q is a semigroup of quotients of S. This definition and its dual were used in [17] to 

characterize semigroups which have bisimple inverse w-semigroups of left quotients. 

In the case of a completely 0-simple semigroup of quotients Q, if a71*  a2 , that is, a is 

a square-cancellable element, then as H = {0}, we have that if a 0, then a2  0, 

so that from the structure of Q, we know a 7-1 a2  and so a must be in a subgroup of 

Q. 

In the case of inverse semigroups, the notion of quotients has been effectively 

defined by a number of authors without being made fully explicit. The first one was 

introduced by Clifford [2] where he showed that from any right cancellative monoid 

S with (LC) there is a bisimple inverse monoid Q such that Q = S'S; that is, every 

element q in Q can be written as a-lb where a, b E S, and a-1  is the inverse of a in 

Q in the sense of inverse semigroup theory. By saying that a semigroup S has the 

(LC) condition we mean that for any a, b E S there is an element c E S such that 

Sa n Sb = Sc. Thus, (LC) is a rather stronger condition than right reversibility. 

McAlister has introduced two concepts of quotients in [28] as follows: 

Concept 1: Let Q be an inverse semigroup and S a subsemigroup of Q. Call Q 

a semigroup of quotients of S if every element in Q can be written as ab'c where 

a, b, c E S. 

Concept 2: With Q and S as above, say Q is a semigroup of strong quotients 

of S if every element in Q can be written as ab-1  c where a, b, c E S and b E Sa n cs. 

We now give the formal definition of a semigroup of left I-quotients. Let S be a 

subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup Q. Then we say that S is a left I-order in Q or 

Q is a semigroup of left I-quotients of S, if every element of Q can be written as a-lb 

where a and b are elements of S. We stress that a-1  is the inverse of a in the sense 
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of inverse semigroup theory. Right I-orders and semigroups of right I-quotients are 

defined dually. If S is both a left I-order and a right I-order in Q, then we say that 

S is an I-order in Q, and Q is a semigroup of I-quotients of S. 

We remark that if a semigroup S is a left order in Q in the sense of [11, 17] (in 

particular Q is inverse), then it is certainly a left I-order. For, if S is a left order in Q, 

then we insist that any q E Q can be written as q = ab where a, b E S and &I is the 

inverse of a in a subgroup of S so that certainly &I = a-1, but however the converse 

is not true as we will see in an example in this section. 

If S is a left I-order in Q and S has a right identity e, then this must be an identity 

of Q (and hence of 5). For any q E Q we have that q = a-lb where a,b E S, so that 

qe = a-lbe = a-lb = q 

and 

eq = ea-lb = (ae)-lb = 	= q. 

A left I-order S in an inverse semigroup Q is straight in Q if every element in Q can 

be written as a-lb where a,b E S and a'R.b in Q; we also say that Q is a semigroup 

of straight left I-quotients of S. If S is straight in Q, then we have the advantage of 

controlling products in Q. 

The rest of this section is devoted to illustrative examples. The first is typical of the 

class of examples in which a semigroup S is a left I-order in an inverse semigroup Q, 

where the idempotents form a chain. We will study one of such classes in Chapter 8. 

Example 3.1.1. The bicyclic semigroup B consists of all pairs of non-negative inte-

gers with multiplication given by 

(k,l)(m,n) = (k — 1 + t,n — m + t) where t = max{/, 

It is easy to see that B is an inverse semigroup with identity (0,0) and (i, j)-1  = (j,i) 

Green's relations R. and .0 are given by 

(i, j) r (k,l) if and only if j 
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and 

(i, j)R.(k,l) if and only if i = k. 

It is clear that the 'R.-class of the identity R(0,0)  is a subsemigroup of B. If (i, j) is 

any element of 8, then 

(i, j) = (i , 0)(0, j) = (0, 0-1(0, j) 

so that R(0,0)  is a left I-order in B. On the other hand, the only element of R(0,0)  lying 

in a subgroup is (0,0), and (0,0)S(0,n) = (0,n) for any (0,n) E R(0,0). Thus R(0,0)  is 

not a left order in B. 

The fact that R(0,0)  is a left I-order in 13 is a very special case of the result of [2 

mentioned in the Introduction, which we shall revisit. The semigroup B is bisimple 

and we shall see that bisimple inverse semigroups play an important role in this 

theory. Suppose that Q is bisimple inverse semigroup and pick an 1Z-class R =- Re  

of Q, with e E E(Q). Let q E Q. As Q is bisimple we can find mutually inverse 

elements s, x-1  E Q such that xx-1  = e and x-ix = qq-1. Then q = x-ixq and 

xq7Zxqq-1  = x Re. Thus any element of Q can be written as a quotient of elements 

chosen from any R.-class. 

In fact, by the argument preceding Proposition 2.4.3, due to Clifford, the 7Z-class 

of the identity of a bisimple inverse monoid is a left I-order in it. Hence every element 

q in a bisimple inverse monoid Q can be written as a-l b where a,b E RI . Thus 

q = 	= 	= c(ac) l b 

where aRcR,1. That is, Q is a semigroup of quotients of R1  in sense of the first 

concept by McAlister. 

The next example gives a left I-order in a Brandt semigroup. We will introduce 

necessary and sufficient conditions for any semigroup to have a Brandt semigroup of 

left I-quotients in Chapter 6. 

Example 3.1.2. Let H be a left order in a group G, and let 13° = 13°(G, I) be a 

Brandt semigroup over G where III> 2. FiziE/ and let 

Si  = {(i, h, j) : h e H,j E /}U {0}. 
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Then Si is a straight left I-order in 130. 

To see this, notice that Si is a subsemigroup, 0 = 0-10, and for any (j,g,k) E 80, 

we may write g = a-lb where a,b E H. Then 

, g, k) = (i, a, j)-  (i , b, k) 

where (i,a, j),(i,b,k) E Si. It is easy to see that Si  is not a left order in 80. 

3.2 Extension of hornomorphisms 

Fountain and Petrich in [6], gave an example of a semigroup having two non-isomorphic 

semigroups of right quotients. In the classical case Easdown and Gould [4] showed 

that a semigroup can have non-isomorphic inverse semigroups of left quotients. This 

will also happen in our case. In this section we prove a theorem concerning a straight 

left I-order S in an inverse semigroup Q with S embedded in another inverse semi-

group P. Under what conditions is Q isomorphic to P ? This question led us to 

determine when two straight left I-quotients of a given semigroup are isomorphic. We 

begin by introducing the following notion. 

Definition 3.2.1. Let S be a subsemigroup of Q and let : S 	P be a homomor- 

phism from S to a semigroup P. If there is a homomorphism¢ : Q 	P such that 

7)Is =0, then we say that lifts to Q. If çb lifts to an isomorphism, then we say that 

Q and P are isomorphic over S. 

To achieve our goal, we must first examine when two quotients a-lb and c-id are 

equal, where a,b,c,d E S and S is a left I-order in Q. In Lemma 3.2.4 below, we 

give conditions on S such that a-lb = Ci d; the use of Green's relations in Q in our 

conditions will be 'internalised' to S at a later point. 

Lemma 3.2.2. Let b,c,x,y be elements of an inverse semigroup Q such that x 7. y. 

If bc-1  = x-i y, then xb = yc. 

Proof. We have that 

bc-lcb-1  = (bc-1)(bc-1 	10(x 	
--1 x yy 
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as x R, y . Hence 

= 	_ 	--1 _ — oc cb b — x xb 

and so xbe-le = xb. From y = xbe-1  we have 

xb = xbe-le = ye, 

as required. 

If S is a left I-order in an inverse semigroup Q, then R. and G will be relations on 

Q, unless otherwise stated. To emphasise that R, and G are relations on Q, we may 

write RP or 7Z in Q and Gc2  or G in Q. The relation R,* will always refer to S. 

Lemma 3.2.3. Let S be a left I-order in Q. Let q = a-lb in Q where a,b E S. Then 

a'R,Q b if and only if b GQ q72,Q a-1. 

Proof. Suppose that a'R.Q b. Then, aq = act-lb = b and qb-1  = 	a-1, so 

that q Gc2  b and q 	a-1. On the other hand, let q = a-l b where q'R,Q a-1  and q ,CQ b. 

Then q E 	Lb in Q. From [1, Theorem 2.17], this means there exists e E E(Q) 

such that e E La-i n Rb  in Q. The conclusion is that e = aa-1  bb-1, so a'R,Q b. CI 

Notice that if S is a straight left I-order in an inverse semigroup Q, then S intersects 

every ,C-class of Q. 

Lemma 3.2.4. Let S be a straight left I-order in Q. Let a,b, c, d E S with aR,Q b 

and e'R,Q d. Then a-lb = c-ld if and only if there exist x,y E S with xa = ye and 

xb = yd and such that aR,Q x', xR,Q y and y ,CQ c 1. - 

Proof. Suppose first that a-lb = Cid. By Lemma 3.2.3, b LQ 	= 	Gc2  d and 

a-1  TZQ a-lb = c-1d7Z9 c-1  so that a GQ e. Let x, y E S be such that ac-1  = x-ly 

and x RQ y. Then 

b = ae-ld = x-l yd, 

so that xb = yd. From Lemma 3.2.2, xa = ye. As a tc2  c we have that a-1  R,c2  

hence 

bc- 

a R,Q aa-1 	ac-1  = x-1y1?,c2  x 
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and therefore x LQ a-1. On the other hand, a-I- RR c-1. implies that a-la = c-lc and 
then 

y = xac-1  £ a1ac1 c-icci c-1
, 

 

as required. 

Conversely, if xa = ye and xb = yd for some x, y E S with xRQ y, a 'R,Q x-1  and 
yrc? c-1, then a = x-lyc, b x-lyd and in view of the fact that 

bRQ a RR x-1  x 

we have 
a 1  b (x 1  ye)-1 (x-iyd) 

c-l y-lxx-lyd 
i y-iyd  

-id  
as xRc2  y 
as y ,CQ c-1  

Lemma 3.2.5. Let Q be an inverse monoid. Let a,b,c,d E R,. Then 

a-lb = c-id if and only if a = uc and b = ud 

for some unit u. 

Proof. Suppose that a-1  b = c-1  d where a, b, c, d E RI . We have 

cidTzc  in Q. 

Then a r c in Q. Since aR, b, it follows that b = aa-lb = ac-ld. We claim that ac-1  

is a unit. As ar c, it follows that ac-1  cc-1  = 1. Since a-1  7?,c-1  we have that 

1 = aa-1  ac-1  and hence u = ac-1  is a unit, and we obtain b = ud. Since u = a 

and a c we have that uc = ac 	. The converse is clear. 

Now we give the following well known Lemma from [25]. 

Lemma 3.2.6. Let 0 : Q 	P be a homomorphism between inverse semigroups. 

(1) (8-1)0 = (s0)-1  for all s E Q. 

(2) If c is an idempotent, then e0 is an idempotent. 

(3) Q0 is an inverse subsemigroup of P. 
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(4) If a,b E Q and a <L  bin Q, then a0 ‹r IA in P. 

(5) If a8 is idempotent, then a0 = e9 for some e = e2  E Q. 

Lemma 3.2.7. Let S be a left I-order in Q and let co be a homomorphism from S to 

a semigroup P. Then co can be extended to at most one homomorphisinV) : Q 	P. 

Proof. If 	Q 	P is any homomorphism extending cp, then if q = 	E Q we 

have 

470 = (a-11#0 = (4)-1b0 = (aco)-1(bcp). 

Let S be a subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup Q. We use Green's relations on 

Q to define binary relations 4s, ?, <2,s  and G? and a ternary relation T:c5,2  on S 

by the rules: 

s=_R n(S x S) and <2 ,<2 n(S X S), 

so that 4,s  and qs  are, respectively, left and right compatible quasi-orders. We 

then define 7-z?, and G? to be the associated equivalence relations, so that 

R.? = 'RQ n (S x S) and r? = 	n (S x S). 

Consequently, 'R.? and .Cj are left and right compatible. For any a, b, c E S, 

(a, b, c) E V if and only if ab-1Q C c-1Q. 

The following Lemma is an application of the T relation and we will use it to prove 

our main theorem. 

Lemma 3.2.8. Let S and T be subsemigroups of inverse semigroups Q and P re- 

spectively, and let q: S 	T be a homomorphism. If for all a,b,c E S, 

(a , b, c) E 	= (a0,b0, c0) E TTP, 

then for all u,v E S, 
u  <C

7
jz u-1 	 <, (0)-1 
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Proof. Suppose that u, v E S and uQ C v-1Q. Then uu-1Q C v 	, so that 

(u, u, v) E 7. By assumption, (u0, ucS, v0) E TTP, so that 

uoP = uo(u0)--Y ç (v0)-1P 

and u(b 	(v¢)-1  as required. 	 El 

We use the relation 75Q  to prove our rather general result below. As in the classical 

case, 'T59 cart be avoided in some special cases of interest. 

Theorem 3.2.9. Let S be a straight left I-order in Q and let T be a subsemigroup of 

an inverse semigroup P. Suppose that 0 : S T is a homomorphism. Then 0 lifts 

to a (unique) homomorphismT5 : Q -4 P if and only if for all a,b,c E S: 

(i) (a, b) E R,? 	(a0 b0) E 1-4; 

(ii) (a, b, c) G 	= (a0, b0, c0) E T. 

If (i) and (ii) hold and SO is a left I-order in P, then r-  : Q 	P is onto. 

Proof. If cb lifts to a homomorphisrn , then as homomorphisms between inverse 

semigroups preserve inverses and Green's relations, it is easy to see that (i) and (ii) 

hold. 

Conversely, suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. We define Tb : Q 	P by the rule that 

(a-1b)0 = (a0)'b0 

where a,b E S and a R. b. 

To show that -q-5 is well defined, suppose that 

a b 

where a, b, c, d E 5, a'R,9  b and e7?9 d. Then by Lemma 3.2.4, there exist x, y E S 

with xa = ye and xb = yd and such that a 7ZQ x-1, x7?,9  y and y 	1. Apply- 

ing cb, we have that x0a0 = yc and xcb b0 = y0d0. By (i) we also have that 

ycb, aqb'R.P  bc6 and cci)Te dcb. Also, since b'R,Q aR,Q x-1  and d7?9 c RP y-1, it 

follows from Lemma 3.2.8 that kb 	(x0)-1  and dcb <rz  (y0)-1. 
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From xcb 60 = yq5 dcb we can now deduce that 1)0 = (x0)-1y0 dO so that 

(a0)-1bc5 = (a0)-1(x0)-. 1  y¢ dO 
(xq5 0)-10 dck 

= (YO c0)-10 clO 
(0)-1  WY-10 dc6  

= (c0)-1d0, 

so that ç5  is well defined. 

To see that -0 lifts 0, let h E S; then h = k-1  t for some k,i E S with kV . We 

have that kh = t and h 4  k 1 , so that kcbh0 = tO and by (ii) and Lemma 3.2.8, 

h¢< (k)'. It follows that h0 = (0)-14 = h7). 

We need to show that 0 is a homomorphism. To this end, let alb, c'd E Q where 

a, b, c, d E S, a 'R.Q b and c'R.Q d. By (i) we have that c¢ 	dO. Now bc-1  = u-  v 

for some u, v E S with u7Z9 y. By Lemma 3.2.2, ub = vc, so that u0b0 = vqcq.  

Further, (b, c, u) E V, so by assumption (ii), we have that (b0,c0,u0) E TTP. Then 

from u0b0(c0)-1  = v0 c0(c0)' we obtain bq5(0)-1  = (u0)- 	cO(c0)-1  

Multiplying, we have 

(a-lb)( d = a 
	-1d 	

-1vd = 

and 

ua T ub = yc'R.Q yd. 

Hence 
((a-1  b)(c-1  d))0 = ((ua)-1  vd)0 

= ((ua)q5)-1(yd)0 
(a0)-1(u0)-1  v dcb 

= 	(0)-1  (0)-10 c0 (0)-1  dO 
(a¢)-1b0(c¢)-145 

= 	(a-1  b)0(c-1  d).9 5  

so that is a homomorphism as required. 

If (i) and (ii) hold and SO is a left I-order in P, then for any p E P we have 

(a) 1 b 0 for some a, b E S, so that p = (a-1  b)c 5 . 	 El 
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Corollary 3.2.10. Let S be a straight left I-order in Q and let 	S —> P be an 

embedding of S into an inverse semigroup P such that SO is a straight left I-order in 

P. Then Q is isomorphic to P over S if and only if for any a,b,c E S: 
(i) (a, b) E 	.4.;> (a0, b0) E 72.1; 0; and 

(ii) (a, b , c) E 79 	(4), b¢, cO) E 7. 

Proof. If Q is isomorphic to P over S then (i) and (ii) hold from Theorem 3.2.9. 

Suppose now that (i) and (ii) hold. From Theorem 3.2.9, lifts to a homomor- 

phism 	: Q 	P, where (a-lb)-(7") = (a0)-11)0. Dually, 0-1  : 	Q lifts to a 

homomorphism 0-1  : P 	Q, where ((a0)-110)0--1  = a l b. Clearly and 0-1  are 

mutually inverse. 	 Li 

Where S is left ample, and ç5 preserves +, then we note that (i) in Theorem 3.2.9 

and Corollary 3.2.10 is redundant. Further redundancies become apparent in the next 

chapter. 



Chapter 4 

Inverse hulls of left I-quotients of 
left ample semigroups 

In [2] Clifford showed that a bisimple inverse monoid can be constructed from the 7Z-

class of its identity which is a right cancellative monoid satisfying the condition that 

the intersection of any two principal left ideals is again a principal left ideal. We shall 

call this condition the (LC) condition. Conversely, from any right cancellative monoid 

S that has the (LC) condition we can construct a bisimple inverse monoid such that 

the 7Z-class of the identity is isomomorphic to S. In [41] Reilly has shown that the 

structure of any bisimple inverse semigroup with or without identity is determined 

by any of its R.-classes; these will not, in general, be a subsemigroups. 

In this chapter we extend Clifford's result to a left ample semigroup with the 

(LC) condition. In Section 4.1 we introduce some characterizations of the embedding 

of a left ample semigroup into a symmetric inverse monoid. The main theorem in 

Section 4.2 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a left ample semigroup to 

be a left I-order in its inverse hull. The inverse hull of left I-quotients of left ample 

semigroup with the (LC) condition may not be bisimple. In Section 4.3 we investigate 

the special cases where the inverse hull of left I-quotients of left ample semigroup with 

the (LC) condition is bisimple, simple, or proper. We end this section by tackling the 

left ample semigroups homomorphism extension problem. 

36 
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4.1 Preliminaries 

In Section 2.3, we showed that there is an embedding of a left ample semigroup S 

into the symmetric inverse semigroup Is. The inverse hull E(S) of S is the inverse 

subsemigroup of 1s  generated by im Os, where Os is the embedding of S into the 

symmetric inverse semigroup Is  (as defined in Section 2.3). Where convenient we 

identify S with its image under Os  in E(S). We begin with the following useful 

lemma. 

Lemma 4.1.1. Let S be a left ample semigroup. Let pa  and Pb 

(I) dom 	= (San Sb)p; 

(2) im K;i pb = Sa+b 

(3) dom pi, 1 Pb = Sb+a. 

Proof (1) and (2) are straightforward. 

(3) We have that pa : Sa + 	 Sa, pb: Sb —+ Sb and Pa 1  

be in Sp. Then 

Sa+, so that 

dOM Pa 1Pb (im pa  1  n &in Pb)Pa 
= (dOM pa  n dom pb)Pa 
= (Sa+ n Sb+)pa 
= (Sa+b+)Pa 
= (Sb+a+)pa  
= Sb+a. 

Notice that if a /?,* b, then dom 	pb = Sa and im p;ipb  = Sb. 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let S be a left ample semigroup. Then, for any a,b E S, 

Pa 	Pb in E(S) if and only if a b in S. 

Proof. Suppose that a,b E S. If pa  G pb in E(S), then im pa  = im pb so that Sa Sb. 

Also, since for any x E S we have x = x+ x and so Si x = Sx so that a .0 b in S. The 

converse is clear. 	 0 

Remark 4.1.3. Let S be a left ample semigroup. Using the fact that 1?-* is a left 

congruence, and E(S) is a semilattice, we see that 

a+ b R.* a+  b+ b+  a+  R* b+  a. 
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Lemma 4.1.4. Let S be a left ample semigroup, embedded (as a (2, 1)-algebra) in an 

inverse semigroup Q. If S is a left I-order in Q, then S is straight. 

Proof. Let q = a-lb E Q where a,b E S. Then 

a)-1(b+b) = a- 1  a+  b+b — a-lb+ a+ b = (b+ a)-1  (a+ b). 

We have 

a+ b 7Z* a+  b+ = b+ a+  7?,* b+  a 

and so a+ b R,Q b+ a and S is straight. 	 El 

4.2 The main theorem 

The main result of this section is Theorem 4.2.2, which gives a characterisation of left 

ample semigroups with (LC) which are left I-orders in their inverse hulls. We recall 

that by saying that a semigroup S satisfies the (LC) condition we mean 

for any a, b E S there exists c E S such that Sa fl Sb = Sc. 

Lemma 4.2.1. Let S be a left ample semigroup. If b,c E S with sbn se = Sw, where 

ub = vc= w and ub+ = 	v, then pbp,-1  = p.,71 pv  for some u,v ES. 

Proof. Let b, c, u, v, w as in the hypothesis. From Lemma 4.1.1, we have 

dom 	 (im pb n dom Pc 1)P-b-1  
= (Sb n Sc)pi,-1  

(Sw)p-b-1  
(Sub)61  

= Sub+ 
= Su, 

and for any su E Su, 

(su)pt,pc-1  = (sub)pc-1  = (svc)pc-1  = svc+ = sv. 

In particular, 	pbp' = Sv. Notice that 

ub+  R,* ub = vc v = V. 

It is now easy to see that pbp, 
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Now we introduce the main Theorem in this chapter. 

Theorem 4.2.2. Let S be a left ample semigroup. Then SOs is a left I-order in its 

inverse hull if and only if S has the (LC) condition. 

If Condition (LC) holds, then SOs is a union of RE( )-classes. 

Proof. Suppose that S is a left I-order in E(S). By Lemma 4.1.4, for any b, c E 

S, pbp,-1  =- pu-l p„, with uR,* v where ub+ = u and vc+ = v. By Lemma 4.1.1, 

dom (pbp,-1) = Su, so that 

Su = (im Pb  fl dom pc-1)pb-1  (Sb n Sc)pb-1. 

But pb-1  pb is the identity on Sb = im pb , and so 

Sub = (Su)pb= (Sb n Sc) p' Pb = Sb n Sc, 

and S has the (LC) condition. 

Conversely, suppose that S has the (LC) condition. Let 

Q = {pa-1  pb  : a,b E 	E(S). 

Observe that for any a E S, pa = pa+a = pa_ 4)a , so that SOs c Q. 

Consider b, c E S. By Condition (LC), there exist u, v E S with Sb n Sc = Sub, 

and ub = vc with ub+ = u and vc+ = v. By Lemma 4.2.1, pb p-c-1  = pu-1  p, and uR v. 

It follows that if P' Pb, P 1  Pd E Q, then 

(Pa-liob)(Pc-iPd) = P 1  (Pb/OP 	Pa-1  (PiTiPv )Pd = (PuPa (PvPd) = AT:Pvd, 

so that Q is closed under multiplication. Clearly Q is closed under taking inverses, 

so that as E(S) C Q from definition of inverse hull, and so Q =E(S) as required. 

If e E E(S) and pe RE(s)  P1Pb,  where a, b E S and a R,* b, then dom Pe = 

dom pa-i pb, so that Sc = Sa and a is regular in S. Any inverse c of a in S must 

be such that pc  is the unique inverse of pa  in Q, so that p;' E SOs and hence 

Pa-1Pb E 50s. 

Finally, if s E S, then ps 1Z,* p3+ in SOs, so that p3 ??. p3+ in E(S). It follows from 

the previous paragraph that SOs is a union of R.-classes of E(S). 
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Lemma 4.2.3. Let S be a left ample semigroup with (LC). If p;:ipb, p; 1  pd  E 

where a'12,* b,c1Z.* d, then 

- 	- 
Pa

1 
 Pb Pa

1 
 Pd 	> a = uc, b = ud and c = va, d = vb 

for some u,v in S. 

Proof. Suppose that pa  1Pb, Pe l Pd E E(S) where a R.* b and cR,* d. By Lemma 4.1.1, 

Pa, 1 Pb : Sa —4 Sb and p i- pd : Sc 	Sd. 

If P i Pb = P;-1 Pd,  then Sa = Sc and Sb = Sd. Hence a = uc and c = va for some 

u, v E S. Since a E dom 	pb), it follows that 

b = btob = a+ pb = ap,71  pb. 

We have 
-1 

aP
-1
a Pd = UCPc Pd = ud. 

Dually, d = vb. 

On the other hand, if a = tic, b = ud, c = va and d = vb, then 

-1 	 -1 -1 	-1 
Pa Pb = Puc Pud = Pe Pu PuPd 	Pd 

and 
—1 	—1 	—1 —1 	--- —1 

Pc Pd = Pva Pvb = Pa Pv PyPb Pa 'Pb 

Hence p,T.1  pb  = P' Pd, as required. 	 LI 

It is clear that pa-Ipa  is an idempotent. The next lemma gives the form of the 

idempotents in E(S). 

Lemma 4.2.4. Let S be a left ample semigraup with the (LC) condition. Then the 

set of idempotents of E(S) has the form {p' pa : a E 

Proof From the proof of Theorem 4.2.2, every element of E(S) has the form pa-lpb  

for some a, b ES. By Lemma 4.1.4, we can assume that aR.* b. 

Suppose that pa-l pb is an idempotent where a R,* b. Then 

—1  
Pa PbPa Pb = Pa PI). 
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Since a E dom (P' Pb) we have that 

aPa pbp,,
-1 

 lob = aPa Pa, 

but apa-1  pb  = b. Thus bpa-1  pb  = apa-1  pb , so that a = b, as required. 

We will employ the rest of this section to introduce another structure of E(S) 

where S has (LC) by using ordered pairs belonging to S x S. 

Let Z = {(a, b) : a R.* 	On Z define a relation by 

(a, b) (c, d) < 	> a = uc, b = ud and c = va, 

for some u, v E S. It is straightforward to check that the relation is an equivalence 

relation on Z. Put Q = Z 	and denote the ',equivalence class of (a, b) by [a , b]. 

Define multiplication on Q by 

[a, b][c, d] = [xa, yd] where Sbil Sc = Sw and w = xb = yc 

for some x,y E S. 

By Lemma 4.2.3, we have 

p 	1 p

b 

	/31 p

d 

 < 	 [a, b] = [c, d]. 

Hence it is easy to see that the map [a, b] 	P' Pb is an isomorphism from Q into 

E(S). Then Q is an inverse semigroup with idempotents having the form {[a, a] : a E 

S} and [a, b]-1  = [b, a]. Also, S embeds in Q by the map 0 : S —> Q defined by 

a0 = [a+, a]. Moreover, SO is a left I-order in Q. 

4.3 Some special cases 

In this section we are interested in investigating under which conditions the inverse 

hull of left I-quotients of a left ample semigroup with (LC) is a bisimple, simple, or 

proper semigroup. We end this section by introducing Theorem 4.3.9, which gives a 

necessary and sufficient condition for a homomorphism between.  left ample semigroups 

with (LC) to be lifted to a homomorphism between their inverse hulls. We begin with: 
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Lemma 4.3.1. For any semigroup S, R,* or =r o 

Proof Let a, b C S with a R* L b. Then there exists an element c E S with a R* cG b. 
Either c = b, in which case a L a R. b, or there exist u, v C S with c = ub and b = vc. 
Hence c = ub = uvc, so that as a R.* c we deduce a = uva, and thus a G va. But 
va R.* vc = b, so that a G oR*b and R* oGC.Go R,*. The proof of the dual inclusion 

is very similar. 	 1=1 

Lemma 4.3.2. Let S be a left ample semigroup that is a left I-order in an inverse 

semigroup Q, such that S is a union of 'R.-classes of Q. Then 

(i) S is a (2, 1)-subalgebra of Q; 

(ii) for a,b E S with aR,* b, we have a-lb is idempotent if and only if a = b; 

(iii) for any a,b E S, we have Sa C Sb if and only if Qa C Qb; 

(iv) for any a,b,c E 5, we have San Sb =- Sc if and only if Qa n Qb = Qc; 

(v) S has the (LC) condition; 

(vi) Q is bisimple if and only if 

Ls  o = S x S; 

and 

(vii) Q is simple if and only if for all a,b E S there exists e E S with 

aR,* c < b. 

Proof (i) We need only show that if a E S, then aa,-1  = a+. We have that a'R.Q aa' 

and S is a union of RP-classes, giving aa-1  E S. As a R,* 	we must have that 

aa-1  = a+. 

(ii) If a-lb is idempotent, then as a-lb 7 ' a la, we must have that a-lb = 

Multiplying with a on the left gives b = bb'b = aa-lb = aa'a = a. The converse is 

clear. 

(iii) If a,b E S and Sa C Sb, then clearly Qa C Qb. On the other hand, if 

Qa C Qb, then we have that a = 1-1-1kb for some h, k E S. It follows that a — 

((kb) 	" kb and using Remark 4.1.3, 

((kb)+h)-1 7?,c2  ((kb)±1)-1((kb)h)TZQ ((kb)+  h) l h+ kb = a, 
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so that as S is a union of 7-classes, ((kb)±1)-1  E S. It follows that Sa C Sb. 
(iv) By Lemma 4.1.4 and (i), S is straight in Q. Suppose that a, b E S and 

Sa n Sb = Sc. Then c E Sa n Sb C Qa n Qb, so that Qc C Qa n Qb. Conversely, if 
Vi ka = u-lvb E QanQb, where h,k,u,v E S, hR.Q k and uR.Q v, then ka = hu-lvb 
and hu-1  = s-l t, say, where s,t E S and sR,c2  t. This gives that 

ska = tvb G Sa n Sb = Sc, 

and so ska = tvb = xc, where x E S. Now 

ka = hu-lvb = tvb = s-lxe 

and then it-l ka = 11-1.5-1xe E Qc. Hence QanQb C Qc, so that Qa n Qb = Qc. 

Conversely, suppose that a,b C S and QanQb Qc. From Qc C Qa and Qc C Qb, 

(iii) gives that Sc C Sa n Sb. On the other hand, if u = xa = yb E Sa n Sb for some 

x,y E S, then u = qc for some q C Q, whence Qu C Qc. Again from (iii), Su C Sc 

so that San Sb C Sc and we have Sa n Sb = Sc as required. 

(v) Let a,b E S. Then 

Qa n Qb = Qa n Qb-lb Qa-iab-lb = Qab-lb, 

but 0)-1  = s't for some s, t E S with sRQ t, by Lemma 4.1.4 and (i). We have 

Qa n Qb = Qs-ltb = Qtb. 

From (iv) we now have that Sa n Sb = Stb, and S has the (LC) condition. 

(vi) From Lemma 4.1.4 and (i), it follows that S is straight in Q. Let alb, c-ld E 

Q, where a R.* b and e'R.* d. Then 

a-lb7) cid in Q •#> a-lbR.Q x-l y GQ c-ld for some x, y E S with xR, y 
<=>a 1  R.Q x-1  and y GQ d for some x, y E S with x 7 y 
<#. a LQ x and y.CQ d for some x,y E S with x R.* y 
<=> a Ls  xR.* y Ls  d for some x, y E S. 

It follows that Q is bisimple if and only if Ls o R.* o Gs  is universal. But from 

Lemma 4.3.1, .0 and R* commute on S, so that Q is bisimple if and only if Es o R.* 

S x S. 
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(vii) Since Q is inverse, it follows from [1, Theorem 8.33] that Q is simple if and 
only if for any e, f E E(Q), there is an element q E Q with e = qq-1  and q-lq < f. 
By (ii), e = a-la and f = b-lb for some a, b E S. Then Q is simple if and only if 
there exists q = c'd (where c,d E S and CR.* d) such that 

e 	 c and d-ld = q q f. 

Suppose now that Q is simple, and let a, b E S. Let e = a-la and f = b-lb. 

Consequently, there exists c,d E S with c7Z* d, a-la = c-lc and d-ld < b-lb. It 

follows that a GQ c and Qd C Qb. By (iii), a Ls c and Sd C Sb. By Lemma 4.3.1, 

3u E S with a 7Z* u ES  d, so that a 7Z* u < b. 

Conversely, suppose the given condition on S holds. Let e, f C E(Q) be such that 

a-la and f = b-lb, and let c E S be such that a 'R.* c <',Z b. In Q we have 

a IZQ c <2 b, so that c-lc < /r i b. Hence e = a-la and c-lc < f, so that Q is simple. 

Corollary 4.3.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a left ample semigroup 

S: 

(i) E(S) is bisimple; 

(ii) S has the (LC)condition and 7?,* C = S x S; 

S is a left I-order in (S) and TZ*o.C=Sx S. 

Proof. We recall that the embedding of S into E(S) is via what, in the terminology 

of [31], are called one-one partial right translations. It follows that E(S) is an inverse 

subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup S of one-one partial right translations. Thus 

for any a E E(S),dom a is a left ideal and for any a E dom a and x E S, (xa)a = 

x(aa). 

(ii) 	(iii) and (iii) 	(i) are immediate from Lemma 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.2.2. 

(i) 	(ii). Suppose that E(S) is bisimple. For any a E E(S), we know that a 7) Pe, 

for some a C E(S), so that a TZ, L pe  in E(S). Then dom a = dom,8 and im0 = Se. 

It follows that dom8 = S(e,8-1) so that dom a is principal. Now let a, b E S; then 

dom (papi,r1 )= (Sa n Sb)pV = Sw 
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for some w E S, and so 

Swa= San Sb 

and S has (LC). From Theorem 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.3.2, 7?.* o L is universal on S. El 

We recall that a left ample semigroup S is proper if '1?,* n a = t , where a is the 

least right cancellative congruence on S, and where a is given by the formula that for 

any a, b E S, 

a ab .#1,  ea = eb for some e E E(S). 

Clearly, if S is a subsemigroup in an inverse semigroup Q, then if a a b in S, we have 

that a a b in Q,  but the converse may not be true. In other words, there is a natural 

morphism from S/o-  to Q1a, but this may not be an embedding. 

Theorem 4.3.4. Let S be a left ample semigroup such that S is a left I-order in Q 

where S is a union of T?..-classes of Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Q is proper; 

(ii) S is proper and Slo-  embeds naturally in Qlo-; 

(iii) S is proper and Sla is cancellative. 

Proof (i) = (ii) Suppose that Q is proper, and a,b E S are such that a a b in 

Q. Then ea = eb for some e E E(Q) so that b±ea = b+eb = eb+b = eb and 

a+eb = a+ea = ea+aa = ea. hence a±eb = b+ ea, and so ea±b = eb+a, as E(S) is a 

semilattice. But b-PaR,c2  a+b, and so b+ a = a±b. This gives that a o- b in S. 

Clearly, if a,b E S and a (R.* n cr)b in S, then a (R. n a)b in Q, whence a = b and 

S is proper. 

(ii) WO This is clear. 

(iii) (i) Notice that by Lemmas 4.1.4 and 4.3.2, S is straight and any idempotent 

of Q has the form a-la for some a E S. Let a l b,c i d E Q, where a,b,c,d E 5,a7Z"b 

and c'R.* d. Suppose that a-lb (7?. n a)c-ld in Q. Then there exists x E S such that 

x-1xa-1b = x-ixe-l d 

and a 1 b7?9c 1 d. From the former, xa-lb = xci d and from the latter, a GQ c, by 

Lemma 3.2.3. By Lemma 4.3.2, a Gs  c and so there exist u, v E S with a = uc and 
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c = va. We may choose u, v such that a+u u and c+v = v. Now a = uc = uva so 

that a+ = uva+, whence u = a+u = uva+u = uvu. Similarly, v = vuv, so that u and 

v are mutually inverse in both S and Q. 

From xa'b = xc-ld we have that 

xa-1  b = x(va)-  d = xa-1v-1d = xa ua. 

But, by Lemmas 3.2.3, 4.1.4 and 4.3.2, xa-1 	y for some y E S, so that yb = yud, 

and as cr is cancellative, b o-  ud in S. Also, bR* a = ucR* ud so that as S is proper, 

b = ud. Now 

ud = a 	 c-ld 

and Q is proper as required. 	 0 

We remark that if the conditions of Theorem 4.3.4 hold, then for any q = [a-1  

Q I o-, we have that q = [a]-1[b] and so the cancellative monoid S/o-  is a left order in 

the group Q I o-. 

The following result is classic; most of it follows from Theorem 4.2.2 and Corol-

lary 4.3.3. 

Corollary 4.3.5. 1-2, 30, 301 The following conditions are equivalent for a right can-

cellative monoid 5: 

(i) E(S) is bisimple; 

(ii) S has the (LC) condition; 

(iii) S is a left I-order in E(S). 

If the above conditions hold, then S is the 1-class of the identity of E(S). Further, 

E(S) is proper if and only if S is cancellative. 

Conversely, the R.-class of the identity of any bisimple inverse monoid is right 

cancellative with Condition (LC). 

Proof The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follows from Corollary 4.3.3 and the fact 

that 7?,* is universal on S. 

Suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Let e be the identity of S. As remarked in 

Section 2.4.1, E(S) is a monoid with identity e. Since S is a single R.*--class, and 
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the embedding of S into E(S) is a (2, 1)-embedding, we have S C es). Again by 
Theorem 4.2.2, we have that ReE(s)  C S, so that S =es). 

Since a = t. on S, it is clear that S is proper and S/o-  S. From Theorem 4.3.4 
E(S) is proper if and only if S is cancellative. 

Conversely, let R be the R.-class of the identity of a bisimple inverse monoid Q. By 
Theorem 2.4.2, R is a right cancellative monoid with the (LC) condition, and from 

the comments before Example 3.1.2, we have that R is a left I-order in Q. 	El 

To study the case when E(S) is bisimple inverse w-semigroup, Clifford obtains the 

following result [2]. 

Lemma 4.3.6. Let Q be a bisimple inverse semigroup with identity. Let S be the 

right unit subsemigroup, and G the unit group, of Q. Then the partially ordered sets 

of principal left ideals of Q and S are isomomorphic. 

If E(S) is a bisimple inverse w-semigroup, then for any two idempotents a-la,b-lb 

in E(S) we have a-la < b-lb or bb < a-la. In the former case Qa C Qb, and so 

Sa C Sb. In the latter case Qb C Qa, and so Sb C Sa. Hence 

a < b- 1  b <==>• Qa C Qb < 	>SaCSb 

or 

b-l b < a <==> Qb C Qa <=> Sb C Sa. 

Lemma 4.3.7. Let S be a right cancellative monoid. If the principal left ideals of S 

are linearly ordered, then the idempotents of E(S) form a chain. 

Proof. It is clear that S has the (LC) condition and E(S) is a bisimple inverse semi-

group. We proceed to show that E(E(S)) a chain. For any a-la, b-lb in E(E(S)) 

for some a, b E S we have a = tb or b = ra for some t, r E S. In the former case, 

a-1  ab-  b = a-la. Similarly, in the latter case b-1  ba-1  a = b-  b. 
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The proof of the following corollary is clear so we have omitted it. 

Corollary 4.3.8. Let S be a right cancellative monoid. If the principal left ideals of 

S form an w-chain, then the following are equivalent: 

(i) S is left cancellative; 

(ii) E(S) is a proper bisimple inverse w-semigroup. 

We now give a promised simplification of Theorem 3.2.9. The following result was 

first proved in the special case of S and T being right cancellative in [42]. First, we 

say that a (2, 1)-homomorphism : S —> T, where S and T are left ample semigroups 

with the (LC) condition, is (LC)-preserving if, for any b,c E S with Sb n Sc = sw, 
we have that 

T(b¢) n T(co) = T(wo). 

This condition is not new: it appeared originally in [42] for right cancellative monoids 

with (LC), where it was called an sl homornorphism and subsequently (or variations 

thereof, and under different names) in, for example, [20] and [31]. Using the fact that 

for idempotents e, f of an inverse semigroup Q, we have that Qe n Qf = Qef, it is 

easy to verify that any morphism between inverse semigroups is (LC)-preserving. 

The following result was first proved in the special case of S and T being right 

cancellative in [42]. 

Theorem 4.3.9. Let S and T be left ample semigroups with the (LC) condition and 

let Q and P be their inverse hulls. Suppose that : S 	T is a (2,1)-homomorphism. 

Then q  lifts to a homomorphism¢ : Q P if and only if ç  is (LC)-preserving. 

Proof. For ease in this proof we identify S and T with SO s  and TOT , respectively. 

Since S and T is (2,1)-subalgebra of Q and P respectively, so that c5 must preserve 

the unary operation + and hence the relation R.*. Since (Rls 	Qn (5 x S) and 

(R,*)T  = R. n (T x T) so that (i) of Theorem 3.2.9, holds. It remains to show that 

(ii) of that theorem holds if and only if q) is (LC)-preserving. 

Suppose first that çb is (LC)-preserving. If (a , b, c) E V, then ab-  Q C c-1Q 

Now S has (LC) so that Sa n Sb = Sw for some w E S and ua = vb = w for some 

u, v E S with ua+ = u and vb+ = v. From Lemma 4.2.1, ab-1  = u'v and WIZ.* v. 
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Hence tr i vQ C c-1Q so that Su C Sc, by Lemma 4.3.2. Clearly, 

T(u0) C T(v¢),0a0 = v(i)b{b = wO,u0(0)± = u¢ and vcb(b0)±  = vcb. 

As 0 is (LC)-preserving, T(0) n T(bo) = T(w¢), whence (a0)(14)-1  = (u0) 1v and 
it follows that (0,b¢,c0) E 

Conversely, suppose that (ii) of Theorem 3.2.9 holds, so that ç lifts to a homomor-

phism : Q -4 P. Supppose that b,c E S and Sb n sc = sw. We have ub = vc = w 
for some u, v E S with ub+ = u, vc+ = v and u 'R.* v. This gives that bc-1  = u v 
and so, applying ¢, we have b0(c0)-1  = (u)v. As T has (LC), we certainly have 

that b¢(c¢)' --= Ir ik for some h, k E T with h(bcb) = k(c5) = z,T(b0) n T(0) = Tz 
and hR,* k in T. From Lemmas 4.3.2 and 3.2.3 u(/),C h in T, so that wcb = (ub)¢ = 
u¢b0 h(by5) = z in T. We now have that 

T(bcb) n T(c¢) = Tz = T(w0) 

and 0 is (LC)-preserving. 	 111 

The above result could (via a series of intermediate steps) be deduced from The-

orem 2.6 of [31]. For, the ample condition ensures that a left ample sernigroup is 

embedded in the semigroup S of one-to-one partial right translations of S, via the 

right regular representation described in Section 4.1. Further, the image of S is con-

tained in J(S), the set of join irreducible elements of S. By [31, Proposition 1.14], if 

S has (LC), then J(S) is an inverse semigroup, which is isomorphic to our E(S). The 

restriction of 0 in [31, Theorem 2.6] to J(S), with a slight adaptation of the notion 

of permissible homomorphism, will now give our Theorem 4.3.9. 



Chapter 5 

Left I-orders in semilattices of 
inverse semigroups 

Our aim in this chapter is to find the structure of semigroups of left I-quotients of 

certain semilattices of left ample semigroups with the (LC) condition. 

Clifford 1] showed that any right cancellative monoid S with the (LC) condition 

is the 7Z-class of the identity of its inverse hull E(S). Moreover, in our terminology, 

S is a left I-order in E(S). Cantos [20] considered semigroups which are semilattices 

of right cancellative monoids with the (LC) condition and certain further conditions. 

In Chapter 4 we extended Clifford's result to a left ample semigroup with the (LC) 

condition. In this chapter we extend Cantos's result to certain strong semilattices of 

left ample semigroups. 

In the first section we prove a lemma concerning properties of a semigroup S which 

is a semilattice Y of right cancellative monoids Sct , a E Y. Cantos has developed a 

structure for semigroups Q which are semilattices Y of bisimple inverse monoids 

Q,„ such that the set of identities elements forms a subsemigroup. His structure 

is determined by semigroups S which are strong semilattices Y of right cancellative 

monoids S, a E Y with the (LC) condition and certain homomorphisms. We prove 

one of these conditions is equivalent to a semigroup S having the (LC) condition. We 

use this equivalence to define a nice form for the multiplication that is easier to deal 

with than the form which Cantos used. 

In the second section we are concerned with a semigroup of left I-quotients of a 

50 
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left ample semigroup S with the (LC) condition which is a strong semilattice Y of left 
ample semigroups Sc,„ a E Y, such that each Sa  has the (LC) condition. We study 
the relationship between the inverse hull of S and the semigroup of left I-quotients of 
S. In the final section of this chapter we use the results in the previous sections to 

prove the equivalence between two categories. 

5.1 	Left I-quotients of semilatices of right cancellative semi- 
groups 

Gantos's main theorem states: Let S be a strong semilattice Y of right cancellative 

monoids S, a E Y with (LC) and connecting homomorphisms 	a > #. Suppose 
in addition that (C2 ) holds, where (C2): if Saa, n sab,,= SaGa for all aa, ba , C E 
then 

S(aa) n So(bac0 0) = S o(C(pa  J3) 

for all a, # E Y with a > #. In the terminology of Chapter 4, (C2 ) says that the 

connecting homomorphisms are (LC)-preserving. He obtained a semigroup Q which 
is a semilattice Y of bisimple inverse semigroup (2,, with identity ea, a E Y such that 
{ ea  : a E Y} is a subsemigroup of Q. In fact, Qa  is the inverse hull of Sa  for each a E 
Y. We show that (C2 ) is equivalent to S having the (LC) condition. We then reprove 

Gantos's result. In Corollary 5.1.14, we provide a simple proof of Theorem 5.1.3 

completely independent of [20], by using Theorem 3.2.9 and Lemma 5.1.2. We start 

with the following useful lemma. 

Lemma 5.1.1. (cf. /91) Let S be a semilattice Y of right cancellative monoids Sa, a E 
Y. Let ea  denote the identity of Sa, a E Y. Then 

(1) e fiaa  = aaeo if a > fi where aa  E Sa; 
(2) eaeafl --= ea/3, 

(3) E(S) is a semilattice; 

(4) the idempotents are central; 

(5) for any a,b E S, a R,* b in S if and only if a,b E S„ for some a in Y; 
(6) S is a left ample semigroup. 
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Proof. (1) Let es  E So and a„ E So. for some a, E Y, where a > /3. Then esa, and 
aaes are in So, = S. Hence 

seaa  = (esaa)es  = es(a s) = ae13.  

(2) Let ea  E S, and es E So be the identities of S„ and So respectively. From (1) it 
follows that 

eaeas = eaeaeas  = eaeasea. 

Hence (e,e,$)e„eas  = eaeas, that is, eaeas is an idempotent in S. But there is only 
one idempotent in So, so that eaeas  e,s  = easea. 

(3) Let ea  E Sa  and es E So for some a„3 E Y. Then eaes  E So and from (2) 
we have that 

eaes  = eaeseas  = eaeas 

(4) Let ea  E S arid as  E So for some a, E Y. Then eaas E So and from (1) and 
(2) we get 

eaaseas = eaeoas= e,sas  = ase„s  ase e 

Since eas is the identity of So, we have that eaas = asea. 

(5) Suppose that a R.* b in S where a E S, and b E S. Then coo, 	eseaa and 
so epb = e fieb which implies that [3 < a. Dually, a < fi and hence a = 

Conversely, suppose that b E Sc. and xb = yb for some x, y E S where x E Ss and 

y E S . Then Oa = a-y as xb,yb E Sao = S. Thus xbeas = ybeo  so that from (1) 
we get xeob = yeasb, and so xeas(beas)= ye,s(beas). Now xeas,yeas, beo all lie in 
So  which is right cancellative, so that xeas  = yeas. As in the proof of (3) we have 

that e„eo = ese, = eas. Hence xeoe„ = yeoec, = ye-ye, and then xe, = yea. Also, if 

xb = b, that is, xb = e,b, then xe, = ee = e,. Thus b 	e, in S. Hence for any 

a E Sc, we have that a R.* b in S as required. 

(6) From (3) we have that E(S) is a semilattice. By (5) we deduce that each 'R,*-class 

contains an idempotent which must be unique as E(S) is a semilattice. Notice that 
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if a E Sc,, then a+ = ea. To see that S is left ample, let a e Sc, and e fl  E S. We 
have to show that aep 	(aeo)±a. Using (1) and the fact that eaes = eoec, eco as 
in the proof of (3) we get 

(aeo)+a = eapa = ae = aeaeo = aep 

as required. 

In the following lemma we show that the 'strong' in Gantos's result is automatic. 

The proof of the following is entirely routine, but we provide it for completeness. 

Lemma 5.1.2. Let P = S(Y;Sa) where each Sc, is a monoid with identity ea, such 
that E = {e, : a E Y} is a subsemigroup of P. Then E is a semilattice isomorphic 
to Y and E is central in P. 

If we define 0a,0  : Sc, 	So by aa(ka,o  = aaeo, for all (la  E Sc, where a > 13, then 
each c5a,0  is a monoid homomorphism, and P = S(Y;Sa;0a,o). Conversely', If 
P = S(Y; Sc,; yoa,o), then for a, ,3 E Y with a > )3 and a E Sc, we have acoa,fl  = ae,3 

Proof. It is easy to see that Y is isomorphic to E under the map a 	where ea, 

is the identity of Sc,. Let (la  E Sc, and suppose first that a > 13. Then 

aaeo = e(a 0) = (e a )eo  = eoaa. 

Now, for arbitrary e,r, 

aae-y  = (a,e7 )e,7  = aa(e 	= ac,ec, = ea.ya, = 	 = e-yaa, 

so that E is central in P. 

It is easy to see that for a > 13, 0,0  : Sc, 	So  is a monoid homomorphism, 

= isc, and for a > 3 > 	0 = 0a,1300,7. Let Q = S (Y ; Sc,; q5a,p) and denote 

the binary operation in Q by *. 

For ac,,b E Q we have 

* 1),3 = (aclOa,a0)(b130,a)5 (aae,o)(boeap)= (aabo)eas = a 

   

'This part of the lemma is folklore and was drawn to my attention by Fountain. 
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as required. 

On the other hand, let P = S(Y ; Sa; 	First, First, note that if a, /3 E Y with a > /3, 
then eacpa,0 = eo because (o is a monoid homomorphism. 

Suppose that a,8 E Y with a > /3 and let a E S. Then 

aes  acpa,s wpa,o 

since ayo„,0  E So and es  is the identity of S. 

Now we introduce the main theorem of this section. It is worth pointing out that 

this theorem is equivalent to the main theorem of [20]. However, we give here another 

proof. The idea is to use the (LC) condition introduced previously in order to prove 

such a theorem. This proof will make our result easier to extend to other settings in 

the next section. Let E(S) be the inverse hull of left I-quotents of a right cancellative 

monoid S with (LC). In the rest of this section we identify S with 80s, where Os  is 
the embedding of S into 1s. We write a' b for short the element P 1  Pb of E(S) where 

a , b E S. 

Theorem 5.1.3. Let S = S(Y;Sa) be a semilattice of right cancellative monoids Sa  
with identity e„,a E Y. Suppose that S, and each Sa, has (LC). Then Q = S(Y; Ea) 

is a semilattice of bisimple inverse monoids (where Ea  is the inverse hull of S) and 

the multiplication in Q is defined by: for a'b E Ea , Cid E Eo, 

= (ta) l  (rd) 

where Sob n Sc = S w and tb = rc = w for some t,r E Sc . 

Proof. By Corollary 4.3.5, each Sa  is a left I-order in E, where each Sa  is the R.-class 

of the identity of Ea  and E, is a bisimple inverse monoid. We prove the theorem by 

means of a sequence of lemmas. We begin by the following lemma due to Clifford. 

Lemma 5.1.4. (cf. I-2, Lemma 4.1]) Let T be a right cancellative monoid. Then for 

a,b E T we have 

a ,Cb if and only if a = ub, 

for some unit u of T. 
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Lemma 5.1.5. The multiplication is well-defined. 

Proof. Suppose that we have elements al , b1 , a2 , b2  of Sa, cl , d1, c2 , d2  of So  such that 

--1 a j b1  — a2 ' b2 in Ea  and c-ldi  = c2-1d2  in E 

By Lemma 3.2.5, 

= tt1a2 , 1)1 = u1b2 

for some unit u1  E Sc, and 

C1 = VI C2 d1  = V 

for some unit v1  E S. By definition, 

a-1 	= (tidi)-1(ridi) 

where 

Sobi  fl SCi  = Sowi  and tibi = rici = tvi 

for some t1 , r1 , w1  E S. Also, 

a2-1b2c2  d2 = (t2a2 	2d2) 

where 

sob2  n Sc = Sa$W2 and t2 b2  = r2c2 = W2 

for some t2, r, w2 E S. 

We have to show that a b 	 a2-1b2c2 -1d2, that is, 

(tiai)-1 (rido 	(t2a2 	(r2d2)  

and to do this we need to prove that 

t i a i  = ut2a2  and ri d'  = ur2d2 

for some unit u in Sa p, using Lemma 3.2.5. We aim to prove that S w1  — 	w2. 
We get this if we prove that Sob]. = Sob2  and Saoci = Soc2. 
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Since 61  = u1 b2, using Lemma 5.1.1(1), we have that 

Obi = eu1b2 	ati)b2  = (u ao) (Ccob 2) 

so that S$eQ$bl  C Saseaob2  and since b2  = uTi bi  the converse implication also holds. 
We have 

Saljbl = Sapeafibl = Sa8ea1sb2 = Syb2. 

Similarly, Sapecoci = Soecoc2. Hence Sowi Sow2 so that w1  w2  in Sc, By 
Lemma 5.1.4, Wi 1w2  for some unit 1 in S. . Then 

= tibi = 1w2 = 1(t2b2) = 1t2  

But, by Lemma 5.1.1 a l  R*1)1  in S, it follows that t ia i 	= /t2a2 . Since 

= r1c1  = 1w2 /r2c2  = lr2vi  

and c1 7 d1  in S, again using Lemma 5.1.1, we have 

= 1r2 vj 1d1  = /r2vi.  vid2 = /r2d2  

as required. 	 0 

In order to prove the associative law we need to introduce subsidiary lemmas. The 

proof of the next lemma depends only on the fact that Sc, is right cancellative and 

the proof can be found in [20]. 

Lemma 5•1.6• (Sa fl saba)cc, = s,,aacc, n Sabacç  for a// a, ba, Ca  E Sa  • 

In the following lemma we prove the equivalence between S having the (LC) con-

dition and (C2) mentioned in the introduction. In the next section we extend its 

statement to a more general context. We are grateful to Dr. Gould for supplying the 

proof of this equivalence. 

Lemma 5.1.7. Let S = S (Y ; Sa) be a semilattice Y of right cancellative monoids 

Sa  with the (LC) condition. Then 

S has (LC) if and only if whenever (3 :5_ a, if Saa, n S„ba  = 	a 	Ca  E Sa), 

then S ,3(aaes) n S(be) = Ss(c,,e,3). 
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Proof. Suppose that S„a, n Saba  = Sac, implies Sac, n Soba  = Soc, for all < a. 
Let a E Sc, and b E So for some a, E Y. Then aeo, eob E Sao so that as Sc, has 
(LC) we know that 

sa (eoa) n so(eapb) = 

for some c E Sc,. Now, let d E Sa n Sb, say d E Sy  so that < al3 and d= ua = vb 
for some u,v E S. By assumption, 

S,f(e„fla)e n sy(ecob)e., 

Then Slae-r fl S-be.y  = Sycay. Now, 

d = ua = vb = (e7u)a = (e,yv)b E Sa n Sb = Sc 

as cu, 	E Sy. Then d E Sc and so Sd C Sc. Thus Sa fl Sb C Sc. Also, 
c E Soo, C Sa and c E Sob C Sb. Thus c E Sa n Sb. Hence Sc C Sa n Sb and we 

get Sc = Sa n Sb. 

On the other hand, suppose that S has (LC) and let Sac., n Saba  = S„c„, so that 

cc, = uc,ac, = vo,b, for some uc,,vc, E Sc,. We claim that 

Sac, n Sba  = Sca. 

As S has the (LC) condition there exists d C Se  such that Sac, n Sb, = Sd. Then 

d = kaa  = hba  for some k, h E S and so < a. Since c„ E Saa  n Sba  we have that 

cc, = rd for some r E S so that a < Hence a = that is, d E Sc, and we can write 

d = dc,. 

From ca  = rd we have that ca  = (ear)dc, E S„da  so that Sc,ca  C Sada. Since 

= kaa  = hb„ = 	= (eah)b,,, we have that dc, E Saac, n Sc,ba = Sac„, and so 

S,dc, C S,ca. Thus Sada  = Saca. Hence dc, c„ in Sc,, so that dc, G cc, in S. We have 

Sac, fl Sb, = Scc,. 

Hence our claim is established. 

Now let /3 < a. Since Ss  has the (LC) condition and coa, cob E S we have that 

so(efl  ) n so(eob,e) = S 
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for some wo  E S,3. We aim to show that So(eoc,) =- Sowo. 
Since zvo C Soa, n sob, c Sa,r1 Sb„ we have that w,g E Sca  and so ws -= lc, for 
some 1 E S, say 1 E 	so that 77 > 3. Since wo = eowo  -= eolc„ and ri > 3, it follows 
that wo = eowo  = leoca, by Lemma 5.1.1. Then wo  = (1e0)(esc„) E Soc, so that 
sowo  ç Sgeoc„). 

	

Conversely, since cc, = u 	= yob, and /3 < a, it follows that coca  = eou,esa, = 
eovaeob„, by Lemma 5.1.1. It follows that eoc„ E Soa, n Sob, = Sows. Hence 
Sgeoc„) C Sstvo. Thus So(eo  ) = Sowo as required. 	 0 

Lemma 5.1.8. Let a-lb, a-le„ E Ec, and e'd,eod E Eo where a,b E Sa,c,d E 
and e,, e0  are the identity elements in Sc, and So respectively. Then 

(i) a-lbeod = (aeo)-1(bd), 

(ii) (a-le„)(e-id) = (ca) l (deao). 

Proof (i) We have that Scoff  n sob = so  n sob = sob and 

easb = (beas)9 = (eapb)eo = 

using Lemma 5.1.1. We have 

(a-1  b)(e od) 	a-1  (be o)d 
= 	a-1  (be oe„o)d 
= 	(be,$)d 
= 	a-1  (eaob) d 

(a-1eV5,)(bd) 
(e0a)-1(bd) 

= (ae 1(bd). 

(ii) We have that 5, c n Saoe„ = S,oc n Sc, = Soc and 

eaoe = (ceo) = (e,oc)ec, = ceo, 

using Lemma 5.1.1. We have 

	

(a 	-1d) = (ca)-1(deao) 

as required. 
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Lemma 5.1.9. Let ct-lb E Ea,e0d,d-1e,(3  E E0 and x-ly E E where e is the 
identity element in So where a,b E S , ep,dE Si9 and x, y E S. Then 

(i) (a-1be,3d)x-1y = a-lb(esdx-ly); 

(ii) (a-lbeles)x-ly = 	 y). 

Proof. (i) Let alb, esti, x-l y be as in the hypothesis. Then 

(a-lbe fid)x-ly = (aeo)-1(bd)x-1y by Lemma 5.1.8 (i), 
(t i  a)-1(ri Y) 

where t i bd r1 x = w1  and 

Sco7 (bdeco7 ) n sao-y(xeafl-y) = Sco7w1 

for some t1,r1,w1E Sa,37. 

On the other hand, by definition of multiplication, 

a b(eodx-l y) = a-1b(t2e0)-1(r2Y) -1   
(t3a)-1(r3r2y) 

where t2d = r2x = w2  with 

S(de) n Ss ( ,) = ss-r 

for some t2,r2,w2  E Soy  and t3b = r3t2e,„3,,= w3  with 

Sctoeybeo.y  n ScOy t2 ea/37 — 

for some t3,r3,w3  E So Using (5.1) and Lemma 5.1.7 gives 

Sold n Sx = S 13-.1w2  

We must show that (t i a) i (riy) = (t3a)-1(r3r2 y). By using Lemma 3.2.5, we have to 

show that t ia = ut3a and ri y = ur3r2y for some unit u in Sa(37. 

Once we know w1  C.w3d in Soi, we have that wi = hw3d for some unit h in 

by Lemma 5.1.4. Hence t i bd = ht3bd so that t i e„,s.y bd = lit 3e,o7bd. Since t 1 , ht and 

afil.bd  are in 	which is right cancellative we obtain t1  = ht3  so that 11a = ht3a. 

Now, 

= rix = tibd = ht3bd = hr3t2d = hr3r2x. 
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As r1, hr3r2  and eafl-yx are in Sol, again by right cancellativity in S 0, we have that 
hr3r2  and so ri y =--- hr3r2 y. 

Now, as S has (LC) 

S wi  S t bdfl Saj yX 
sco,bd n sas,d n SajyX  
-ct,r3.r  — - 	2 07 = •Cf 	n .CY 	 by (5.3) 

n 	fi " 
= Sbde  n sco.yt2dea/37  
= (s,s7b n Saft7t2)deafry 	by Lemma 5.1.6 
= Sam,w3d 	 by (5.2). 

(ii) Let a'b,cte,xy be as in the hypothesis. Then, 

(a-1  bd-1  e 0 )x 	(tia)-1(ri eo)x-ly 
= (t2tia)-1(r2Y) 

where t i b = rid = ?Di  with 

So(bea,3 ) n S(de) = Sa,awi 
	

(5.4) 

for some t1, r, wi  E Sce p and t2 r1  = r2x = w2  with 

Sao-yri n sa,9 	Sas -y 2 • 	 (5.5) 

for some t2,r2,w2  E S. By (5.4) and Lemma 5.1.7 we have 

so,b n so_r d = s 	 (5.6) 

On the other hand, by Lemma 5.1.8(ii), 

b(d-1  e,3x-ly) = a-1  b(xd)-1  (ye07 ) 
= (t3a)'(r3yem,) 

where 

t 3b = r3 xd =-- w3, So-y( xd) n So-y( beafr y ) = Scy 3 

for some t3,r3,w3  E 	. 

We have to show that (t2tia)-1(r2y) 	(t3a)-1(r3ye07). By using Lemma 3.2.5, we 

have to show that t3a = vt2t1a and r3y = vr2y for some unit v in S. 
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Once we know w3  E w2d in S.. we have that w3  = kw2d for some unit k in 437, by 
Lemma 5.1.4. Hence r3 xd = kr2 xd so that r3eam,xd 	kr2eas-r xd. Since r3, ec,o7xd 
and kr2  are in Sc l, which is right cancellative we obtain r3  = kr2  so that r3y = kr2Y. 
Now, 

3b = r3xd kr2xd = kt2r1 d = kt2t 1 b. 

Hence t3eb = kt2ti ea p-yb where t3,e, 7b and kt2t1  are in Sol, again by right can- 
cellativity in Sol, we have that t3  kt2t1  and so t3a = kt2t 1 a. 
Now, 

 

sam,b n so•ixdfl Scr,37  
= 	507  X d n s, wi  
= sc,07 xd n So7rid 

S4.7.zdeaf ry  n so.yride 
(S ix n sad.,ri)deo., 

= 	5.2,6•7  W2 d 

by(5.6) 

by Lemma 5.1.6 
by (5.5) 

as required. 	 0 

Lemma 5.1.10. The associative law holds in 

Proof Suppose that a-lb E , c1d E Eo  and s-lt E E.y  where a, b E Sc„ e, d E 
and s,t E S. From Lemma 5.1.9, we have that 

a-ib(c-ids-it) 	a-lb(c-lefiefid.s-lt) 
= 	a-1  b(c-  e .e,3d8-1  t) 

(a-lbc-leMeod.s-lt) 
(a-lbc-leo.eod)s-lt 
(a-lb(c-leig.eod))s-it 

From Lemmas 5.1.10 and 5.1.5 we get the proof of Theorem 5.1.3. 

Let a E Sa  and b E 513 for some a, E Y. By Lemmas 5.1.8 and 5.1.1, 

eaeob = 	 )-1(ab) = e(ab) ab 

and we get the following lemma; 

Lemma 5.1.11. The multiplication on Q extends the multiplication on S. 
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The next corollary is now clear, 

Corollary 5.1.12. The semigroup S defined as above is a left I-order in Q = U 	E cEEY a' 

Let S = S(Y; Sc.) be a semilattice Y of right cancellative monoids S, with identity 

ea, a E Y such that each S,, E Y has the (LC) condition. By Lemma 5.1.1, 

E = {e, : a E Y} is a subsemigroup of S. Hence S is a strong semilattice Y with 

connecting homomorphisms cp : Sc, 	So given by ac,,co„,0  = aaeo where a > 13 for 
any act  E Sa, by Lemma 5.1.2. In fact, every semilattice of right cancellative monoids 

is a strong semilattice of right cancellative monoids (see [39, Exercises 111.7.12]). If 

S has the (LC) condition, then by Corollary 5.1.12, S has a semigroup of left I- 

quotients Q = LLEY 	where Ea  is the inverse hull of Sc,,  a E Y. It is easy to see 

that ea  is the identity of Q . From Lemma 5.1.7 and Theorem 4.3.9, the (pa,o's lift to 

homomorphisms 	: Ea 	Eo  and 0,000,,y  = 	for all a > > -y, and ¢ is 

the identity on Ea. Hence Q is a strong semilattice of bisimple inverse monoids Ea 's, 

a E Y, by Lemma 5.1.2. The following theorem is now clear. 

Theorem 5.1.13. Let S = S(Y; Sc,, 	and and for each a, let Sc. be a right cancellative 

monoid with the (LC) condition and Ea  be its inverse hull of left I-quotients. Suppose 

that S has the (LC) condition. Then S is a left I-order in a strong semilattice of 

monoids Q = S(Y; Ea, 0a5) where co 3 's lift to q5 's, a > 0. 

In the next corollary we provide an alternative proof for the above theorem, by 

using our result in Section 3.2. 

Corollary 5.1.14. Let S S(Y ; SQ,y.7„,o) and for each a, let Sc, be a right cancella-

tive monoid with the (LC) condition and Ea  be its inverse hull of left I-quotients. 

Suppose that S has the (LC) condition. Then for all a, 13 E Y, a > 0 we have that 

cpc,, 0  lifts to a homomorphism 0,d3  of Ea  into Ep. Moreover, S is a left I-order in 

Q = S(Y; Ea, 0a,0)• 

Proof. By Corollary 4.3.5, each Sc, is a left I-order in its inverse hull Ea  and Sc, 

is the 7Z-class of the identity of E. We know that (pa,o : Sc, 	So is given by 

acoQ,o = aaep where a > 0 for any ac, E Sc,. By Theorem 3.2.9, each (pa,o (a > 0) 
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lifts to a homomorphism 0a,s : 	Ei3  if (pa,0  preserves 77Q, and 7Z9 relations. In 

other words, if cpa,fi  satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of this theorem. Let 

bc-1E, C cr'Ea  

for some b,c,d E Sc . Hence 

bc-1  = 	(xd) l y 

for some x, y E Sa. Also, bc-1  =- h-lk for some h, k E Sa  with Sat) n Sac = Saw 

where hb = kc= w. As h-lk = (xd)'y we have that 

xd = uh and y = uk 

for some unit u E Sa, by Lemma 3.2.5. Since S has (LC) and Sal) n Sc Saw we 

have that 

So(be) n sk3(cefi) = so  (wep), 

by Lemma 5.1.7. It follows, as (pa,0  preserves units, that 

bcoa,o(c(Pa,0)-1 = (hPa,0)-1(kCocr,d) = 	 Va,0) 	xcPa,0)-1Y;00,fi• 

Hence 

b a,s(c 1 E0  (4,a,o) Efl 

and so (bcp,ccp,3,40„13) E V, as required. It is clear that (,o,,p preserves Te2  

relation. It is straightforward to show that the multiplication on Q extends that of 

S. Hence Q = (Y; Ea ,00, 3) is a strong semilattice of bisimple monoids. It is clear 

that S is a left I-order in Q. 

We aim now to prove the converse of Theorem 5.1.13. Let Q be a strong semilat-

tice Y of bisimple inverse monoids Qa , (with identity ea) such that E = {ca  : a EY} 

is a subsemigroup of Q. By Lemma 5.1.2, E is central in Q. Further if we define 

: Qa 	Qfl  by qa0 = (loco (a 	0), then each cba,s  is a monoid homomor- 

phism and Q = S(Y ; Q a; .0 a).  Let Sa  be the R.-class of the identity ea  in Q a. 

Clearly, Oct,fils, 	Se, —+ S/3  and S = S (Y ; Sa; cba,ols„) is a strong semilattice Y of 

right cancellative monoids Sa. We wish to show that S has the (LC) condition. By 
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Lemma 5.1.7, to show that S has (LC) condition we have to show that Cbcv,Ols.  is 
(LC)-preserving (a > /3). We need the following technical lemma from [38] (see, 
Lemma 3.2 of [2]). 

Lemma 5.1.15. (cf. [98, Lemma X.1.3") Let Q be a bisimple inverse monoid and 
let I? be the 7Z-class of the identity. For any a,b,c E R, 

Ra n Rb = Re if and only if a-lab-lb = c-lc. 

Returning to our argument before Lemma 5.1.15. Let S,a n S,b = Sc where 
a,b,c E S. Then, we have that a-l ab-l b= c-lc. We claim that 

(9a)-1(esa)(90-1(eob) = (eoe)-1(eoc) where a > 
Since E is central in Q we have 

(9(2)-1  (e 0(0(90-1  (eob) = a-1  eoeoab-  e ob 
= a-le fiab-leob 
= a-laeob-lb 
= eoa-lab-lb 

eoc-le 
9C-lesC 
(eoc)-1(eoc). 

Hence our claim is established. By the above lemma Sea n Soeob = Soeoc where 

a > 0. Thus by Lemma 5.1.7, S has the (LC) condition and the following theorem 

is clear. 

Theorem 5.1.16. Let Q be a strong semilattice Y of bisimple inverse monoids (2„, 

(with identity e„) such that E = 	: a E Yl is a subsemigroup of Q. Then there 
is a subsem,igroup S of Q with the (LC) condition which is a strong semilattice of 

right cancellative monoids 8, where S„ is the 'R,Qa-class of ea. Moreover, S is a left 
I-order in Q. 

Combining Theorem 5.1.3 and Theorem 5.1.16, we get the following corollary. 

Corollary 5.1.17. (cf. /20, Main Theorem") Let S = S(Y; S„) be a semilattice Y of 

right cancellative monoids S„ with identity e,, such that each S, has (LC). Suppose 

in addition that for any a > 13, if Saa, n S„b„ = Snca, then Socia  n Sob, 	Soc,. 
For each a E Y, let Q, be the inverse hull of 5,, so that Q, is a bisimple inverse 
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monoid, and Sc, is the 7Q-class of e,. Then Q =- S(Y; Q„) is a semigroup of left 
I-quotients of S, such that E = {ea  : a E Y} is a subsemigroup. 

Conversely, let Q = S(Y;Qa) be a semilattice Y of bisimple inverse monoids Qa, 
with identity ea, such that E = {ea  : a E Y} is a subsemigroup. Then S = S (Y ; Re ) 
is a semilattice of right cancellative monoids Re, such that each Re  has (LC) and 
for any a > 11, if /-ic aa rl Reo,b, = Recsa, then Reo aa  n Re bc,= Re C where Re  is 
the 7Z-class of the identity ea  in Qa  for all a E Y. 

It was shown in [1] that a semigroup Q which is a semilattice Y of inverse semi-
groups Qa  is an inverse semigroup, but if each Qa  is proper Q may not be proper 
(see, Example 5.2 [37]). 

Let S = S(Y; Sc,; c,)  be a strong semilattice Y of right cancellative monoids 

Sc,, E Y with the (LC) condition and S has (LC). In Corollary 5.1.14, we showed 

that S has a strong semilattice of left I-quotients Q = S(Y; Ea, 0„,0) where Ec, is the 
inverse hull of Sc, for each a C Y and each 0a,41  is the extension of coa,p. We recall 

that the connecting homomorphism (pa,0  is given by acoad3  = eoa. We employ the rest 

of this section to study the case when Q is proper. 

Theorem 5.1.18. Let S = S(Y; Sc,; v)„ (3 ), where each Sc, is a right cancellative 

monoid with the (LC) condition and each cp„,0 is (LC)-preserving. Let Ea  be the 
inverse hull of left I-quotients of Sc, for each a E Y. Then Q = S(Y; Ea; 0a,o) is a 
semigroup of left I-quotients of S. Moreover, each q5,,9 is one-to-one and each Ea  

proper if and only if Q is proper and (*) holds where (*) is the following condition: 

for all a,b E Sc, and for all a > 

a0,a,0 GEs bcb,,,fl  implies that a LEa b. 

Proof. By Corollary 4.3.5, each Sc, is a left I-order in its inverse hull Ea  and Sc, is 

the R.-class of the identity of Ec,. Since each coa9  is (LC)-preserving, it follows that 

S has the (LC) condition, by Lemma 5.1.7. From Theorem 5.1.13, we have that S is 

a left I-order in Q. Suppose that Q is proper and (*) holds. To show that each 0 

is one-to-one, let 
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where a-1  b, c-1  d E Ea  for some a, b, c, d E S. Since 	4 is the extension of ip (3  for 
all a > 3 in Y, we have 

(esa)-1(esb) = (esc) (esd). 

Hence a 1eb ci esd and so a-lbes  = e-ides as the identities are central in Q. It 
follows that a-lb a c-id in Q. Using Lemma 3.2.3, we get aq5,,s = ea LES esc = c0„,s 
and so a GE. c, by assumption. Since R.E. = 	x Ea) and GE = LQ n (E x Ea) 

for each a E Y (see, Proposition 2.4.2 of [23]) we have that a GQ c and so a-1  R9c 1. 
Again by Lemma 3.2.3, 

d-ib TeQ 	ci R,Q ci
d, 

 

so that a-1  b R.Q e-  d. Since Q is proper and a" b (a n RR) c-ld, it follows that 
a-ib 	c' d, by Proposition 2.4.8. Hence 0a,(3  is one-to-one. It is clear that if Q is 
proper, then Ea  is proper for all a E Y. 

On the other hand, suppose that each 	is one-to-one and Ea  is proper for each 

a E Y. To show that Q is proper, let 

- 

where a-lb E Ea  and c-lc E E,(3  for some a, b E S„ and c E S. It is clear that /3 < 

so that So  = S. By definition of multiplication 

= (xa)-'(ye) = c-le 

where xb = yc for some x, y E So and as xa, ye, c E So we have that xa = uc =- yc for 

some unit u in So, by Lemma 3.2.5. Since xb = yc we have that xesb = ye =- xesa, as 

Efi is proper, it follows that So  is cancellative, by Corollary 4.3.5. Hence esb = ea 
and so a¢,, = b0,,s. Hence a = b as 0,a, fi is one-to-one. To show that (*) holds, let 

a¢ s  .C E3  b0 s for all a > 3 in Y and for all a, b E Sa. We have 

(a-la)0,,s = (b-1b)0„,0  

so that as irka,0 is one-to-one a-la = b'b in Ea  and so a LE. b as required. 	LI 

Following [22], let P be a semilattice Y of inverse semigroups Pa, and let a, =-
u(Pa ) be the minimum group congruence on P,. Define T on P by 

rn- q<--,po-a qinP, for some a E Y. 
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It is shown in [22] that T is a congruence on P and P/T is a semilattice Y of groups 
P,Io-a. That is, P/7  = U,Ey(Pa/act)• For any ao-a  E Pa/cra  and ba C Po/o-o  we 
have 

(aaa)(bcro) = (ar)(br) = (ab)T = (ab)a 

Lemma 5.1.19. 1.22.1 Let P be a semilattice Y of proper inverse semigroups Pa, a E Y 
and let T be defined as above, so that PIT is a semilattice Y of groups Ca  = Palo-a  
and define the mappings 7p ,f, : 	Go  by glira,o  = geo  where a E Ga  and e13  
denotes the identity of Go. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) P is proper; 

(2) PIT is proper; 

(3) is one-to-one where a > (3. 

Corollary 5.1.20. Let S = S(Y; Sa,(p0 ), where each Sc. is a right cancellative 
monoid with the (LC) condition and each (pco is (LC)-preserving. Let Q =- S(Y ; Ea; 

be the semigroup of left I-quotients of S where Ec, is the inverse hull of Sc,  for each 
a E Y and a, be defined as above for each a E Y. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) Each Sa  is left cancellative and 0a,o is one-to-one for all a, E Y with a > I3; 
(2) Q is proper and (*) holds; 

(3) Each Ec, is proper and 11)a,o : Ga 	Go is one-to-one for all a, E Y where 
G, = Eater, for all a E Y and () holds. 

Proof. (1) 	> (2). By Corollary 4.3.5, Ea  is proper for each a E Y. Then (2) follows 

by Theorem 5.1.18. 

(2) 	> (3). It is clear that if Q is proper, then Ea  is proper for all a E Y. From 

Lemma 5.1.19, we have that Oadi is one-to-one for all a,8 E Y where a > 0. Hence 

(3) holds. 

(3) 	> (1). By Corollary 4.3.5, each Sc, is left cancellative. It remains to show that 

each 0o is one-to-one. Since 0,4 is one-to-one for all a, E Y where a > /3 we have 

that Q is proper, by Lemma 5.1.19. Hence (1) holds by Theorem 5.1.18. 	0 

The following variation of Corollary 5.1.20 can be considered as a partial general-

isation of Corollary 4.3.5. 
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Lemma 5.1.21. Let S = S(Y; Sa, yoa,$), where each Sa  is a right cancellative monoid 
with the (LC) condition and each coa,s is (LC)-preserving. Let Q = S(Y; Ea, 0, (3 ) 
be the semigroup of left I-quotients of S where Ea  is the inverse hull of Sa  for each 

E Y. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) Each Sa  is left cancellative and Oa„3  is one-to-one for all a, /3 G Y with a > #; 
(2) Each Ea  is proper and q5 is one-to-one for all a, fl G Y with a > 0; 
(3) Q is proper and (*) holds. 

Proof. (1) 	> (2) Since each Sc, is left cancellative, it follows that Ec, is proper for all 

a E Y, by Corollary 4.3.5. The implication (2) 	> (3) follows from Theorem 5.1.18. 
(3) 	> (1) Since Q is proper, it follows that each E is proper so that (1) follows 

from Corollary 4.3.5 and Theorem 5.1.18. 

Remark 5.1.22. In the rest of this section we let S = S (Y ; Sc,; coa,o) be a strong 

semilattice of right cancellative monoids Sc,, a E Y with the (LC) condition, and 

assume that S has the (LC) condition, and, let Q S(Y; Ea; a,obe a semigroup 
of left I-quotients of 5, where each Ea  is the inverse hull of Sc, for each a E Y. By 

Corollary 4.3.5, each Sc, is a left I-order in Ec, and Sc, is the 7Z-class of the identity 

of Ea. 

Remark 5.1.23. From Corollary 4.3.5 and Lemma 3.2.5, we deduce that for any 

a, b E Sc,  and for all a E Y we have 

a G b in Sa  if and only if a G b in Ea. 

By the above Remark, (*) holds if and only if (*)' holds where (*)' is the following 

condition: 

for all a, b E Sc, and for all a >13, 

awad3  bcpa,fl  in So implies that a b in Sc,. 

If we insisted on Q being proper, then by Lemma 5.1.18, the sufficient conditions 

are 0,,0  is one-to-one for all a, # E Y with a > and Ea  is proper for all a E Y. Such 

conditions are related to the structure of Q. We shall introduce equivalent conditions 

on the structure of S in order to do so. We begin with the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5.1.24. Let 0 (3,(pa, fl  and S be as in the Remark 5.1.22. If 	is one-to-one 
for all a, E Y with a > 0, then 

(i) cp 3  is one-to-one for all a, E Y with a > 13; 
(ii) (*)' holds. 

Proof (i) Since 0,,t3 is one-to-one for all a, /3 E Y with a > /3. Then as (1)a, s the 
extension of (pao we have that coa,fl  is one-to-one. 

(ii) Suppose that acp,0  bcpa,s in So  for all a > /3 in Y and a, b E S, so that 
bo 	by Remark 5.1.23. Hence a0a, fi  LE0  bcbco so that aq5,-;,10a000  =- 

14,,,lbOa„3. We have that (a-1a)(/) 3  = (b-1b) 8. As 0,49  is one-to-one we have 
that a 	b-'b so that a ,Cc' b. By Remark 5.1.23, a G b in Sa  as required. 	0 

Lemma 5.1.25. Let Oa  jit ,cpco,S and Q be as in the Remark 5.1.22. Let Q be proper 
and (*)/ holds. Then 

0a, f3 is one-to-one if and only if 	is one-to-one 

for all a, 13 E Y with a > 

Proof. It is clear that if each 0a,0  is one-to-one, then each cpa,0  is one-to-one. Con-

versely, suppose that va, fi is one-to-one for all a, /3 E Y with a > 0. Let 

(a-100a,0  = (c -ld)Oa,s 

where a 1b, c 1 d E Ea  for some a, b, c, d E Sic,. Since 0a,0  is the extension of (p s,  for 

all a > /3 in Y, we have 

(e0a)-1(esb) = (e0 	(e fid). 

Hence a-icob = Ciesd and so a-ibeo = c-ide as the identities are central in Q. It 

follows that a-lb a-  c'd in Q. By Lemma 3.2.3, e0a EES eoc and so epa eoc in So, 

by Remark 5.1.23. Then acpao L op„, fi in So and so a c in .5 by (*)'. Again by 

Remark 5.1.23, a 	c. It follows that a' REa  c-1  and so a' 	, by Proposition 

2.4.2 of [23]. Again by Lemma 3.2.3, 

a-lbie 	7z9 
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Since Q is proper we have that a'b = c-id, by Proposition 2.4.8. Thus 0 is one 
to one. 	 0 

Before giving the conditions which make Q is proper, by using the structure of S 
we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1.26. Let co 3  and Q be as in the Remark 5.1.22. Then 

Q is proper if and only if Ea  is proper for each a E Y and coa,o is one-to-one, for all 
,(3 E Y with a 

Proof. Suppose that Q is proper. It is clear that Ea  is proper for all a E Y. To show 
that coa,s is one-to-one for all a„8 E Y with a > 0, let 

cv,o,„3  =-- 

where a, b E Sc . Then ea = eo b so that ao- b in Q. Since aR, b, it follows 
that a 7?,c2  b, by Proposition 2.4.2 of [23]. As Q is proper we have that a = b, by 
Proposition 2.4.8. Thus yo 3  is one to one. 

On the other hand, assume that yo ,s is one-to-one for all a, E Y with a > 

and Ea  is proper for all a E Y. Let 

-7 --1 a1 ac c = c-lc 

where 	E Ea  and c-ic E Eo for some a, b E 5', and c E S. By definition of 

multiplication, 

a-lbe (xa) 1(yc) cc 

where xb = yc for some x, y E S. It is clear that 0 < a so that Sao = So. Hence 

xa, yc, c C So, so that xa = tic = yc for some unit u in So, by Lemma 3.2.5. Since 

xb = ye we have that seob = ye = xe fia, and as Es  is proper, we have that Ss is 

cancellative, by Corollary 4.3.5. Since epa, esb and x are in So  which is cancellative 

we obtain cob = coa. Hence acpa  = b(pa,0  gives a = b as yoa,s  is one-to-one. Thus Q 

is proper. 	 0 

From Corollary 4.3.5 and Lemma 5.1.26, we have 
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Corollary 5.1.27. Let S, (pa,s and Q be as in the Remark 5.1.22. Then 

S, is left cancellative for each a E Y and ca ,,,s is one-to-one, for all a, /3 E Y with 
a > 	if and only if Q is proper. 

In the next lemma we shed light on the relationships between v, 0,0o and 7kad3 

for all a > /3 in Y which play a significant role in making Q proper. 

Lemma 5.1.28. Let S, Q, co,,,3,0„,0  be as in the Remark 5.1.22 and .0,4  be as 
in Corollary 5.1.20. If S„ is left cancellative for all a E Y, then the following are 
equivalent: 

(i) Each co „,0  is one-to-one and (*)/ holds; 

(ii) Each 0„,0 is one-to-one and (*) holds; 

(iii) Each *co is one-to-one and (*) holds. 

Proof. As S. is left cancellative for each a E Y, we have that E, is proper for each 
a E Y, by Corollary 4.3.5. Hence we can use Lemma 5.1.19. 

(i) 	> (ii) From Corollary 5.1.27, we have that Q is proper. Then (ii) follows from 

Theorem 5.1.18, and the equivalence of (*) and (*)'. 

(ii) 	> (iii) By Lemma 5.1.21, we have that Q is proper and so (iii) follows from 

Lemma 5.1.19. The implication (iii) 	> (i) follows from Lemma 5.1.19, Theo- 

rem 5.1.18 and Remark 5.1.23. 	 111 

The following diagrams may help the reader to visualise the the relationship be-

tween the homomorphisms and semigroups which we have considered. 

S, 	E, —22L4 

 

a 

 

Pa 	> (Pa)cro 

I , 	 1 V'a,t3 

  

'Al, 	 'Oa 43 111,,,,fi 	and 

   

   

0./34  
So  —> Eo C 	 eoa 	 Pea 	(Pe,3a)(7/3  

It is easy to see that the above diagrams are commutative. 
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5.2 Left I-quotients of semilattices of left ample semigroups 

In this section we extend the results of the previous section to a strong semilattice of 

left ample semigroups with the (LC) condition. We recall that a (2, 1)-homomorphism 

: S -->T, where S and T are left ample semigroups with the (LC) condition is (LC)-
preserving if, for any b, c E S with Sb n Sc = Sw, we have that 

T(bo) n T(cc6) ,  T(w0). 

We show that this condition is equivalent to such a semigroup itself having the (LC) 

condition and its semigroup of left I-quotents is isomorphic to its inverse hull. 

In (ii) of the following theorem we give the promised generalisation of Lemma 5.1.7. 

Proposition 5.2.1. Let S 	S(Y;Sa,o), where each S. is left ample and the 

connecting morphisms are (2, 1)-homomorphisms. 

(i) The semigroup S is left ample, and for any a,b E S, aR,* b in S if and only if 
a,b E S, for some a E Y and a'12,'b in Sa. 

(ii) If each Sa  has (LC), then S has (LC) if and only if every Oa, a > 0, is 

(LC)-preserving. 

Proof. (i) Let f go E E(S); then 

fago = (f..0.,.0)(gokas) = (g/0/3,./3)(faq5.0) = m3fa, 

using the fact that E(Sao) is a semilattice. Thus E(S) is a semilattice. 

Suppose now that aa(Rlsbo. Let fa  be the idempotent in the (Rlsa-class of aa. 

Then, as facia  -= ac, we must also have that Ms  = b fi  so that 0 < a. With the dual 

we obtain that a = 0; clearly, then aa(Risabo. 

Conversely, suppose that aa(Rlsaba  and xaa  = ysaa. Then rya = Ja = 

say, and (x,y41.),)(aa¢„,,p) = (y6c55,p)(aa0a,p). But ck 	is a (2,1)-homomorphism, and 

aa(7?..*)s.ba , so that a a (R)baaj  We thus obtain that 

(X-rf;b7,p) 	(ka,p) 
	

) 
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and hence zy b, = ya ba. Making an easy adjustment for 	= 1 yields that a,(7?.*)sba. 

Notice that from the above, there is no ambiguity in the use of the superscript +. 

To see that S is left ample, let ace  E S and f E E(S). Then 

(ac, fo)+ = (( 0 ,o)(fokaa))+(a.cb.,c,c3) = (a.0.,o)(f30,9,o), 
using the fact that Sc,p is left ample and therefore satisfies the left ample condition, 

so that (aaf)aa = ae fo and S satisfies the left ample condition. 

(ii) Suppose that each Sc, has (LC). 

Assume first that each O 3  is (LC)-preserving. Let ac,, bo  E S and let 7 = a/3. As 

has (LC) we know that 

S-yaa  fl Sybo = S7(ac,0„,,7) n s7 (b00,3,,y) — 

for some cy. We claim that Sac, n Sb/3  = 

Certainly ci = xyac, = y7 b0  for some x7 , y7  E S7 , so that c7  E Sac, n sbo  and so 

se, c sae, n sbo. 

On the other hand, let d E Sac, n Sb0; then there are elements yin  v1, E S with 

d = uaa  = v,,b,3. Let = ,ua = vO, so that T < -y. Then 

	

d = dr  = ddr  = (du  )ac, = 	vu)b0  E Sac, n ST 60. 

Now 	is (LC)-preserving, so that Sac, n Srbo  = Sr e.y. This gives that d E Scl, so 

that Sac, n Sb0  = Say  as required. 

Conversely, assume that S has (LC) and suppose that a > 0; we must show that 

is (LC)-preserving. We first show that for any aa,ba, cc, E S, 

Saaa  n Saba  = Saca  if and only if Sac, n Sba  = Sca. 

(.=) If Sac, n Sba  = Sca, we have that 

	

ua„ = vba  = (ua)aa  = 	E Sa a„, n Saba, 

for some u,v E S so that S _ c„,c,„ C Saao, rlSct bc, • 
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On the other hand, if xa, ya  E Sa  and 

xa = ya ba  E So, n S„b„ C Sat, n Sba, 

then 

xaaa  = yak, = zca 	E Sca  

for some z E S. Thus So, n Sab, C Sac, and we have Saa„fl Sb = S„c„ as 
desired. 

() Conversely, suppose that Saa, n Sc b = Sac,. Since S has (LC) we have that 
Sa„ n Sb,= Sdp for some do E S. As do E Sat, we have that 0 <a, but cc, E Sdo, 

so that a = 0. From () we have that So., flSaba  = Sad, so that c„ da  in .5, and 
hence in S. Consequently, Sac, n Sb, = Sc„. 

We now return to the argument that 0,43  is (LC)-preserving (for a > 0). Suppose 
that ac,, b,, ca  E S and S „a, n S „b„ = S ,c„ . We know that ca  = xaaa  = ya ba  for 
some xa,y, so that ca(ka,o 	(x„4„,p)(a„0„,p) = (yacba,p)(b,¢,,p), giving that 

ca0a ,i3  E So(aackats) n S,3(bcrOco) — Sodo 

for some dp. From the above, Sac, n Sb, Sea. We have that for some u, v, 

= us(a„0,,p) = vp(b,q5„,p) = upa, = yob, E Sac, n Sb,= Sc, 

so that do = 	= ((z-r cc ) z7 )(c4 ,p) E So(c,,Oct,o) for some z.y . It follows that 

Sp(a,O,A n so(b.oa,$) = sodo  = s(e„q5„0) 

and cba,o has (LC). 

We now give the main result of this section. 

Theorem 5.2.2. Let S = S(Y; Sc,; 	be be a strong semilattice of left ample semi- 

groups Sc,, such that the connecting homomorphisms are (2, 1)-homomorphisms. Sup-

pose that each Sc,, a E Y has (LC) and that S has (LC). 

For each a E Y, let Ea  be the inverse hull of Sc,, Then for any ao3 E Y with 
a > /3, we have that ¢„,0 lifts to a homomorphism 	: Ea  -4 Ep. Further, 

Q = SW; Ea; 0,a,4 is a strong semilattice of inverse semigroups, such that S is a 

straight left I-order in Q. Moreover, Q is isomorphic to the inverse hull of S. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.2.2, each .5"Os„ is a left I-order in its inverse hull - we identify 
.5, with SaOs„ and write the inverse hull of Sa  as Ea. By Lemma 4.1.4, Sa  is straight 
in Qa  

From Proposition 	S is left ample and as S has the (LC) condition, the 

connecting homomorphisms are (LC)-preserving. By Theorem 4.3.9, each q5a,p (a > 0) 
lifts to a homomorphism 	: 	Eo. Clearly q5 	is the identity map and for 
any a > > oao 	 Thus Q = S(Y ; Ea ; cba,$) is a strong semilattice of 
inverse semigroups and S is a straight left I-order in Q. 

It remains to show that Q is isomorphic to the inverse hull P = E(S) of S. First, 
it is easy to check that S is a union of 7Z-classes of Q. For any a, b E 5, 

a 72.? b •#>. a, b E So, for some a and a 	b 
<=> a, b E 5', for some a and a (R.*)s. b 
•#>. a (R.*)s  b 

a0 s 	bOs. 

Let a„, b E S; we show that 

Saa ri Sbo =-- S 
	

n s(b4o,o). 

Let 

x = wyaa  vob,(3  E Saa  n Sbo; 

then ya = ö fr3 = 7-  say, so that T < cti3 and 

= (x 	)aa  = (x+v,5)bp = (x+u-y)(aa0„,r) = (x+vj)(b00130.) 

= (x+u,i)(a,a0) = (x+v5)(b00/9,0) E S(a 0a,a,3) n 

Conversely, if 

y = h «0«,a/3) = k5(b00/3,0) e S(act0a,a0) n s(bocbs,o) 

then oel3 = 	= say and 

= (Y h-r)(acrOa,« ) = (Y+ k6)(bAbfi,a,(3) = (Y±h-y) 
	

y+ko)bi3 E Saa  n Sbo, 

verifying that 

Saa  n sbo = S(aaci5„ co) n s(b/300,0). 
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Now let a, b, c E S. Consider ba+1  C Q; say b = bo  and a = aa. Then 

ba-1  =-- (b0,60:10)(acbcrAt )-1 = X-ly 

where x, y c Sas, x= x(10S,ctO)+ 	Y(a0)+  , Sco(b0)115,0(acba,c,o) = Sao(x (b0,9 ap)) 
and 

x(14,6,0) = y(a¢a  ,0) = xb = ya. 

Also, x = x(b+00,0) = xb+ and similarly, y = ya+. From the proof of Proposi-

tion 5.2.1 and the argument above, we have that Sb n Sa = S(xb). It follows from 
Lemma 4.2.1, that in P,b0s(at9s)-1  = (x8s)-1(Y0s)• 

Now, 
(a,b,c) e T:562, 	• ab-1Q C c-1Q 

<=> Qba-i  C Qc 
<=> Qx-ly Qc 
4=> QY Qc 
<=> Sy C Sc 
<=> SOs(y0s) c ses(cos) 
<#. P(yos) c P(ces) 
<#. P(xes)-'(yes) c P(cos) 
<=> Pbes(aos)-1 c P(c0s) 
<=> (a0s)(b0s)-  P c (cos)-1-P 
<=› (a0s,b0s,c0s) G P. 

From Corollary 3.2.10, Q is isomorphic to P via an isomorphism lifting Os.LI 

5.3 The category of semilattices of certain bisimple inverse 
monoids 

In Section 2.5 we saw that the category of right cancellative monoids with the (LC) 

condition and homomorphisms which are (LC)-preserving is equivalent to the category 

of bisimple inverse monoids, and monoid homomorphisms. In this section we look at 

the same problem in a more general context. We begin by defining the following two 

categories. 
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Let a category SR be given by 

Ob (SR) are semilattices of right cancellative monoids with the (LC) condition, 

which themselves have the (LC) condition, 

Horn (SR) are (2,1)-homomorphisms of Ob (SR) which are (LC)-preserving. 

Let a category SB be given by 

Oh (SB) are semilattices of bisimple inverse monoids, in which the set of identity 

elements forms a subsemigroup, 

Horn (SB) are monoid homomorphisms of Ob (SB). 

The objects of SR and SB are S = S(Y; Sa) and Q = S(Y; Qa) respectively, 
where the Sa's have the (LC) condition, S has the (LC) condition and the Q's are 

bisimple inverse monoids where 	: e, is the identity of Qa} is a subsemigroup of 
Q. Notice that in the case that Y is the single element semilattice, the categories 

SR and SB are the categories R and B respectively in Section 2.5. We then obtain 

the result in such a section. By Lemma 5.1.2, Q is is a strong semilattice. Also, by 

Lemma 5.1.2 and Lemma 5.1.1, S is a strong semilattice Y with connecting homo- 

morphisms cp,„0 : Sc, 	S8 giving by aacoa,p = ei3a, where a > /3 and each cpa,fl is 
(LC)-preserving. 

Let S E Ob (SR), that is, S --= S(Y; Sa) is a semilattice Y right cancellative monoids 

Sa  with identity ea, a E Y such that each Sa , a E Y has the (LC) condition and S has 

the (LC) condition. By Lemma 5.1.1, S is a left ample semigroup and { ea  : a E Y} is 

a subsemigroup of S. Since S has the (LC) condition, it follows that S is a left I-order 

in a semigroup Q which is a semilattice Y of bisimple inverse monoids Q„, a E Y and 

isomorphic to the the inverse hull of S, by Corollary 5.1.17 and 5.2.2. It is easy to 

see that that ea  is the identity of Q ,  a E Y. Hence E(S) E Ob (SB), as isomorphic 

sernigroups have the same structure. 

Let cp E Horn (SR) say, cp : S 	. We have already seen that S and S' are 

left ample semigroups with the (LC) condition. Since cp is (LC)-preserving we can 
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extend (to to 0 : E(S) 	E(S') where E(S) and E(S') are the inverse hulls of S and 
S' respectively, by Theorem 4.3.9. 

Lemma 5.3.1. Let S E Ob(SR) and put V(S) = E(S). For any co E Hem (SR), 
say y : S 	S', let 

( V(40) P-a-1  Pb 	 a, b E S).  

Then V is a functor from SR to SB. 

Let Q E Ob (SB). Then Q =S(Y;Qa) where each Qa, a C Y is a bisimple inverse 
monoid with identity ea  such that E 	fe, : a E Y1 is a subsemigroup of Q. By 
Corollary 5.1.17, S = S(Y; Rea ) is a semilatticc of right cancellative monoids Rea  
with the (LC) condition, satisfying (C2) which is equivalent to S having the (LC) 
condition, by Lemma 5.1.7. Hence S E Ob (SR). 

Let 	: Q 	Q' so that 01s  : S 	S' where S = S(Y; Rea ) and S' = 
S (Z ; Re a,) . It is clear that 0Is is (2,1)-homomorphism. It remains to show that 

Ois is (LC)-preserving. Since 0 is an inverse monoid homornorphism, we have that 

Q a n Qb = Qc implies that Q' (a0) n Q'(bl,b) = Qi(czp) for any a, b, c E S. Now, by 

applying Lemma 4.3.2, it is straightforward to see that IM s  is (LC)-preserving. We 

have 

Lemma 5.3.2. For every Q E Ob (SB), let U(Q) = S(Y; Rea ) and for every 'ch E 
Horn (SB) say 7/) : Q 	> Q' let U(0) = Os. Then U is a functor from SB to SR. 

Next we construct the first natural equivalence. 

Lemma 5.3.3. For any S E Ob (SR), define ii(S) : S —4 UV(S) such that 77(S) : 

a 	pa  (a E 5). Then 77 is a natural equivalence of the functor Is and UV. 

Proof Fix S E Ob (SR) we can show that 77(5) is an isomorphism. The diagram 

    

    

   

UV ( ) 
Pa 
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is commutative since for all a E S, 

acp(n(S`)) = Pa =  

Hence, the diagram 

UV(S) 	uv(s/) 

is commutative. 

Let Q E Ob (SB), that is, Q = UaEY 	where Q,„ a E Y is a bisimple inverse 

monoid with identity e, such that {ea, : a E Y} is a subsemigroup of Q. Then Q 

is a semigroup of left I-quotients of U(Q) =-- S (Y; Rea ) where U(Q) has the (LC) 

condition, by Theorem 5.1.16. By Theorem 2.4.2, each Rec, has the (LC) condition. 

Since U(Q) is a left ample semigroup with the (LC) condition, it follows that it is a left 

I-order in its inverse hull E(U(Q)) = VU(Q), by Theorem 4.2.2. Using Lemma 5.1.2, 

U(Q) is a strong semilattice of semigroups. In fact, U(Q) is a strong semilattice of left 

ample semigroups and connecting homomorphisms are (2,1)-homomorphisms. Since 

U(Q) has the (LC) condition and as each Re  has the (LC) condition, it follows that 

Q is isomorphic to VU(Q), by Theorem 5.2.2. We have the first part of the following 

lemma which gives the second natural equivalence. 

Lemma 5.3.4. For any Q E Ob(SB), define (Q) : Q 	VU(Q) such that (Q) : 

a'b 	i);. 1 pb where a,b E U(Q) with a,b E 13,„ for some a E Y. Then is a 

natural equivalence of the functor 'SB and VU. 

Proof. Fix Q E Ob SB. It is clear from the above remarks that is well defined and 

is an isomorphism. The diagram 

a   (a—lb)/P 

vigo —1 	 —1 
Pa Pb Pav,PbV, 
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is commutative, since for a,b E U(Q) 

((c1-1b)(Q))(VU(0)) P(-ctioP(4) =  (c1-114((Q)). 

Hence, the diagram 

(Q) 

VU(Q) 
VU(0) 

VcY) 

VU(q) 

 

is commutative. 

By combining Lemmas 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 we have the main result of this 

section. 

Theorem 5.3.5. The quadruple (U,V,e,n) is an equivalence of categories SB and 
SR. 



Chapter 6 

Primitive inverse semigroups of left 
I-quotients 

In this chapter we characterise left I-orders in primitive inverse semigroups. In Sec-

tion 6.1 we begin by investigating some properties of semigroups which are left I-orders 

in primitive inverse semigroups. We show that any left I-order in a primitive inverse 

semigroup is straight; this result enables us to use Theorem 3.2.9 in the next sections. 

The next section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.2.1, which characterises those 

semigroups that have a primitive inverse semigroup of left I-quotients. This theo-

rem shows such semigroups satisfy certain conditions. By starting with a semigroup 

S which satisfies such conditions, we construct a semigroup of left I-quotients of S 

which is primitive inverse. It is well-known that Brandt semigroups are a special class 

of primitive inverse semigroups. We specialise our result to left I-orders in Brandt 

semigroups, a result that may be regarded as a generalisation of the main theorem in 

[11], which characterised left orders in Brandt semigroups. 

In Section 6.3 we show that a primitive inverse semigroup of left I-quotients of 

a given semigroup is unique up to isomorphism. Section 6.4 then concentrates on 

I-orders (two-sided case) in primitive inverse semigroups. In the final section we give 

characterisations of abundant semigroups S having primitive inverse semigroups of 

left I-quotients. As we wish to embed S in an inverse semigroup (as a (2,1)-algebra), 

clearly S must be adequate. If the embedding respects ±, that is a (2,1)-algebra 

embedding, then S is forced to be ample. 

81 
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6.1 Preliminaries 

In this section we introduce a useful characterization of left I-orders in primitive 

inverse semigroups. We show that any left I-order S in a primitive inverse semigroup 
Q has a 0 element and is straight in Q. 

A semigroup S with zero is defined to be categorical at 0 if whenever a, b, c E S 
are such that ab 	0 and be 0, then abc 	0. We say that S is 0-cancellative if 
b = c follows from ab = ac 0 and from ba = ca 0. 

Recall that an inverse semigroup S with zero is a primitive inverse semigroup if all 

its nonzero idempotents are primitive, where an idempotent e of S is called primitive 
if e 0 and f <e implies f 0 or e = f. 

The set of non-zero elements of a semigroup S will be denoted by S*; in particular, 

E*(S) or just E* is the set of non-zero idempotents of S. We will use the following 

facts about primitive inverse semigroups heavily through this chapter. Proofs can be 

found in [21] and [1]. 

Lemma 6.1.1. Let Q be a primitive inverse semigroup. 

(i) Q is categorical at 0. 

(ii) If e, f E E*,  then ef 0 implies e = f. 

(iii) If e E Et and s E Q* , then 

es 	0 implies es = s and se 0 implies se = s. 

(iv) If a, s E Q* and as = a, then s = a-la. Dually, if sa = a, then s = aa 1. 
 If ab 0, then a 1a = bb-'. 

From the above lemma we can notice easily that a primitive inverse semigroup is 

0-cancellative. 

To investigate the properties of a semigroup S which is a left I-order in a primitive 

inverse semigroup Q we need the relations A , p and T which are introduced in [26] on 

any semigroup with zero as follows: 

a A b if and only if a -= b = 0 or San Sb 0, 
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a pb if and only if a = b = 0 or aS n bS 0, 

= p n 

Lemma 6.1.2. Let S be any semigroup with zero. 

(i) If aR,* b where a,b 0, then 

xa 	0 if and only if xb 0. 

(ii) If S is categorical at 0 and 0-cancellative, then 

x,xa 0 implies that x R. xa, 

for any x,a E S. 

Proof. (i) Lemma 2.2 of [11]. 

(ii) Let x,a E S with xa 0. If u, v E S' and us =- us, then clearly uxa = vxa. 

Conversely, if uxa = vxa 0, then by 0-cancellativity, us = vs 0. On the other 

hand, if uxa = vxa = 0, then by categoricity at 0, us = vs = 0 (note that in this 

case, u, v 	1). 	 Li 

In the next lemma we introduce some properties of a semigroup which has a prim-

itive inverse semigroup of left I-quotients. 

We make the convention that if S is a left I-order in Q, then R and G will be 

relations on Q and R*, 	p and T will refer to S. 

Proposition 6.1.3. Let S be a subsemigroup of a primitive inverse semigroup Q. If 

S is a left I-order in Q, then: 

(1) S contains the 0 element of Q; 

(2) n (s x 5) =,\; 

(3) S is a straight left I-order in Q; 

(4) Sa 0 for all a E S4; 

(5) 12, n (s x 	= R,*; 

(6) P R*- 
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Proof (1) Since Q is a primitive inverse semigroup, it follows that Q is a 0-direct union 
of Brandt semigroups. Hence Q U,EJ 13 where each Bi  is Brandt and B, i1.63  = {0} 
for i 	j. 

It is well known that if a, b are elements of a Brandt semigroup and a, b lie in different 
fl-classes, then ab = 0. Thus, if a, b E Q are in different fl-classes of Q, then ab -=- 0. 
Hence, if S intersects more than one fl-class of Q, then 0 e S. Suppose S is contained 
in an fl-class H. If H is not a group 71-class, then a' = 0 for all a E H, and hence 
for all a E S, so OeSa contradiction. If H is a group fl-class, then 0 = a-lb E H 
for some a, bE H, a contradiction. Thus S cannot be contained in an fl-class of Q, 
and so 0 E S. 

(2) If a A b, then a = b = 0 and certainly a .Cb in Q, or xa = yb 	0 for some 
x,y E S. In the latter case, a = x-lyb and b = y'xa, so that a G b in Q. Conversely, 
if a G b in Q, then either a = b = 0, or a 	0 and a = x-lyb for some x-ly E Q* 
where x, y E S. Then xa= yb 0. Hence a A b in S. It is worth pointing out that in 

this case A is transitive. Moreover, it is an equivalence, and {0} is a A-class. 

(3) Suppose that q E Q*. Then q = a-lb for some a,b E S. Since a-lb 	0, 
Lemma 6.1.1 gives aa-1  = bb' so that a TZ,b in Q. 

(4) Let a = x y 	0 for some x, y E S, where x y in Q. By categoricity at 0 

and Lemma 6.1.1 we have that xa= y 0. Thus Sa 0. 

(5) It is clear that 'R, n (s x S) C R,*. To show that TZ* C R, n (s x S). Let a R.* b in 

S; from (4) there exists y in S such that ya 0. Hence yb 0, by Lemma 6.1.2. By 

Lemma 6.1.1, aa-1  = 	=- bb-1  and we get a R. b in Q. 

(6) Suppose that a pb in S. Then a = b = 0 and a R. b in Q, or ax = by 	0 

for some x, y E S. Then b = axy-1  and a = byx-I, so that a 'R, b in Q. By (5), a'R.* b 

in S. 	 El 
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By Lemma 6.1.1 and Proposition 6.1.3, the following corollaries are clear. 

Corollary 6.1.4. Let S be a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q. If 
a-lb 	0, then a R. b. Also, a' R. a 1 bIJb. 

Corollary 6.1.5. Let S be a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q. Let 
a-l b,c-id be non-zero elements of Q where a,b,c and d are in S. Then 

(1) a-1  b'R, c-1  d if and only if a A c; 

(2) a-1  b c-id if and only if b A d. 

Proof (1) We have that a 1bRc 1 d if and only if a-1  'R. c-1  if and only if a L c. By 

Proposition 6.1.3, this is equivalent to a A c. 

(2) This is dual to (1). 	 0 

6.2 The main theorem 

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem; 

Theorem 6.2.1. A semigroup S is a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q 

if and only if S satisfies the following conditions: 

(A) S is categorical at 0; 

(B) S is 0-cancellative; 

(C) A is transitive; 

(D) Sa 0 for all a E S*. 

Proof Suppose that S be a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q. We have 

observed in Lemma 6.1.3 that S contains the zero element of Q. Then S inherits 

Conditions (A) and (B) from Q. By Proposition 6.1.3, Conditions (C) and (D) hold. 

Conversely, suppose that S satisfies Conditions (A)-(D). Our aim now is to con-

struct a semigroup Q in which S is embedded as a left I-order. We remark that from 

(C), A is an equivalence and from the definition of A, {0} is a A-class. Let 

E = {(a,b) ESx.S:a 7?,* b}, 

and 

E* = {(a,b) E E a,b 0}. 
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On E define as follows; 

(a, b) 	(c,d) 	=b=c=d 	, or there exist x, y E S* such that 

xa = yc 0, xb = yd O. 

Lemma 6.2.2. The relation is an equivalence. 

Proof. It is clear that 	is symmetric. Let (a, b) E E*. By (D), there exists h E S 
such that ha 0 0 and hence as a 7Z* b we have that hb 0 and so is reflexive. Let 

(a,b) 	(c, d) 	(p, q), 

where (a, b), (c, d) and (p, q) in E*. Then there exist x, y, g E S* such that 

xa = yc 0, xb = yd 0 and 2c = 0 0, 	= pq 0 O. 

To show that — is transitive, we have to show that, there are z, 2 E S* such that 

za = 2p 0 0 and zb=2q0. 

By (D), Sc 	0 and Syc 	0 and clearly Sc n Syc 	0, so that c A ye. Similarly, 

t-c A c; since A is transitive, we obtain ye A 2c. Hence wyc = tic 0 0 for some 

w, E S. We have 

wxa = wyc = f:uXe = iDgp 0 0, 

that is, wxa = fog") 0 0. Since cR,* d and wyc = Xc 0 0 we have that wyd = 

0 so that similarly, wxb = tifiq 0 0 as required. 

Let [a, b] denote the --equivalence class of (a, b). We stress that [0, 0] contains 

only the pair (0, 0). On Q =El — define a multiplication as: 

[xa, yd] if b A c and xb = yc0 0 for some x, y E S; [a,b][c,c1] = 
1 0, 	else 

and O[a, 1)] = [a, 10 00 = 0, where 0 = [0, 0]. We put Q* = Q \ {[0, 

Before we show that the above multiplication is well-defined we can notice easily 

that [xa, yd] E Q. For xaR,* xb = ycR.* yd. 
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Lemma 6.2.3. The multiplication is well-defined. 

Proof. Suppose that [al , bi] = [az, b2], [cl, di] 	c , d2] are in Q* . Then there are 
elements xl, x2, Y1, Y2 in S* such that 

xi ai  = x2a2  0 0, 

	

=- x2 b2 	0, 

	

Y2c2 	0, 
= y2d2  0. 

Now, 

d1 

and 

[a2 , b2][c2 , d2  

[wa 	if b1  A ci  and wbi iDe1 0 0 for some w, ?JD E S; 
t 0, 	else 

[za2 , 2d2j if b2  A c2  and zb2  = 2c2  0 for some z, E S; 
0 	else. 

Notice that as b1  A b2  and c1  A c2 , we have that b1  A ci  if and only if b2  A c2 . Hence 

[ai,bi][ci, 	= 0 if and only if [a2 , b2][c2 , d2] -=- 0. We now assume that b1  A ci  (and 
so b2  A c2  also). 

We have to prove that kcal, tr;di 	] that is, 

xwai = yza2  0 0, stDdi  =- y2d2  0 0, for some x, y E S*. 

Since wbi  = foci  0 0, zb2  = fc2 0 and al  7?.* b1, a2  R.* b2  we have that wai 

za2  0, by Lemma 6.1.2. Hence 

wai A al  A xiai = x2a2  A a2  A za2 . 

0 and 

By (C), wai  A za2 , that is, xwai  = yza2  0 for some x, y E S. It remains for us to 

show that vildi = y2c12  0 0. In order to do this we need a technical lemma. 

The following lemma is essentially Lemma 4.8 of [11]. We give it for completeness. 

Lemma 6.2.4. Let a,b,c,d,s,t,x,y be non-zero elements of S which satisfy 

sa 	tc 0 0, sb = td 0, xa = yc O. 

Then xb = yd 0. 
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Proof. Since sa 0, xa 0 and sa A a A xa, it follows that sa A xa, by (C). Hence 
there are elements w, z E S such that zsa = wxa 0. Since S is 0-cancellative and 
a 0 we have that zs = wx 0. Thus by categoricity at 0, 

ztc = zsa = wxa = wyc = 0. 

Cancelling c gives zt = wy 0. By categoricity at 0 again we have 

wxb = zsb ztd = wyd L  0. 

Hence xb = yd 0. 

Returning now to the proof of Lemma 6.2.3, we can apply Lemma 6.2.4 as follows: 

since xiai = x2a2 	0, xb i = x1 b2 	0 and xwat  = yza2 	0, it follows that 
xwbi  = yzb2  0. Since wbi 	iDc1 , zb2  = Z-c2  we have 

xtDci = xwbi  yzb2  = y.c2  0. 

Reapply the same lemma to get xzi)di  = yi-d2 0 as required. 

Lemma 6.2.5. The multiplication is associative. 

Proof. Let [a, b], [c, 	p, qj E Q* and set 

= 
r [xa, yd] (I] if b A c and xb = yc 0 for some x, y E S; 

0, 
	else 

qil 	{ [a, b][ -±c, gq] if d A p and 	= gp 0 for some 2, g E S; 
0 
	

else.  

Suppose that X = 0. If bA c, then either d A p (in which case Y = 0) or, d Ap and 

fjp 	0, for some -±, 7 E S. Then -Xc 0 and as c A Xc, b A :irc, so that again, 

Y = 0. 

On the other hand, if b A c so that xb = yc 0 for some x, y E 5, and if yd/\ p, 

then d A p so that Y = 0. 

Conversely, if Y = 0, then if d/ p we have either b,A c (which case X = 0) or b A c 

and yd 0. In this case, p/A yd, so that X = 0. If d A p, then we must have that 

X = ([a, b][c, d]) 

and 

Y = [a, b] ([c, di 
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bA Xe, so that bA c and again X -,-- 0. We therefore assume that X = 0 and Y 0. 
Then 

X= [xa,yd] q] 
	

sxa,rqb syd = rp t  0 

and 

Y= [a,b][tc,gq] 	[.a,gq], 	= ffc 	O. 

for some s, r, f G S. 

We have to show that X = Y. That is, 

wsxa = zpga 0 0, wrq = ftfyq = 0 

for some w,w E S*. By 0-cancellativity this equivalent to wsx = 	= 0 and 
wr =- 	= 0. Since xb 0, sx 0 and S categorical at 0 we have that sxb 0 

also, gb 0 0. Hence sxb A b, and so there exist w, E S such that wsxb = ibgb 0. 

As S 0-cancellative, we have that wsx 	0. 

Now, since wsxb = 	= 0 and gb = r c 	0, xb = yc = 0 we have that 

wsyc = 	0 0. As S is 0-cancellative we have that wsy = 	= 0. Then 

wsyd = f2d = 0, but syd = rp 0 and td = 	= 0 so that wrp = 	O. 

Thus wr = tin7g 0 as required. 

Let [a, Id E Q*. By (D), for a E 5* there exists x E S such that xa = 0. Clearly, 

[xa, xb] E Qt. Again using (D), there exists t E S with txa 	0, so that (tx)a = 

t(xa) = 0 and as aR,*  b, (tx)b = t(xb) 0 0. Then the following lemma is clear. 

Lemma 6.2.6. If [a,b],[xa,xb] E Q*,  then [a,b] = [xa, xb]. 

Let a E 5*. By (D), there exists x E S such that xa = 0. From Lemma 6.1.2, we 

get x 	xa. Hence [x, xa] E Q*  . If (y,ya) E E*, then xa A a ya and so sa A ya, by 

(C). Hence there exist s, E S with sxa = siya = 0. Cancelling a gives sx = s'y 0 

so that [x, xa] = [y,ya]. So we have a well defined function 0 : S 	Q defined by 

00 = 0 and for a E S*,a0 =- [x, xa[ where x E 5* with xa = 0. 
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Lemma 6.2.7. The mapping 0 is an embedding of S into Q. 

Proof. Let a,b be non-zero elements of S and let a0 = b0 so that [x, xa] 
	

[y, yb] for 
some x, y E S with xa 0, yb 0 0. Hence there exist w, IT) E S* such that 

wx = /Dy 0 0, wxa = 'Cub 0 0. 

Then, wxa = wxb 	0 and as S is 0-cancellative we have that a = b. Thus 0 is 
one-one. 

To show that 0 is a homomorphism, let a, b E S* and a0 	[5, sa], 1)0 	,tb] 
where s,t E S with sa 0 and tb 0 for some s,t E S. 

Suppose that ab = 0. If sa At, then usa = vt 	0 for some u, v E S. By cate- 
goricity at 0, usab = vtb 0, a contradiction. Hence sa At and a0b0 = 0 = (ab)0. 

Assume therefore that ab 	0. Let (ab)0 = [x, xab] where x E S with xab 0 0. 
By categoricity at 0, sab 0 0. Hence sab A b Atb so that sab A tb, by (C). It follows 

that wsab =17)tb 0 0 for some w,tp E S. 

Since S is 0-cancellative we have that wsa = ff't 0 0. Hence sa A t and we have that 

a0b0 0 0. Moreover, from xa 0 and sa 0 we have that sa A a A xa and so sa A xa, 

by (C). It follows that there exist m, mm E S such that msa = nxa 0 0. By cancelling 

a we have that ms = nx 0 and by categoricity at 0, msab =- nxab 0 0. Thus 

a0b0 = [s, sa][t,tbj 
[ws, tb] 
[ws, w sal)] 
[s, sal)] 	by Lemma 6.2.6, 
[x, xab] 
(ab)0. 

LI 
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Lemma 6.2.8. The semigroup Q is regular. 

Proof. Let [a, b] E Q*. Then, since [b, a] E Q* we get 

[a, b][b , a][a, b] 	[x a , x a][a , b] 
	

for some x E S with xb 	0 
[a, a][a , b] 
	

by Lemma 6.2.6, 
[ya,yb] 
	

for some y E S with ya 0 
[a,b] 
	

by Lemma 6.2.6. 

0 

For any a E S* we have that [a, a] E Q* and [a,, a][a, a] = [x a , x a] where x E S 
with xa 0. By Lemma 6.2.6, [xa,xa] = [a, a], that is, [a, a] is idempotent. The next 

lemma describes the form of E(Q). 

Lemma 6.2.9. E(Q) = { [a, a], a E S*} U {0} and forms a semilattice. 

Proof. Let (a, b] E E(Q*). Then, [a,b][a,b] = [a,b]. Hence [xa,yb] = [a,b] where 

xb = ya 	0 for some x, y E S. By definition of -- there exist t,r E S* such that 

txa = ra 0 and tyb= rb 0. Since S is 0-cancelltive, tx = ty = r 0. Thus x = y 

and so a = b. 

For [a, a], [b,b] E E(Q*) we have that [b, b][a, 	= 0< 	> a/A b < 	> [a , a][b , = 0 

and if a\ b, then 

[a, a] [b, b] = [ga,ib] 	where ga 	lb 0 for some g, I E S 
[ib, a] 
[b, b][a , a]. 

By Lemmas 6.2.8 and 6.2.9, Q is inverse, so that [b, a] is the unique inverse of [a, b]. 

Lemma 6.2.10. The semigroup Q is primitive. 

Proof. Suppose that [a, a], [b, b] e E(Q*) are such that [a, a] < [b, b]. Then 

[a, a] 	[a,a][b,b] 
[xa, yb] 	for some x, y E S where xa = yb 
[yb, yb] 
[b, b] 	by Lemma 6.2.6. 
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By Lemma 6.2.7, we can regard S as a subsemigroup of Q. Let [a, b] E Q* and 
a0 = [x,xa],b0 =[y, yb] where xa 0 and yb 0 for some x, y E S. By Lemma 6.1.2, 
ya 	0 so that xa A a A ya and by (C), it follows that xa A ya. Hence txa = rya 
for some t,r E S. By (B), tx = ry 0 and so x A y. We have 

(a0)-1(b0) = [x , xari [y , yb] 
= 	[x a , x][y , y14 

[txa,ryb] 
[txa,txb] 	by Lemma 6.2.6, 

= [a, 	. 

Hence S is a left 1-order in Q. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.1. 

It is worth pointing out that if e E E(Q*), then e = a-la for some a E S*. For 
e = a-1  b E E(Q* ) as a R. b we have that b = ae and a = be. Then it is clear that 

Corollary 6.2.11. A semigroup S is a left I-order in a Brandt semigroup Q if and 

only if S satisfies that conditions in Theorem 6.2.1 and in addition, for all a,b E S* 

there exist c, d E S such that ca R.' d A b. 

Proof Suppose that S is a left I-order in Q and let a,b E S*. Since Q has a single 

non-zero D-class, there exists q E Q such that a'R.q b in Q. Let q = c-ld where 

c, d E S and cR,d so that caR. cc-  d = d. By Corollary 6.1.4, c-1  c-1  d d, it 

follows that dEc-idGb. Hence caTZdGb and so ca 7Z* dAb, by Proposition 6.1.3. 

On the other hand, if S satisfies the given conditions, then we can show that Q is 

Brandt. For, if q = a-lb and p = c-1  d E Q*, then b, d E S*  so there exist u, v E S 

with ub 	v A d. In Q, ub v r d, so that b and d (and hence q and p) lie in the same 

Brandt subsemigroup of Q (as Q is a 0-direct union of Brandt semigroups). 	El 

Lemma 6.2.12. Let Q = UE1Qi be a primitive inverse semigroup where Qi  is a 

Brandt semigroup. If S is a left I-order in Q, then S is a 0-direct union of semigroups 

that are left I-orders in the Brandt semigroups Qi ,i E l. 
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6.3 Uniqueness 

In this section we show that a semigroup S has, up to isomorphism, at most one 

primitive inverse semigroup of left I-quotients. 

Theorem 6.3.1. Let S be a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q. If 
: S 	T is an isomorphism where T is a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup 

P, then 0 lifts to an isomorphism : Q P 

Proof. Let 0 : S —> T be as given. From Proposition 6.1.3, S and T both contain 0 

and clearly 0 preserves this. Let a,b E St with a'R.b in Q. By Condition (D), there 
exists c E S with ca 	0 and hence cb 	0. It follows that (c0)(a0),(c0)(b0) are 
non-zero in P, so that a0 "R, b0 in P. 

We also show that 0 preserves L; for if a,b E S* and a Lb in Q, then a A b in S, by 

Lemma 6.1.3. It follows that ca = db 0 for some c,d E S. Then c0a0 = dçbq 	0 
so that a0 L b0 in P. 

It remains to show that 0 preserves V. Suppose therefore that a,b,c E S and 

ab'Q C c-1Q. Then either ab-1  = 0, or ab-1  1 c 1  in Q. In the former case, either 

a or b is 0 or a and b are not L-related in Q, it follows that either a0 or 0 is 0 or a0 

and b0 are not L-related in P, giving (a0)(0)-1  = 0 and so (a0)(b0)-1  P g (c0)-1  P. 
On the other hand, if ab-1  0, then a ,b 0 and so a L b and a RC' in Q. It follows 

that ca 0 and so 0 L b0 and (0)(0) 0 in P. Consequently, 

0 	(a0)(b0)-1P = (a0)P = (0)' P. 

Since 0 (and, dually, 0-1) preserve both R, and T, it follows from Corollary 3.2.10, 

that 0 lifts to an isomorphism : Q 	P. 

The following corollary may be deduced from the previous theorem. 

Corollary 6.3.2. If Qi , Q2  are primitive inverse semigroups of left I-quotients of a 

semigroup S, then Qi , Q2  are isomorphic by an isomorphism which restricts to the 

identity map on S. 
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Proposition 6.3.3. If a semigroup S has a primitive inverse semigroup Q of left 

I-quotients and a primitive inverse semigroup e? of right I-quotients, then Q and Q 

are both semigroups of I-quotients of S, so that Q Q by Corollary 6.3.2. 

Proof. We show that Q is a semigroup of right I-quotients of S. Let q E Q. If q= 0, 

then q = 0-'0 = 00-1. If q E Q*, then q = a-lb for some a, b E Sy* where a 'R, b in Q. 
Then a R,* b in S. Pick C E S with ca 4 0 and hence cb 0, by Lemma 6.1.2. The 

semigroup Q' is a union of Brandt semigroups, say Q' =U EI  B. Now, a, b, c E Q' and 

ca, cb are non-zero, so a, b, c E Bi  for some i E I. Since ca 0 we have 	= aa-1  

in 13,, by Lemma 6.1.1. Similarly, c-lc = bb" and so aa-1  = bb-1  giving a 'R,b in 

Bi  and hence Q'. By the dual of Proposition 6.1.3, a p b in S, that is, ax = by 	0 

for some x , y E S, so that xy-1  = a-lb in Q (and Q). Thus S an I-order in Q and 

similarly, in Q. 

6.4 Primitive inverse semigroups of I-quotients 

In this section we study the case where a semigroup is both a left and a right I-order 

in a primitive inverse semigroup, that is, an I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup. 

Lemma 6.4.1. Let S have a primitive inverse semigroup Q of I-quotients. Then 

(1) 12-* = 72,n (S X S) = p, 

(2) L* = L n (s x s) = A, 

(3)?* = 7-1 n (s x s) = 7. 

Proof (1) By Proposition 6.1.3, R n (S X S) = R. . By the dual of Proposition 6.1.3, 

n (s x s) = p. Hence p = 

(2) This is dual to (1). 

(3) Immediate from (1) and (2). 

Since 7-1 is a congruence on any primitive inverse semigroup the following corollary 

is clear. 

Corollary 6.4.2. Let 9  be primitive inverse semigroup of I-quotients of a semigroup 

S. Then 7-1* is a congruence relation on S. 
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If S is an I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q, then S satisfies the conditions 

of Theorem 6.2.1, and in addition, the duals (e) and (n) of (C) and (D). We can 

reduce these conditions by using the next lemma. 

Lemma 6.4.3. Left S be a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q and suppose 

that aS 0 for all a E S*. Then 

R* C p if and only if S is an I-order in Q. 

Proof. Suppose that R* C p, by Proposition 6.1.3, R* = p, and so p is transitive. By 

the dual of Theorem 6.2.1, S is a right I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup 

By Proposition 6.3.3, Q 	and S is an I-order in Q. On the other hand, if S is an 
I-order in Q, then by Lemma 6.4.1, R* = p as required. 

Now we introduce condition (E) which appeared in [11] for a semigroup with zero 

as follows: 

(E) 	a pb if and only if a =b 0 or there exists an element x in S such that 

xa 0 and xb 0. 

Lemma 6.4.4. For a semigroup S, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) S has a primitive inverse semigroup of I-quotients; 

(2) S is 0-eancellative, categorical at 0, and S satisfies (D), (D) , (E) and (k). 

Proof. If (1) holds, then by Theorem 6.2.1, and its dual, we need only to show that 

S satisfies (E) and its dual. Suppose that a pb and a,b 	0. Then, a R* b, by 

Lemma 6.4.1. By (D), there exists x E S such that xa 	0, and so xb 	0, by 

Lemma 6.1.2. Conversely, if xa 0 and xb 0, then using (D), xa px and x pxb. 

Since p is transitive, xa pxb, it follows that xat = xbr 	0 for some t, r E S. By 

cancelling x we have that at = br 0. Thus a p b. Similarly, S satisfies (E). 

Suppose that (2) holds. We show that A and p are transitive. In order to prove 

this, we show that R.* = p and r* = A. Let aR.* b. Then, either a = b --= 0 or 

a, b 0 and by (D), xa 0 for some x E S and as al?.*  b, we .have that xb 0, by 

Lemma 6.1.2. By (E), a pb so that R. 	p. 
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Conversely, if a pb, then either a = b = 0 (so that a R.* b) or ah 	bk 	0 for 
some h,k E S. Suppose now that u, v E S1  and ua = va. If ua = va 	0, then 
by categoricity at 0, uah = vah 	0, so that ubk = vbk 	0 and 0-cancellativity 
gives ub = vb 	0. On the other hand, if ua = va = 0, then uah = malt = 0, so 
that ubk = vbk = 0. By categoricity at 0, ub = vb = 0. Similarly, ub = vb implies 
ua = va. Hence a R.* b. 

We now summarise the result of this section. 

Proposition 6.4.5. For a semigroup S, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) S is an I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup; 

(2) S satisfies conditions (A),(B),(C),(D), (a) and (n); 

(3) S satisfies conditions (A),(B),(C),(D), (.13) and R. 	p; 

(4) S satisfies conditions (A),(E),(D),(13),(E) and (E). 

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and its dual. The 

equivalence of (1) and (3) is immediate from Theorem 6.2.1 and its dual, and Lem-

mas 6.4.1 and 6.4.3. Finally, the equivalence of (1) and (4) is given by Lemma 6.4.4. 

6.5 The abundant case 

In this final section we give characterizations of abundant semigroups which are left 

I-orders in primitive inverse semigroups. 

Fountain [7] has generalised the Rees theorem to show that every abundant semi-

group in which the non-zero idempotents are primitive, is isomorphic to what he calls 

a PA-blocked Rees matrix semigroup. We refer the interested reader to (7] for more 

details. It is clear that if an abundant semigroup is a left I-order in a primitive inverse 

semigroup, then it is adequate. More than this, it must be ample, as we now explain. 

We recall that a semigroup S is a left (right) ample if and only if S is left (right) 

adequate and satisfies the left (right) ample condition which is: 

(ae) a = ae (a(ea)* = ea) for all a E S and e E E(S). 
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A semigroup is an ample semigroup if it is both left and right ample. From [18] 

a semigroup S is left ample if and only if it is embeds in an inverse semigroup T 
such that TZ n (s x s) = 7Z*. If a left ample semigroup S has a primitive inverse 

semigroup of left I-quotients Q, then for any a E S we have that a7Z* a+, and by 

Proposition 6.1.3, a 7Z a+, that is, a+ = aa'. Hence the following lemma is clear. 

Lemma 6.5.1. Let S be a left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(1) S is left adequate; 

(2) S is left ample. 

In the next lemma we introduce an equivalent condition for categoricity at 0 for 

any primitive ample semigroup with zero. 

Lemma 6.5.2. Let S be a primitive ample semigroup with zero. Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(i) S is categorical at 0; 

(ii) a* = b+ .4==> ab L 0 for a and b in S4. 

Proof. (i) 	(ii) Let a, b E S. If ab 	0, then aa*b+b 	0, so a* b+ 	0 and so by 

primitivity a* -= b+. Conversely, if a* = b+, then aa* 	0 and a*b = bb 0, so by 

categoricity at 0, ab = aa*b 0. 

(ii) 	> (i) Suppose that ab 0 and be 0 where a, b, c E S. Then a* = b+ and 

b* = c+. Hence b+(bc) 	0 gives b+(bc)+ 	(b+(be))+ 	0 and so by primitivity 

b+ = (k) . Thus a* = (bc)± so that a* (bc) 0 and thus a(bc) 0. 

We can offer some simplification of Theorem 6.2.1, in the case that S is adequate. 

Proposition 6.5.3. 11, Proposition 5.51 For a semigroup S with zero, the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(1) S is categorical at 0, 0-cancellative and satisfies: 

for each element a of S, there is an element e of S such that ea = a and an element 

f of S such that a f = a (*) 

(2) S is a primitive adequate semigroup; 
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(3) S is isomorphic to PA-blocked Rees I x I matrix semigroup .M(Alco; 1,1, F; P) 

where the sandwich matrix P is diagonal and p = ea  for each i E I , a E F. 

From the above lemma and Theorem 6.2.1, the following lemma is clear. 

Lemma 6.5.4. For a semigroup S with zero, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) S is abundant and left I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q; 

(2) S is a primitive adequate semigroup and A is transitive; 
(3) S is 0-cancellative, categorical at 0, S satisfies (*) and A is transitive. 

In the two-sided case we have the following. 

Lemma 6.5.5. For a semigroup with zero, the following conditions are equivalence: 

(1) S is abundant and an I-order in a primitive inverse semigroup Q; 

(2) S is primitive adequate and A, p are transitive; 

(3) S is 0-cancellative, categorical at 0, satisfies (*) and A, p are transitive. 

Proposition 6.5.6. Let S be a left ample semigroup and a left I-order in a primitive 

inverse semigroup Q. If S is a union of 7Z-classes of Q, then Q 

Proof By Corollary 6.3.2, it is enough to show that E(S) is primitive, since by The- 

orem 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.3.2, S is a left I-order in E(S). Let 0 	e < f in E(S). 

Then, e = a-la and f = b-lb for some a,b E S where e, f E E(E(S)). We have that 

0 	e = e f , so that 0)-1  0 and air' = c 1 d for some c, d E S with cR.* d in S and 

so CR, d in E(S). Then by Lemma 3.2.2, ca = db 0, so that in Q, a L b and so a b 

in S by Lemma 4.3.2. Therefore in E(S). Hence e f as required. 	 0 



Chapter 7 

Bicyclic semigroups of left 
I-quotients 

The first published description of the bicyclic semigroup was given by Evgenii Lyapin 

in 1953 [27]. The bicyclic semigroup B is the most straightforward example of a bisim-

ple inverse w-semigroup. In fact, it is a semigroup with many remarkable properties. 

A description of the subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid was given in 2005 [3]. In 

this chapter we use this description to study left Lorders in the bicyclic rxionoid. By 

description of left I-orders in B, we will obtain: 

Theorem 7.0.7. Let S be a subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in B, then it is 

straight. 

In the preliminaries, after introducing the necessary notation, we give the descrip-

tion of subsemigroups of B from [3]. 

Subsemigroups of B fall into three classes: upper, lower arid two-sided. In Sections 

3, 4 and 5 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for upper, lower and two-sided 

subsemigroups of 13 to be left I-orders in 8, respectively. In each case, such left 

I-orders are straight, which proves Theorem 7.0.7. 

99 
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7.1 Preliminaries 

The bicyclic semigroup B(a,b) is defined by the monoid generated by two elements a 

and b subject only to the condition that ba = 1. It follows that the elements can all 

be written in the standard form aibi where i, j > 0. We can write out the elements 

of B in array. 

ak bia 

b b2  b3  b4  . 
ab 	ab 	ab 

a2b a2 b2 a2 b3 a2b4 

a3b a3b2  a3b3  a3b4  
b 	a4b2 c 4b3 a4 b4 . . . 

The multiplication on B is defined as follows: 

{ak 1+m- n  o 1 < m, 
bl-m+n ak 	1 > m. 

We can put the two cases together as follows: 

ak btambn ak-t+tbn-m+t where t = max-ft ml. 

The monoid B is thus isomorphic to the monoid N° x N° with multiplication 

(k,1)(m,n) = (k - 1 + t, n - m + t) where t = max{/,m}. 

It is easy to see that B is an inverse semigroup: the element Ai has inverse alb'. The 

idempotents of B are of the form 

en  = anbm (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) which satisfy 1 = e0  > ei  > e2  > 

Green's relations L, 12 and 1-1 are given by 

L ak bl  if and only if j = 1, 

a jW 12, ak bl  if and only if i = k, 

and 

bi 9-lak bl  if and only if i = k and j = 
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In the array, the rows are the Te-classes of B, the columns are the L-classes and 

the N-classes are points. There is only one D-class; that is, B is a bisimple monoid 
(hence simple). 

Following [3], we start by introducing some basic subsets of B, 

= {aibi  : i > 0} 	 the diagonal. 
LP = fazIP : 0 < j < p,i > 01 for p> 0 	the left strip (determined by p). 

For 0 < q < p we define the triangle 

{aibi :q<i5_j<p}. 

For i,m > 0 and d > 0 we define the rows 

= 	: j > 01, Ai  d = 	:djj — i, j > m 

and in general for / C {0, 	,m — 1}, 

AI ,m,d = U Ai 	= 	: i E /, dij — i , j > ml. 
iEI 

For p> 0,d > 0,r E [d] = {0, 	, d — 1} and P C [d] we define the squares 

Ep  = faibj : i,j 	p,d,r 	p-f-r+ud 6p+r+vd u
,  v > 01, 

EP,d,P 	U p,d,r = {amf-rd-udbp+r-Fvd : r E P, u, v > 0} . 
rEP 

It is worth pointing out that in [3] it was shown that a subsemigroup of B is inverse 

if and only if it has the form FD U E p,d,p where FD is a finite subset of the diagonal 

(which may be empty). The function —: B 	B defined by aibi 	aibi = ab 

is an anti-isomorphism. Geometrically it is the reflection with respect to the main 

diagonal. 
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dilliMiniliGliii.iiii 
ID 

a 
iiiiiii 

.01111.1111.111111.1.11111111.1111.1.10.1 
2  MINIIIIIMIIIIIINIMEMINIIIIIMINII 
31111111•10111MIMINIMINIMMINNIMIIMIN 
4 EIMMINIMIO.1.1.1.111.11.1111..11.11. 
5 INIMINIMIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMMINE 
C IIIMMIMEMENNIMMIENIMMIMMIN 
1111111=1111111111111111•11•1•11•11111111MINI 
MIIIIMINIIIMIIMILEIMINMEINIM11111•11 
IIIMMINIMMINIIIMIMINIMMEIMIE 
10-----.---.-------. 

1.1.11111111.11111.111.11.1.011.10.11.1EM 
IMEIMMIIIIIMMIMIENIMINEUMMIE 

3 IMIMMINIEMBEINEMINHEMEMMEM 
.11.....1..11.1..11111..1011.11.1.1 

5 MIIMMIIMIIIIMMIEMEIMMIM10.1. 
1  a MIIIIIIIIIIMMOIMINIMIIMMMINIMININIO 
t  7 IIIMIMIIMMIIIMEMMIIMIEN 
19 

1111111111iiiilliiilliGIIIM"  
MIIIMIIIMIMMIIIMIIIMMMIIIIIMM 
INIIIIIIIMMMIIIIIMMIMIIMIIINIMINIMIE 
111111111•11MMIIIIIIMMIIIMIIIIIIMIMIll 
IIMIE11111111111111111•••••••1111MIN 
IMmEllEMIIIMIMIMIMIMIMMIIIMill 
MIIIIIMMINIMIMMINIIIIIIIIIIMEIMINMM 
MIIMMIIMIMIIIIMINIMMIIMININIMMI 
MIIMIIMIIIIIMMINIMmiiilmimn 

9  1111..11.1.1.1.11111.1111.11MMINEMEM 
IMMININEMIIMINI MMIMMIIII. 

17  1111.111.11MUMMINEMEMEMIIMMINI 
12U • • 

 
I IMMIIMIIIIMMIIIMENIMMIIMMIIIIMMINIM 
l-..-.-....-..-.-.. 
15 • • 

 
19 MIONEIMMIIIIEHEIMMOMMIMMENIMI. 
t  ? MIEMEMEMMUMMEMINIMEIMMIMMI 
10 

	

Figure 7.1: The subsets /10,4,71,7,3, 	 8,3,{0,4} and T3,7 

Proposition 7.1.1. 1.3J Let S be a subsemigroup of the bicyclic monoid. Then one 

of the following conditions holds: 

1. S is a subset of the diagonal, S C D. 

2. S is a union of a subset of a triangle, a subset of the diagonal above the triangle, a 

square below the triangle and some lines belonging to a strip determined by the square 

and the triangle, or the reflection of this union with respect to the diagonal. Formally 

there exist q,p E N° with q < p,d E N, / C {q, ...,p —1} with qEI,PC {0, 	d — 1} 
with 0 E P, FD C D n Lq, F C Tq,p  such that S is of one of the following forms: 

S = FD UFUAI U Ep,d ,p 

S — FD U fr u -11.1,p4  U Emd,p. 

3. There exist d eN, I C N°, FD C D n L,„,(,)  and sets Si  C 	(i E I) such that 

S is of one of the following forms: 

S = FD U UE1 

S= FD U LIE/  :Si; 

where each Si  has the form 

Si= F U 

for some mi E N°  and some finite set F, and 

	

I = Io  u + ud : r E R,u 	,r + ud > 
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for some (possibly empty) R C {0, d — 1}, some N E N°  and some finite set 
Io  C {0, N — 1}. 

We call diagonal subsemigroups those defined by 1., two-sided subsemigroups those 

defined by 2., upper subsemigroups those defined by 3.(i) and lower subsemigroups 

those defined by 3.(ii). 

We begin with the following example which plays a significant role in studying left 

I-orders in 13. 

Example 7.1.2. Let R1  = {Obi : j > 0} be the 7Z-class of the identity element 1 of 

B and q = ambn E B. Then 

= (a°1P)-1  (a(  bn), 

so that 	is a straight left I-order in B. In fact, it is a special case of Clifford's 

result, mentioned in the Chapter 3. 

Remark 7.1.3. Any subsemigroup of B that contains R1  is a straight left I-order in 

B. 

Lemma 7.1.4. Let S be a left I-order in B. Then for any 12-class Lk of B, snLk 0. 

Proof. Let k E N°. Then 

akbk  = (aibi)_l(ambn) 
= aibi ambn 

ai-i+tbn-m+t 

where t =max{i, m}, for some aibi,ambn E S. Hence k= j—i+t =n—m+ t, so 

that either k =j or k = n. Thus S n Lk 0. 

We conclude this section by the following lemma which plays a significant role in 

the next sections. 

Lemma 7.1.5. Let S be a left I-order in B and let d E N. If for all aibi E S we have 

that dli — j, then d = 1. 
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Proof. Let ak bi E B. Then there exist aili3  ,ambn E S with 

akbl = aibi)-1 (ambn)  

ai bi bn 
aj-i+t bit -rn+t 

where t =max{i, m}. Now 

k — 1 = (j — i + t) — (n — m + t) 
= (j — i)+ (in — — 0(mod d). 

It follows that d = 	 LI 

7.2 Upper subsemigroups 

In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an upper subsemigroup 

S of 13 to be a left I-order in B. The upper subsemigroups of 13 are those having all el-

ements on or above the diagonal; that is, all elements satisfy: aibi , j > i. Throughout 
this section S is an upper subsemigroup of B having the form (3).(i) in Proposi-

tion 7.1.1. We have already met one of them, which is the 7Z-class of the identity. By 

Lemma 7.1.4, we deduce that any left I-order upper subsemigroup is a monoid. 

The next example is of a subsemigroup bigger than R.-class of the identity. In fact, 

it is the largest upper subsemigroup of B. 

Example 7.2.1. The upper subsemigroup 13+ 	: j > 	of B is a straight left 

I-order in B, by Remark 7.1.3 as R1  C B+. In fact, we can write any element aibi of 

B as follows 

= (aibi+j)(aj b j - 1 

where aibi+j 	E 13+, that is, 5+ is a right I-order in B. Hence B+ is an I-order 

in B. It is worth pointing out that 5+ is a full subsemigroup of B in the sense that 

E(B) = E(B+). 

Remark 7.2.2. Let S be an upper subsemigroup of B. If i I, then S does not 

contain any element of form a'113  for all j > i, and only contains aibi  if aibi E FD. 

Lemma 7.2.3. Let S be an upper subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in 13, then 

1 and 0 E /. 
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Proof. Since S an upper subsemigroup, it follows that for all at E S we have that 
djj — i for some d E N. By Lemma 7.1.5, it is clear that d =1. It is therefore remains 
to show that 0 e I. By Lemma 7.1.4, we have that 1 E S. Let a°bh E B for some 
h E N. Hence 

7 h 	= (aibi)-1(ambn) 
a j 	bit-ra+t 

where t =max{i, m}, for some a1&, ambn e S. For 0=j—i-l-t we must have that 

t = i and j 0. As i < j, it follows that i = j= 0 and so aqh = ambn E S. 	0 

The following corollary is obvious. 

Corollary 7.2.4. Let S be an upper subsemigroup of 13. If S is a left I-order in 8, 

then R1  C S. 

By Lemma 7.1.4, Sn Li  0. As ED  = Dn ',min(I),  the following corollary is clear. 

Corollary 7.2.5. Let S be an upper subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in 13, 

then FD  = 0.1 or FD  = 0. 

We now come to the main result of this section. 

Proposition 7.2.6. For an upper subsemigroup S of 8, the following are equivalent: 

(i) S is a left I-order in B; 

(ii) R1  C S. 

Moreover, writing S as S = FDUUici  Si, we have R1  C S if and only if 0 E I, d =1 

and FD UFO  =  

Proof The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Example 7.1.2 and Corollary 7.2.4. 

The remaining statement follows from inspection of the description of 5 as in 3(i) of 

Proposition 7.1.1. 

Corollary 7.2.7. Let S be an upper subsemigroup of 13. If S is a left I-order in B, 

then it is straight. 
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7.3 Lower subsemigroups 

In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the lower subsemigroups 

of B to be left I-orders in B. Throughout this section S is a lower subsemigroup of B 
having the form (3).(ii) in Proposition 7.1.1. We begin with: 

Example 7.3.1. The lower subsemigroup T = faibi : i > j,i > ml of B is a straight 
left I-order in B. Since for any element q = ahbh  in B we have 

k h+ 	 k+h+mbk )-1(ak+h±mbh)  

	

a o 	a o,k+h-Ernak+7r4Lh =- 

k+h+ 

	

and it is clear that a 	mbk  and ak+11+mbh  are in T. 

Remark 7.3.2. Let S be a lower subsemigroup of B. If j I, then S contains no 

element ai tij with i > j. 

Lemma 7.3.3. Let S be a lower subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in B, then 

d =1 and 0 E I. 

Proof. Since S a lower subsemigroup, it follows that for all ai bi E S we have that 

dj — i for some d E N. By Lemma 7.1.5, it is clear that d= 1. Let ahb°  E B where 

h E N. Then 
ahb0 	(aibj)-1(ambn) 

where t = max{m, so that 0 = n — m+t. Hence we deduce that n = 0 and t = m. 

We also have that h=j—i+mso that m = h + (i— j) > h so that amb°  E S. Hence 

0 E 

Since FD  C D n Lni (/), the following corollary is clear. 

Corollary 7.3.4. Let S be a lower subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in B, 

then FD  = {1} or FD  0. 

Suppose that a lower subsemigroup S is a left I-order in B. From Lemma 7.3.3, 

we have that d = 1 and 0 e I. We claim that I = . By Corollary 7.3.4, FD  = {1} 

or FD  = 0, so that as S intersects every n-class of B, by Lemma 7.1.4, I = N°. We 

have one half of the following proposition. 
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Proposition 7.3.5. A lower subsemigroup S is a left I-order in B if and only if d = 
and I = . 

Proof Suppose that d = 1 and I = . Then 

faibi  :j =t+i,j > mJ = {a 	: t + i > rni}. 

hbk 	 hbk (ah+k+tbh)-1(ahd-k-i-t bk For any a E B we have that a 	 ) where t max{mh, mk} 
for i E N°. It is clear that a h+ k+t bh ah+k+t bk E  

The following corollary is clear from the proof of Proposition 7.3.5. 

Corollary 7.3.6. Let S be a lower subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in B, 

then it is straight. 

7.4 Two-sided subsemigroups 

In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the two-sided subsemi-

groups of B to be left I-orders in B. The two-sided subsemigroups of B have the forms 

(2).(i) and (2).(ii) in Proposition 7.1.1. Throughout this section we shall assume that 

a two-sided subscmigroup S of B is proper, in the sense S B. 

We divide this section into two parts. We study the first form in the first part, 

and the second form in the second part. 

We begin with the two-sided subsemigroups which have the form (2).(i) in Propo-

sition 7.1.1. 

Let ambn E F ç  S = F.D uFLJ AI, p,d uEp,d,p. Then, di(n — m). For, as 0 E P, 

aP 111H-d  E S and we have that aPbP±dambn = aPbn—rn+P±d  E Ep,d,p , so that dj(m —n—d), 

that is, m — n = (t + 1)d for some t E 11°. Hence for any aibi E S we have that dli — j. 

By Lemma 7.1.5, the first part of the following lemma is clear. 

Lemma 7.4.1. If a two-sided subsemigroup S = FD U FU AI,p,dUE p,d,p of B is a left 

I-order in B, then d = 1 and q = 0. Consequently, R1  C S. 
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Proof. Let a'bh E B where h E N. Then 

oat a u 	= (ai6j) -1  (am bn) 	aj-i+t bn-m+t 

where t =triax{m, 	so that 0 = j—i-Ft. Hence we deduce that j = 0. If 	E 
then as E p, d,p is an inverse subsemigoup of B we have that a°bh  E S. In the case 
where aibj E d  we must have that ai bj E FD  U F U A./,d.  Hence j > i so that 
= j = 0. It follows that aubh = ambn E S. Hence q = 0. 	 Li 

Since FD  C {1} we have that FD  = {1} or FD  = 0. In either case, S n L, = {1}. 

Then the following corollaries are clear. 

Corollary 7.4.2. If a two-sided subsemigroup S = FD  U F U Ai,p,d U E,d,p of 13 is a 
left I-order in B, then FD  = {1.} or FD  = 0. 

Corollary 7.4.3. A two-sided subsemigroup S = FD  U F U Ai,p,d U p,d,p of B is a 

left I-order in B if RI C S. 

Corollary 7.4.4. If S = FD  U F U Ai,p,d U p,d,p is a left I-order in B, then it is 

straight. 

Now, we start studying he second form which has the form (2).( ii) in Proposi-

tion 7.1.1. 

Let amb" EPCS= FD  U F U AI ,p,d U Ep,d,p. Then, din — m. For, since 

aPbP+d E E pd,p, it follows that ambnaP&P+d = ani-n+PbP+d E Emd,p. Hence dl(m—n—d), 

that is, m — n — d = td for some t E N°  and so m — n = (t + 1)d. Hence for any 

E S we have that di — j. By Lemma 7.1.5, the first part of the following lemma 

is clear. 

Lemma 7.4.5. If a two-sided subsemigroup S = FDUFUAI P dU P dP of 13 is a left 

I-order in B, then d = 1 and q = 0. 

Proof. Suppose that q 0, let Obi' E B where k E N. Then 

ebk  = (ailr1)-1(ambn) 
	j-i t n-in+t 
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where t = max{m,i}, so that 0 =- 	i+ t. Hence we can deduce that j = 0. If i = 0, 
then a'bk  = ambn so that eV E S a contradiction and so i > 0. Hence ai b°  E S, but 
ai b°  E 	U 1;  as c To,p  a contradiction again. Therefore q = 0 as required. El 

Remark 7.4.6. In the case where q =0 it is easy to see that aPb° E S. If Tn I, 
then aubm F for any 0 < u < p. For, if eV' E F, then aP1Paubm aPbm E 

a contradiction. 

Proposition 7.4.7. The subsemigroup S = FD  U fr U AI,,d U Ep,d,p of B is a left 

I-order in 8 if and only if d =1 and I = {0,...,p 1}. 

Proof. ( 	>) Suppose that S is a left I-order in B. Then any element q = arab' E 

can be written as (A)_ i'(ak o ) for some ai bj, ak bl  E S. By Lemma 7.4.5, d = 1 and 

0 e l. It is remains to show that I = {0, , p — 1} . 

Let 0 < m < p. Then 
ambrn = (a2 bi)_ l (akbi) 

= 	ai-i+t bt-k+t 

where t =max{i, k}, for some a'bi ,ak bl  E S. Then m = j or in = 1; so that Ohm E S 

for some u. If m E I, so u < p, then aPb°aubin = aP±ubm E S, in contradiction to 

Remark 7.4.6. 

Suppose that d = 1 and I = {0, p — 1}. Then for any am bTh E 8 we have 

ambn = (aPi`m±nbm)-1(aP+m±nbn). 

It is clear that aP+m±"bm , aP±m±n'bn E S. 

Corollary 7.4.8. If S = FD U fr U AJ ,p,d U E,d,P is a left I-order in B, then it is 

straight. 

From corollaries 7.4.4 and 7.4.8, we have the main result in this section. 

Corollary 7.4.9. Let S be a two-sided subsemigroup of B. If S is a left I-order in 

B, then it is straight. 



Chapter 8 

Bisimple inverse w-semigroups of 
left I-quotients 

Gould [17] gave a general definition of semigroup left quotients extending the special 

case of this notion introduced in [6]. She used the extension of such a definition to 

obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup to have a bisimple inverse 

w-semigroup of left quotients. As mentioned before, if a semigroup S is a left order 

in an inverse semigroup Q, then Q is also a semigroup of left I-quotients of S, but the 

converse is not true, that is, if a semigroup S is a left I-order in an inverse semigroup 

Q, then it may not be left order in Q. The study of semigroups which have bisimple 

inverse w-semigroups of left I-quotients seems a natural next step. 

In this chapter we investigate left I-orders in bisimple inverse w-semigroups. In [19] 

it was shown that if 7-1 is a congruence on a regular semigroup Q, then every left order 

S in Q is straight. To prove this, Gould uses the fact that S intersects every 7-1-class 

of Q. Since 7-/ is congruence on any bisimple inverse w-semigroup, any left order S in 

such a semigroup must be straight. In Section 8.1 we give some preliminary results 

which enable us to show a left I-order semigroup S in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup 

Q, intersects every r-class of Q. This is used to show that S is straight in Q. 

In the next section we give the main result in this chapter, Theorem 8.2.1, which 

gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup to be a left I-order in a 

bisimple inverse w-semigroup. This theorem extends the result in [17]. 

In Section 8.3 we investigate a special case when a semigroup S is a left I-order 

110 
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in a proper bisimple inverse w-semigroup Q. In Section 8.4 we combine the result in 

Section 8.1 with Theorem 3.2.9 to determine when two bisimple inverse w-semigroups 

of left I-quotients of a given semigroup S are isomorphic over S. 

8.1 Preliminaries 

We refer the reader to Section 2.4.1 for background on bisimple inverse w-semigroups. 

Let Q be a bisimple inverse w-semigroup. When convenient we identify Q as 

BR(G, 0) for some group G and endomorphism : G 	G. Let R., (La) denote the 

7.-class (n-class) of Q containing the idempotent en  = (n,l,n) (n e N°). From the 

above, 

117n = {(m, a, n) : a E G,n E N° }, 

L= {(m, a, n) :aEG,mE N°}. 

Clearly, 	
= Rm n Ln, 	{(m,a,n) : a E G} 

= fq E Q : qq" 

and from the multiplication in BR(G, 0), 

Ilm,n lip,q C Hm—n+t,q—p+t> 

where t = max{n, p}. 

Let S be any semigroup such that there is a homomorphism p : S 	B where B 

is the bicyclic semigroup. We define functions /, r : S 	N°  by co(a) = (r(a),1(a)). 

We also put Hi 	(i, j)yo-1, so that S is a disjoint union of subsets of the Hid  for 

some i, j E N° and 

= fa E S : r(a) = i,l(a) j}. 

From the above, 7-1 is a congruence on any bisimple inverse w-semigroup Q. More-

over, there is a surjective homomorphism : Q --÷ 8 with Kerrp = 1-1 where B 

is the bicyclic semigroup. As above we will index the 71-classes of Q by putting 

(i, j)70-1. It is easy to see that for elements p,q E Q, p'1Z, q if and only if 

pyT? = (i, j) and (fp-  = (1, k) for some i, j, k e N°. A dual result holds for the relation 

(sec [17]). 
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Let S be a left I-order in Q. Let cp = 71s. Then, co is a homomorphism from S to 
B. Unfortunately, this homomorphism is not surjective in general, since S need not 
intersect every 71-class of Q. But we can as above index the elements of S. 

In Chapter 7 we showed that, if a semigroup S is a left I-order in a bicyclic 
semigroup B, then S intersects every L-class of B. Moreover, it is straight. In fact, 

this is true for any left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup, as we will see in 

the next lemmas. 

Lemma 8.1.1. If a semigroup S is a left I-order in a bisimple inverse co-semigroup 

Q, then S flL 	0 for all n E N°. 

Proof. Let p E 	Then, p = a-lb for some a, b E S with a E 	and b E 

Hence 

p = a 1b E H , Hk,t ç Hji+max(i,k),1_k+max(i,k), 

and so n = j — i +max(i, k) = 1— k max(i 1c). As max(i, k) -= i or k, so that either 

n 	j or n = /. Hence S n 	 0 

In [17] it was shown that if S a left order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup Q, 

then it is straight. The following lemma due to Gould extends this to the left I-order 

in bisimple inverse w-semigroup. 

Lemma 8.1.2. If a semigroup S is a left I-order in a bisimple inverse co-sernigroup 

Q, then S is straight. 

Proof Let (h,q,k) E Q. Then, 

(h,q, 	, j)-1(t,b, s) = (j, a 	,i)(t,b, s) 

for some (i, a, j),(t,b, s) E S. Let n = max{i,t}; since S n L 	0, by Lemma 8.1.1, 

there exists (u,c,n) E S n L, and hence (u, c, n)-1(tt, c, n) = (n, 1,n), so that 

(n, 1, n) 	(t, b, s) or (n, 1, n) 	(i, a, j). In both cases, we have 

(h, q, k) = (i, a, j)-1(n,l,n)(t,b, s) 

	

= 	(i, a, j)-1  (u, c, n)-1(u, c,n)(t , b, s) 
((u, c,n)(i, a, j))-1  ((u, c,n)(t,b, s)). 

It is clear that (u, c,n)(i, a, j) 7Z (u,c,n)(t,b, s). Hence S is straight. 	 El 
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The following corollary which recaps earlier facts we have been using, is clear. 

Corollary 8.1.3. Let Q be a bisimple inverse w-semigroup. Then 

(i) (m, a, ri)-1(m,b,t)R, (i, c, j)i (i , d, k) if and only if n = 
(ii) (m, a, 4-1  (rn, b, t) (i, c, 	d, k) if and only if t = k. 

8.2 The main theorem 

This section is entirely devoted to proving Theorem 8.2.1 which gives a characterisa-

tion of semigroups which have a bisimple inverse w-semigroup of left I-quotients. 

Theorem 8.2.1. A semigroup S is a left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup 

Q if and only if S satisfies the following conditions: 

(A) There is a homomorphism : S 	B such that Sco is a left I-order in B ; 

(B) For x, y,a E S, 

(i)1(x),1(y) ?„, r(a) and xa = ya implies x = y, 

(ii) r(x),r(y) 1(a) and ax = ay implies x = y. 

(C) For any b,c E S, there exist x, y E S such that xb = ye where 

x E Hr(x),r(b)-/(b)-1-max (b),i(o)' y E H
r(x),r(c)-1(c)+max (/(b),/(c)) .  

Proof Let S be a left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup Q. For Condition 

(A), since S is a left I-order in Q and there is a homomorphism : Q 	B, it follows 

that we can restrict To on S to get a homomorphism (,o from S to B. Let (i, j) E B. 

Then, there is an element q in Q such that q E Hid for some i, j G N°. Put q 	b 

for some a, b ES with a R, b in Q,  so that r(a) r (b). Hence 

q E H1(a),r(a)Hr(a),1(b)  

then 
(i, j) = (1(a),1(b)) 

= (r(a),1(a))-1  (r(b),1(b)) 
(ay) 1  (b0). 

Hence Scp is a left I-order in B. 
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To see that (B)(i) holds, suppose that x, y, a E S where /(x),/(y) 	r(a) and 
xa = pa. Since a-1  E H/(a),r(a) and xaa-1  = yaa-I  we have that xer(a) = Yer(a) and 
since r(a) 	1(x), /(y), it follows that el(), Cl(y) 	er(a). Then 

xei(s)67.(a) 	xx 	e (a) = Xer(a) = Yer(a) = yy lyer(a) = ye/(y)er(a) 

and so x = xei(x)= yel(y) = y. The proof of (B)(ii) is similar. 

Finally, we consider (C). Let b,c E S. Then, bc-1  E Q and 

bc-1  E 11,(b),1(b) i(c),r(c) ç H 
r(b)-1(b)-1-max (1(0,1(c)) ,r(c)—/(c)-1-max (/(b),/(c)) .  

Since S is a straight left I-order in Q, it follows that bc-1  = x-ly where x R.y for 
some x, y E S, and so xb = ye, by Lemma 3.2.2. From bc-1  = x-ly we have 

r(b)-1(b)±max (1(b),1(c)) ,r(c)-1(c)-1-max (1(b) 1(c)) -
-= 

 

so that 1(x) = r(b) —1(b) + max (46), /(c)) and /(y) = r(c) —1(c) + max (/(b),/(c)). 

Conversely, we suppose that S satisfies conditions (A), (B) and (C). Now, our aim 

is to construct via equivalence classes of ordered pairs of elements of S a bisimple 

inverse w-semigroup Q, which is a semigroup of straight left I-quotients of S. First, 

we let 

{(a, b) ESxS: r(a) =- r(b)} 

and on E we define the relation as follows: 

(a, b) (c, d) 4=> there are elements x, y in S such that xa = ye and xb = yd 

where 1(x) = r(a), 1(y) = r(c) and r(x) = r(y). 

Notice that if (a ,h) 	(c, d), then 1(a) = 1(c) and 1(b) = 1(d). For, 1(a) =- 1(xa 

1(yc) = 1(c) and 1(b) =1(xb) =1(yd) =1(d). 

Lemma 8.2.2. The relation --, is an equivalence. 

Proof It is clear that 	is symmetric. Let (a, b) E E. By (C), for any a E S there 

exists x E S with 1(x) = r(a), so that xa = xa and xb = xb and 1(x) = r(a) =- 

and hence --, is reflexive. 
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Suppose that (a, b) 	(c, d) 	(p, q). Then there are elements x,y,.t,g in S such 
that 

xa yc, x = d, 

= 	d 

where 

and 

r(x) 	r(y), 1(x) = r(a), /(y) = r(c), 

r() = r(9), 1(±) = r(c), 1(9) = r(p). 

By Condition (C), for y, t there exist .s, t E S such that s = ty where 

s E H,s, 	 t E H 
r 
	

, ( ) r(1)-1( -t)-Fmax (1( ) 1(y)) 1 	r(s),r(y)—/(y)-1-max (1(2),1(y)) .  

Since /(t) = r(c) = 1(y), it follows that /(s) = r() and 1(t) = r(y) = r(x). Now, 

txa = tyc = stc = sgp, 

and 

txb = tyd = std = sq. 

Hence txa = sgp and txb = syq where tx E Ilr(s),r(a),  Sy E Hr(s),r(p). We have 

/(tx) = r(a), 1(sy) = r(p) and r(tx) = 

that is, (a, b) 	(p, q). Thus 	is transitive. 

We write the ----equivalence class of (a, b) as [a, b] and denote by Q the set of all 

--equivalence classes of E. If [a, b], [c, d] E Q, then by (C), for b and c there exist x, y 

such that xb = yc where 

x E Hr(x)r(b)_l(b)+max (/(b),/(c)) Y 	r(c)-1(c)-1-max (1(b),1(c)) 

and it is easy to see that 

r(xa) = r(xb) = r(yc) = r(yd) = r(x) = r(y) 

and we deduce that [xa,yd] E Q. Define a multiplication on Q by 

[a, b][c, d] = [x a , yd] 

where xb = ye and x E H 	. 
r(x),r(b) /(1))+max (/(b),/(c)) 	Hr(x),r(c)—/(c)-Fmax (/(b),/(c)). 
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Lemma 8.2.3. The given multiplication is well defined. 

Proof. Suppose that [a l , bi] = [a2 , b2] and [ci , di ] = [c2,d2]. Then there are elements 
xi , X2, Yi Y2 in S such that 

xiai  = x2a2, 
= x2b2, 

Mei = Y2C2) 

= y2d2, 
where 

/(xi ) = r(ai ), 1(x 2) = r(a2), r 	= r(x2) 

and 

/(y1) = r(c1), i(Y2) = r(c2), r(j1 ) = r(Y2)• 

Note that, consequently, 

/(ai ) =1(a2), 1(b1) = 1(b2), 1(c1) = 1(c2) and 1(d1) = 1(d2)• 

By definition, 

[a i  , bi] [ci , di] = [xai, Ydi] 

where xbi  = yci  and x E H 
r(x),r(bi)-1(bj)+max (/(171),/(ci)) 	E lir(s),r(ci)-1(ci)+max 0(b1),/(c1)) 

Also, 

[a2 b21 [C2 7 d2] = [xa2, Yd21 

where .tb2  = gc2  and E H 	 y E H 
(2),r(b2)—/(62)+max 0(62),1(c2) ,r(c2)—/(c2)+max (/(b2),I(c2)) • 

We must show that [xai , ydd = 	:021. That is, we need to show that there 

are w, E S such that wxai = wxa2  and wydi  = tud2  with 

r(w) = r(t1.1), 1(w) = r xai ) and /(71-)) = r(a2 ). 

Before completing the proof of Lemma 8.2.3, we present the following lemma. 

Lemma 8.2.4. Let al , a2 , b1, b2  E S be such that 

r(a i ) = r(bi ), r(a2) = r(b2 ) 

and suppose that  x1,x2,w1,  w2 E S are such that 

xiai  = x2a2, x1b1  = x2b2, wiai = W2a2 
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where r(xi ) = r(x2), /(xi) = r(ai ), 1(x2) = r(a2 ) and r(w1) = r(w2). Then 

= w2b2. 

Proof. Let ai,a2 ,bi ,b2 ,x1 ,x2,w1 , w2  exist as given. Note that consequently 

/(a i ) = /(a2 ) and /(b1 ) = 1(b2). By (C), for w1 , x1  there exist x,y E S such that 

xwi  = yxi  where 

x G Hr(x),r(wo_i(wo+max (/(wi),/(xi))'
yEH 

r(x) (xj)—/(zi)+max 1(tvi),1(xi)) 

Then xwiai = yxiai, and 

xw2a2  = xwiai = yxiai = Yx2a2. 

Now, 

XW2 E Hr(x),/(„,)—/(wi)+In 0(wo,i(x ].))  , yx2  E Hr(xmx2)_/(x1)-E-max(/(wi,),t(x1)) 

and as /(xi) = r(ai) and /(x2) = r(a2 ), we have 

/(yx2) = r(a2 ) — r(a l ) + max (/(wi), r(ai )) 	r(a2 ) 

and 

/(xw2) = /(w2) — /(wi ) -I- max (/(wi), r(ai)) • 

Since xw2a2 = yx2a2 and /(yx2) r(a2). Then, in order to use Condition (B)(i), we 

have to show that /(xw2) r(a2). Since wi ai  = w2a2  and r(wi) = r(w2) we obtain 

that 

— /(w2 ) + max (1(w2 ), r(a2)) 	(8.1) r(ly]. ) — /(wi ) + max (/(wi ), r(a i )) = r 

so that 

/(xw2) = 1( 	— /(wi ) + max (/(wi), r(ai)) = max (1(w2 ), r(a2)) 	r(a2) 

as desired. Then xw2  = yx2 , by (B)(i). Since xwi  = yxi  and xi b i  = x2b2  we have 

xwibi = yxibi = yx2b2 = xw2 b2. 

Once we know r(wibi),r(w2b2) /(x) we have w1b1  = w2b2, by (B)(ii). Now, 

E H 
r(wi)--1(w1)+max (I(wi),r(bi) /(b1)—r(b1)+max (/(w1),*(bi)) 
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and 

W2b2 E H 
r(w1)—/(w2)+max (/(w2),*(b2) /(b1)—r(b2)-1-max (/(w2),r(b2)) 

so that 

r(wi bi ) = r(wi ) - /(wi ) + max /(w1 ),r(a1)) as 1(x 1 ) = r(al) 	r(bi) 
r(wi) 	/(wi) +max /(wi),/(xi)) 

= 1(x) 

and 
r(w2b2) = r(wi ) 

-= r(wi) 
= r(wi ) 
= 1(x) 

- 1(w2) + max 1( 2),r(al 
- /(wi ) + max 1(w), r(ai ) 
- /(wi ) + max(/(wi),/(xi)) 

as r(b2) = r(a2) 
by (8.1) 
as /(xi) = r(ai) 

Hence the proof of our Lemma is complete. 

Returning to the proof of Lemma 8.2.3, by (C), for xai  and Xa2  there exist w,1/7.) E S 

such that viral  = tif±a2  where 

w E Hr ( w),r(xai)-1(xal)+max (1(xai),1(
N and 7. -D E H „ 

2a2 ) 	 r(w),r(a2)-1(t- a2)-1-max (/(xa1),/(a2)) 

Using the fact that 1(b1) = 1(b2), 1(ci) -=1(c2) and /(ai ) = 1(a2), it is easy to see that 

1(xai ) = /(-±a2 ). Therefore 

1(w) = r(xai) = r(x) and 1(11)) = r(a2) =r(4 

Since r(w) r(i) and wxai = zida2, it remains to show that wydi  = 

It is easy to see that r(wx) r(w) = r(17.)) = r(z1_1). We know that 

r(xi). r(x2), 1(xi) = r(ai), 1(x2) = r(a2), r(ai) = r(bi ) and r(a2 ) = r(b2). 

Since xiai = x2a2, x1 b1  = x2b2  and wxai  = fida2, we have that wxb1  - -b2, by 

Lemma 8.2.4. 

We also have xbi  = ,yci and b2  = gc2, so that wyci = wxbi = CuXb2  W-gc2. Thus 

Vic' = Y2c2, y1d1  = Y2d2 and wyci = W -gc2. 

Since r(yi) = r(Y2), /(Y1) = r(ci), 1(y2) = r(c2), r(ci) = r(di), r(c2) = r(d2) and 

r(wY) = r(wy), it follows that wydi = IDy-d2 , by Lemma 8.2.4 again. 

Hence [xal,Yail = [a2, 02]. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.2.3. 	0 
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The next lemma is useful in verifying that the given multiplication is associative. 

The proof follows immediately from the fact that 1(ab) 	1(b), 1(de) 	1(e), and (B)(i). 

Lemma 8.2.5. Let a, b, c, d, e E S. If abc = dec and 1(b) 	r (c) , 1(e) 	r(c) , then 
ab = de. 

Lemma 8.2.6. The given multiplication is associative. 

Proof. Let [a, b], [c, (lb [p, q] E Q. Then by using the definition of multiplication in Q 
vre have 

Oa, bile, d]) [p , q] = [x a , y dl , 

where xb = ye and x E 	 for ) (0) /(b)+,.. (/(b),i(c)) ' Y E Hr(r),r(c)-/(c)-1-max (/(b),/(c)) 
some x, y E S and then 

([a, b][c, 	[p, 	= [w x a , g1 

where wyd fv-p and w E H 	 iDEH (w),r(yd)—/(yd)-Fmax (1(yd),1(p)) 	 r(w),r(p)—/(P)+max 
for some w, E S. Similarly, 

1(0),I(P)) 

[a, b] ([c, d] p , g]) = [a , b][i , g] 

then 

where d = gp and ± E H 	 Y EH 	 , and r(t),r(d)—/(d)+max (1(d),1(23)) 
	

r(7c),r(p)-1(p)+max (1(d),1(p)) 

[a , 1)] ([c, d][p, 	= [za, 

where zb = ;ffc and z E H 	 E H 
r(z),r(b)—/(b)+rnax (10),1W)) 7 	r(z),r(2c)-42c)+max (1(b),I(c) 

To complete our proof we have to show that [wxa, TTNJ = [za, fgq]. That is, we 

need to show that there are t,hE S such that twxa = hz a and tthq = h4q with 

r(t) = r(h), 1(t) = r(wxa) and 1(h) = r(za 

By Condition (C), for wx, z there exist h,t E S such that twx = hz where 

t E
r(t),r(wx)--/(wx)+max (/(wx),/(z))' 

h E Hr(1),r(z)--/(z)-Fmax (/(wx),/(z))' 

and so twxa = hza and twxb = hzb. Since xb = ye and zb = ,Uc we have that 

twyc = h2tc. But 

1(y) = r (c) — 1(c) + max (1(b) , 1(c)) 	r (c) 
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and 

r(d) — 1(d) + max (1(d), l(p)) = r(c) — 1(d) + max (1(d),1(p)) 

By Lemma 8.2.5, twy = 1125"; and so twyd = hitd. Now, wyd = Cop and fed =yp, so 

that tcup =hp. But 

= r(p) — l(p) + max (1(yd), l(p)) 	r(p) 

and 

l(y) = r(p) — l(p) + max (1(d),1(p)) 

and therefore 	= h2g, again by Lemma 8.2.5. Hence titiq = hfgq. It remains to 

prove that 

Since 

and 

Calculating, we have 

and 

1(t) = r(wxa) and 1(h) = r(za). 

1(t) = r(wx) — l(wx) + max (/(ws), 1(z)) 

1(h) = r(z) — 1(z) + max (/(wx), 1(z)). 

r(wx) = r(w) 

l(wx) =1(x) —1(yd) + max (1(p),1(yd)) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

1(z) -= r(b) — 1(b) + max (/(b), l(c)) (8.4) 

l(c) ,---- 1(c) — 1(d) + max (1(d),1(p)) (8.5) 

1(yd) = 1(d) — 1(c) + max (/(b), /(c)). (8.6) 

Since r(wx) 	r(wxa) and r(z) = r(za), once we show that 1(z) = l(wx), we will 

have 

1(t) = r(wx) = r(wxa) and 1(h) = r(z) = r(za). 
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It is convenient to consider separately two cases. 

Case(i): 1(c) ?. 1(b).  We have 

1(yd) = 1(d) and 1(x) = r(b) — 1(b) + 1(c). 

If 1(d) 	l(p), then from (8.5), l(c) =- 1(c). From (8.3) and (8.4), 

/ 	1(x) 	r(b) — 1(b) + 1(c) = 1(z). 

If, on the other hand, 1(d) 	l(p), then /(±c) = 1(c) —1(d) +1(p). From (8.3) and (8.4), 

l(wx) = /(x) — 1(d) + l(p) 

and 

1(z) = r(b) — 1(b) + max (1(b), 1(c) — 1(d) + l(p)). 

Since 1(c) 	1(b) and 1(d) 	l(p), it follows that 1(c) — 1(d) + l(p) 	1(b). Thus 

1(z) = r(b) — 1(b) + 1(c) — 1(d) + l(p) 
= 1(x) — 1(d) + l(p) 
= l(wx). 

Case(ii): 1(c) 	1(b). We have 

1(yd) = 1(d) — 1(c) + 1(b) and /(x) = r(b). 

If 1(d) ?, l(p), then 1(c) = 1(c). From (8.3) and (8.4), 

/(wx) = /(x) — 1(d) + 1(c) — 1(b) + max (1(p), 1(d) — 1(c) + 1(b)) 

and 

1(z) = r(b) — 1(b) + max (1(b),1(c)) = r(b) = 1(x). 

Since 1(d) 	l(p) and 1(c) 	1(b) we have that 1(d) — 1(c) + 1(b) 	1(d) 	l(p). Then 

/(wx) = /(x). Hence 1(z) = 1(x) = l(wx). 

If, on the other hand, 1(d) 	1(p), then from (8.5), l(c) = 1(c) —1(d)+1(p). From (8.3) 

and (8.4), 

= 1(x) —1(d) + 1(c) — 1(b) + max (1(p),1(d) — 1(c) + 1(b)) 
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and 

1(z) = r(b) — 1(b) + max (1(b),1(c) — 1(d) + l(p)). 

Once again, there are two cases. If 1(c) — 1(d) + l(p) 	1(b), then 

1(p) 	1(d) —1(c) +1(b) 

and so 
l(wx) 	1(x) — 1(d) +1(c) — 1(b) + l(p) 

r(b) —1(d) +1(c) — 1(b) +1(p) 
= 1(z). 

If, on the other hand, 1(c) — 1(d) +1(p) 	1(6), then l(p) 	1(d) — 1(c) + 1(b). Hence 

/(wx) = 1(x) = r(b) =1(z). 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Now we aim to show that Q, which we have constructed, is a semigroup of left 

I-quotients of S. First we show that S is embedded in Q. 

As seen earlier, for any a E S there exists x E S with 1(x) = r(a). Then xa E 

1-1,.(x),i(a)  and [x,xa] E Q. If y E S with 1(y) = r(a), then ya E Hr(y),/(a) and again 

[y, ya] E Q. By (C), there exist s, t E S with sx = ty (and so sxa = tya), where 

S E Hr(s),r(x), t E 1-1,(,),r(v). Hence [x,xa] = [y, !fa]. There is therefore a well-defined 

mapping 0 : S 	Q defined by all = [x, xa] where x E Hr(x),r(o• 

Lemma 8.2.7. The mapping 0 is an embedding of S into Q. 

Proof. Suppose that all = b0. Then x, xa] = [y, y1)] where xEHr (x),r(a) and 
	

E 

firm ,r(b). By definition of --, there are elements s,t E S such that sx = ty and 

sxa = tyb where /(s) = r(x), 1(t) = r(y) and r(s) = r(t). We claim that a = b. 

Since sxa = tyb = sxb, once we show that r (a) , r(b) 1(s x) we can use (B)(ii) to 

get a = b. Now, it is easy to see that 

sx E Hr(5)0.(a) and ty E H r  (8),r (b) 

and so /(sx) = r(a) and 1(ty) = r(b). But sx = ty, so that r(a) = r(b)=1(sx). Hence 

a = b and so 0 is one-to-one, our claim is established. 
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To show that 0 is a homomorphism, let a0 = [x, xa] and b0 = [y, yb] where x E 
Hr(x),r(a) and y E Hr(y),r(b). Then 

a0b0 = [x , xa][y, yb] = [w x , Cub] 

where wxa = zDy and w E H 	 E 	, r(w),r(xa)—/(xa)+max (1(xa),1(y))' 	 TlY) /(Y)+max (1(sa),1(y)) 

a0b0 = [wx,wxab]. 

Notice that 

r(xa) = r(x), 1(xa) = 1(a) and 1(y) = r(b) 

so that w E Hr(,,,),r(x)-1(a)+max (1(a),r(b)). Then 

wx E
r(w),r(a)-1(a)+max (1(a),r(b)) 	(w),r(ab)•  

It follows that (ab)0 = [wx,wxab] = a0b0. 

The main purpose of the following is to show that Q is a bisimple inverse co-

semigroup and S is a left I-order in Q. First we need the following simple but useful 

lemma. 

Lemma 8.2.8. Let [a,b] E Q. Then [a,b] = [xa,x1)] for any x E S with 1(x) = r(a). 

Proof It is clear that r(xa) = r(x) = r(sb), so that [xa,xb] E Q. By (C), for a and 

xa there exist t, z E S such that ta = zxa where 

t E Hr(t),r(a)-/(a)+max ( 	 z E H 
1(a),1(xa)) 	r(t),r(xa)-1(xa)-Fmax t1(a)j(xa) 

Since 1(xa) = 1(a) and r(xa) = r(x) we have that 1(t) = r(a) and 1(z) -= r(xa) 

Also, /(,z) = r(a). Hence by (B)(ii), t = zx and so tb = zxb. Thus 

[a,b] = [xa, xb] 

as required. 

= r(x). 

Hence 
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Lemma 8.2.9. Let [a,b],[b,c] E Q. Then [a,b][b,c] — 

Proof. We have that r(a) = r(b) = r(c). By (C), for b there exists x E S such that 

X E Hr(x),r(b)•  By definition 

[a, Id[b, c] = xa, xc]. 

Hence Lemma 8.2.8, [x a, xc] 	[a,c], as required. 

Let [a, b] E Q. Then [b, E Q and by Lemma 8.2.9, 

[a, b][b , a] 	, 	[a, b]. 

Then we have 

Lemma 8.2.10. The semigroup Q is regular. 

Let [a, al E Q. By Lemma 8.2.9, [a, a][a, a] = [a, a], that is, [a, al is an idempotent 

n Q. Hence {[a, a]; a E S} C E(Q). We have one half of the following Lemma. 

Lemma 8.2.11. The set of idempotents of Q is given by E(Q) = {[a, a] a E S}. 

Proof. Let [a, b] E E(Q). Then, 

[a, b] [a, b] = [a, b] 

and so [xa, yb] = [a, b] where xb = ya and 

x E 	r(x),r(b)-1(b)-1-m 
	1(b)1 (a)) ' 
	E H 

r(x),r(a)—/(a)+max (1(b),1(a)) 

so that 

xa E Hr(x),1(a)-1(b)+max (1(b),1(a))' 
yb E Hr(x),1(b)-1(a)+max (1(b),1(a)) .  

Since [xa, yb] = [a, b], it follows that there exist t, z E S such that txa = za and 

tyb = zb where r(t) = r(z), 1(t) = r(xa) and 1(z) = r(a). Moreover, 1(xa) =1(a) and 

1(yb) = 1(b). Since 1(t) = r(xa) = r(x) = r(y) we have 

, tx E Hr(t),,-(b)-10 	
ty E H

r(t 
 

	

)+Inax (1(a),1(b))' 	) ( ) /(a)-Fmax (1(b),1(a)) .  

Hence 	

1(tx) 	r(b) = r(a), 1(ty) 	r(a) = r(b) and 1(z) = r(a) = r(b) 
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and so from tyb = zb and txa 	za we have that tx = z = ty, using (B)(i). As 
r(x) =- r(y) = 1(t) and tx = ty we have that x = y, by (B)(ii). Then 

1(b) =1(yb) 	1(xb) = 1(ya) =1(xa) =1(a) 

gives 1(x) = r(a) = r(b). Since xb = ya = xa, it follows that a = b, by (B)(ii). Hence 
E(Q) C {[a, a]; a E S}, and the lemma follows. 	 0 

Lemma 8.2.12. The set E(Q) is co-chain. 

Proof Let [a, a], [b,b] E E(Q). Then, 

[a, a][b,b] = [xa, yb] 

where xa = yb and x E Hr(x),r(a)-1(a)+max(1(a),1(b)), Y c Ilr(x),r(b)-1(b)+max(1(a),1(b))• Hence 

[a, a] [b, b] = [xa, 	[yb,yb]. 

If 1(a) ?)1(b), then x E Hr(x),r(a) and so xa E Hr(x),1(a). By Lemma 8.2.8, 

[xa, xa] = [a, a]. 

If 1(b) 	1(a), then y E Hr(x),r(b) and yb E Hr(x),1(b) so that [yb, yb] 	[b, b], by 

Lemma 8.2.8. 	 0 

Notice also from Lemma 8.2.12 that if 1(a) = 1(b), then [a, a][b,b] = 	= [b,b[. 

By Lemma 8.2.12, the idempotents of Q form an w-chain and hence commute, by 

Lemma 8.2.10, the following Lemma is clear. 

Lemma 8.2.13. The semigroup Q is inverse. 

Lemma 8.2.14. The semigroup Q is a bisimple inverse semigroup. 

Proof To show that Q is a bisimple inverse semigroup, we need to prove that, for 

any two idempotents [a, a], [b, b] in E(Q), there is q in Q such that qq-1  = [a, a] and 

q -= [b, bb by Lemma 2.4.1 ([1, Lemma 8.34]). 
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By (A), S(,o is a left I-order in B. By Lemma 8.1.2, Scp is straight, so that for 
(1(a),1(b)) there exist c,d in S such that 

(1(a),1(b)) = cco-  dca 

where cc,oTed,o in B so that cso = (a, 1(a)) and do = (u, 1(b)) for some u E N°. Hence 
q= [c,d] E Q. By Lemma 8.2.9, 

qq-1  = [c, d][d, c] = [c, c] 

and, similarly, q-1  q = [d, d]. By the argument following Lemma 8.2.12, 

and {d, d] = [b, b], as required. 	 I=1 

The following lemma throws full light on the relationship between S and Q. 

Lemma 8.2.15. Every element of Q can be written as a'b, where a, b are elements 

of S r(a) = r(b). 

Proof Suppose that q = [a, b] E Q for some a, b E S with r(a) = r(b). In view of 

Lemma 8.2.7, we can identify a and b with [x, xa] and [y, yb] respectively, for some 

E Hr(x),r(a) and y E Hr(y),r(b). Hence 

a-ib _ [x,xa]-1[y,yb] 
[xa,x][y,yb] 
[txa, hyb] where tx = hy, r(t) = r(h), 1(t) = r(x) and 1(h) = r(y) 
[txa, txb] where i(tx) = r(a) 
[a, I)] 	by Lemma 8.2.8. 

From Lemmas 8.2.7, 8.2.12, 8.2.13, 8.2.14 and 8.2.15 we deduce that S is a straight 

left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup. 
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8.3 Proper bisimple inverse w-semigroups of left I-quotients 

In this section we investigate a special case for a proper bisimple inverse w-semigroup 

of left I-quotients Q = BR(G, 0). It is shown in [32], that Q = BR(G, 0) is proper if 
and only if 0 is one-to-one. 	- 

Proposition 8.3.1. Let S is a left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup Q. The 

following are equivalent for a semigroup S: 

(i) Q is proper; 

(ii) S satisfies the following condition: 

{(a,b) E Sx S: ta = tb for some t E 	nR,Q = Is 

where Is is the identity relation on S. 

Proof. (i) 	> (ii). Suppose that Q is proper. Let ta = tb for some t E S and a7?-9b. 

Hence t-lta = t-ltb and as Q is proper, a = b, by Proposition 2.4.8. 

(ii) 	> (i). Let a-lb be an element Q where a R.Q b and c-lc be any idempotent 

in Q such that a-lbc-1  c = c-lc. Using the proof of Theorem 8.2.1, we have 

a-lbc-  c = (xa)-1(yc) 

with xb = ye where x, y E S and x E Hrw,r(0-1(0+iri.(t(b),i(e)), y E Hr(x),r(c)—t(c)+maxii(b),/(c))• 

It is clear that xaRg ye. Hence uxa = ye = uyc for some it, v E S, by Lemma 3.2.4. 

As yc = xb we have that uxa = uxb. By assumption, a = b and so Q is proper. 0 

Corollary 8.3.2. The following are equivalent for a semigroup S. 

(i) S is a left I-order in a proper bisimple inverse w-semigroup; 

(ii) S satisfies Conditions (A), (B) and (C) of Theorem 8,2.1, and the following 

condition: 

{(a, b) ES x S: ta = tb for some t E S and r(a) = r(b)} = 

where Is is the identity relation on S. 
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8.4 Uniqueness 

This section will be devoted to proving Theorem 8.4.1, which determines when two 

bisimple inverse w-semigroups of left I-quotients of a given semigroup S are isomorphic 

over S. 

Let B1  = BR(Gi, 01) and B2 = BR(G2, 02) be bisimple inverse w-sernigroups. We 

recall that for any Q = BR(G, 0) there exist functions r,1: Q 	N°  giving by 

r(i,g,j)=i, 1(i,g,j) 

It is clear that if a seinigroup S is a left I-order in Q, then we can restrict these 

functions on S. 

Theorem 8.4.1. Let S be a left I-order in a bisirnple inverse w-semigroup B1, Let 

: S —+ B2 be an embedding of S into a bisimple inverse w-semigroup B2 such 

that Sy is a left I-order in B2. Then B1  and B2 are isomorphic via an isomorphism 

extending y if and only if for all a E S, 

r(a) = r(ay) and 1(a) =1(ayo). 

Proof. Suppose that r(a) = r(ay) and 1(a) =1(ayo) for all a E S. Define : B1  —4 B2 

by the rule that 

(a-lb)0= acp-lbcp 

where a,b E S and a 7?,8' b. To show that is well defined, let 

d-ib c-id  

where a ,b, c, d E S,a7,B1  b and c7,B1  d. Then by Lemma 3.2.4, there exist x,yE S 

such that 

xa = ye and xb = yd 

where 1(x) = r(a), 1(y) = r(c) and r(x) = r(y). We then have 

xyay = yycyo and xyobyo = yydy. 

By assumption, x(p E r(xp),r(aco), Tho E Hr(xco),r(cp). By Lemma 3.2.4, we have 

ay-lby = cy-1  dy. 
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We show that tp is a homornorphism. Let a-lb, c'd E B1  with a RBI b and cR,B' d, 
where a, b,c,d E S. Using the proof of Theorem 8.2.1, we have 

(a-1bc-ld)71)= ((xa)-1(yd))V) 

with xb = ye and x E 
(x),r(b)-1(0-1-rnax (1(b),/(0) Y E H  (x),r(c)—/(c)+max (t(b),1(c)) 

Since xb =-- yc, it follows that x.pbç = yycy where xy E H 
r(x(p),r (b(p)-1(No)+max (1(1)(p),1(cco)) 

). Then xco.Cccob(p-1  and yy 	(op 	so and y`P E Hr(zep),r(ccp)-1(ap)-1-max 1(bc,o),1(cp) 

that from xyby = yycy we have that xybycy-1  = yy. Now, 

r(bycy-1) = r(by) - 1(by) + max(1(by),1(cc,o)) 

so that xy-l yy = bc,occo- 1. Hence 

(a-lbc-  d)0 = ((xa)-1(yd))1,b 
xa)y-1(yd)y 	as xaR,B  b = ycR.B' yd 

= 	ay- 1  xy-l yydy 
= ay-1  bycy-1  

(a-lb)0(c-1d)0. 

We need to show that V) is one-to-one. Suppose that 

(a l b)71) = (c-  d)2I) 

where a, b, c, d E S, a7Z13' b and cR,B1  d. Then ago-lbco = cso-149-1. By assumption, 

aço R.B2  by and c(,o R.B2  dy so that in B2, there exist N),.sco E Sy such that 

tc,oay = rc,ocy and tyby = sydy 

where 1(ty) = r(w,o), 1(s(p) = r(c) and r(t) = r(sy), by Lemma 3.2.4. Hence in Br 

we have that ta = rc and tb 	rd where t E r(t),r(a), r E Hr(t),r(c), by assumption. 

Thus a-lb = c-ld, by Lemma 3.2.4. 

The converse can be deduced from Theorem 4.1 of [40]. 	 0 

In the next corollary we provide an alternative proof for the above theorem, by 

using our result in Section 3.2. 
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Corollary 8.4.2. Let S be a left I-order in a bisimple inverse w-semigroup .81. Let 
: S 	 B2 be an embedding of S into a bisimple inverse w-semigroup B2 

Scp is a left I-order in B2. Then following are equivalent: 
(1) B1  and B2 are isomorphic via an isomorphism extending Cp; 

(2) for all a E S, r(a) = r(a) and 1(a) ---- 
(3) for all a,b E S; 

(i) a  R.B, b 	ay 7ZB2 b(p,  

such that 

(ii) (a, b, c) E Ts81  < 	> (a( p,bcp, 0,0) E Tfc j . 

Proof. (1) 	(2) follows from Theorem 4.1 of [40]. 

(2) = (3) 3(i) is immediate. For any a, b, c E S 

(a,b,c) E rs81  <=> ab-1131  C c-181  
<=> r(ab-1) r(e) 
<=> 	r(a) — 1(a) + max(/(a), 1(b)) 	1(c) 
<=> 

 
r(a) —1(acp)-F max(/(a(p),1(bcp)) ?_1(0,0) 

.4=> r(ac,ob,p-1) r(w 1 ) 
<=>. ac,obco-1132  C 0,0-'132  
t=> (acp,bc,o, 0,a) E Ts5  

Hence (3) holds. (3) 	(1) follows from Theorem 3.2.9. 	 111 
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